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INTRODT)%JTION 

Ever since-the Protestant Churches ivere born during the period of 

Reformation they have been forced to do-a considerable amount of soul-search- 

ing as to-what constitutes their identity. Questions'about the nature of 

the Church, visible and invisible, have been asked throughout the centuries 

among the Refornedt Lutheran and Anglican heirs of the Reformation, without 

e ver reaching a conclusive answer. Inte-pretations of the true Church, 

its characteristics and its faith and order are many and varied, ' even within 

one denomination and they have eng'endered bitter strife and schisms. 

This was also the case with the English Reformation and the Church that 

was established in its consequence. As Professor Owen Chadwick points out, 

the Iýhglish Reformation Was unique in being emphatically a political revolu- 

tion, and its author, King Henry VIII resisted, for a time ferociously, many 

of the religious consequences which accompanied the legal changes everywhere 

in Europe. Consequently, Vie nature of the emerging Church was even nore 

open for debate'than elsewhýere in Protestant countries. The' historical 

developments during the reigns of Edward VI and Vary made the situation even 

more confused. Thus, when Elizabeth succeeded her sister to the throne I and 

the moderate Matthew Parker was installed as the Archbishop of Canterbury, ' 

nobody really knew how the Church of England was to develop. There' were 

many conflicting opinions. Catholicism still had many staunch supporters, 

whereas the-returning protestant exiles of Yaryls reign vianted to-press the 

Reformation furthert according to the examplp of Geneva'. It is significant 

Chadwickv The 'Reformation. The Pelicqn Histor_v of the Church. 
Aylesbury 1968, P-97. 
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that Elizabeth, at the beginning'of her reign, did not concentrate on doctrine, 

but on, 'worship and discipline. Her aim was'to consolidate a unified 

national'Church, and to secure this aim she recovered from Parliament the 

p, oyal'Supremacy. and enforced the new Prayer-book. Only later, in 1563, was 

the'work, resumed on revising the 42 Articles of 1553, and the 39 Articles, as 

they now stand, saw daylight in 1571. here, in Article XIX the Church 'was 

defined as "a congregation of Paithful men, in which the pure word'of God is 

preachedp and the Sacraments be'dulyadministered according to Christ's 

ordinance in all those things that of necessity are requisite to the same. " 

Article YXXIV stated that "It is noi necessary that Traditions and Ceremonies 

be in aIl places one, or utterly like" thus expressing a tolerant attitude, 

but taking a stand against those who were unwilling to'submit to the ueremonies 

of the uhurch. Finallyq Article MVII expressed the idea of the Church being 

subject to the Yonarch's authority in certain matters. ' The general tone of' 

the 39 Articles was conservative and conciliatory, and it did not satisfy'the 

more radical wing of Protestants. Hence a Puritan front was soon forming, 

led by several noted theologians, especially by Thomas Cartwright, Professor 

of'Divinity at Lady'Vargaret's College at Cambridge. The': ý? iscopalwing of 

the Church also rallied to support their position, and as their most notable 

leader emerged Richard Hooker, author of the book of the Laws of Ecclesiasticnl 

Polity. In the ecclesiastical battle that followed it became painfully obvious 

that Elizabeth had not succeeded in creating aun'ified national Church. 

It is against this background that we see John Donne emerging'from 

history. ' in his own person he de'picted'his age in many ways. ý- He was the 

child of ardent Catholic parentso and in his earliest years he received a 

thorough Indoctrination in his ancostorS' faith. 1)uring his twenties he 

was converted to Anglicanism. ' A: s was the case with the khglish Reformation 

his conversiont too', can be called "a political revoluiion-of expediency" 
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which was later to have genuine religious consequences. 

Yet in the midst of his political conversion he was forced to give much 

thought to the differences between Rome and Canterbury and we know that he 

battled, with thq question of the true Church already from an early age. 

When later force of circumstances had confined him to-seclusion and poverty, 
I he used his time to study theology and canon law, thus paving the road that 

was to lead him into the orders. Although it can be-argued that when Donne 

finally accepted orders, at a fairly advanced ageg this was another political 

conversion, his career as a preacher became no less notable than that as a 

poet. His sermons 'were appreciated as much by the King as by the com. -on 

citizens of London. There could be no doubt that the eventual fruits of 

his possibly political conversion were genuin?. As the King's Chaplain in 

Ordinancy and Dean of St. Paul's he commanded a very -Influential position in 

his Church, and from what may be judged, his message was given due considera- 

tion. Only his ill health prevented his promotion to a bishopric shortly 

before his death. 

From this background arises naturally the question: Mat was Donne's 

doctrine of the Church? How did this man, who had once in his life changed 

his allegiances from one Church to another and was later serving a Church 

deeply divided think about the Church in its essence and actions, in its 

faith and order? Often he*is counted among the ranks of the Laudian, party, 

but this assumption seems to be made on insufficient grounds, without the 

understanding of the totality of Donne's t, 4 It is the purpose of this hinking. 

thesis to give as thorough account as possible of Donne's ecclesiology., and 

in doing so, to sketch the main outliftes of his theological thinking and to 

show the place which the Church hold therein. In so doing it will also be 

necessary to dwell at some length with Donne'spersonal development and the 

formation of his way of thinking, in order to arrive at an understanding of 
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him on his. own teinis. 

In this task,, finding, a suitable method has posed a prýblem. Donne 

was never an academic theologian, but a-preacher and a poet*. He did not 

present. his messa e in academic treatises, but in dynamic preaching situationg .9 

creating a field of force, where the poles were the preacher, the congreg--- 

tion and the Holy Spirit. Donne himself was aware of this difference, and 

refers to it in one of his sermons in the following manner: 

That's a difference between Sermons and'Lecturesq that a Sermon intends 
Exhortation principally and Edification, and a holy stirring of religious 
affections, and then matters of Doctrine and points of DiVinity, occasion- 
allyt secondarily, as the words of the text may invite them; but Lectures 
intend principally Doctrinal points, and matter of Divinity, and matter of 
Exhortation but occasionally and as in a second place. z 

This passage alone, should make us to proceed, wi-th, caution in applying the 

traditional methods of, systenatic iheology to Donne's sermons. It is evidont 

that the points of doctrine were always in a subordinate position in Donnels, 

preaching and that the true gist of his message must be sought elsewhere. 

Another closely related danger here is that of approaching with a ready rigid u- 

frame of. reference and applying excerpts, of Donne's sermons to it and seeing 

how they correspond. As examples of this, the two only, treatises on Donne's 

theological thinking written before the 1960 Is,, those-, of 
' 
L'Tary Paton Ramsay and 

Itrat-Husaino may be', cited. 
3 

In her book, Kiss Ramsay starts looking for 

similarities between Donne's sermons and the Neoplatonic elements of medieval 

Scholasticism. 
, 

Obviously she finds plenty of these, as can be found with 

every theologian who makes frequent use of the Fathers, especially Pt. 

Augustine, as Donne does. From these admittedly, undeniable, encl frequent 

similarities she derives the conclusion that Donne ras essentially a medieval 

spirit, and that most of his theology carries a Neoplatonic stamp. Thus she 

2. The S, 3=.. on-; of John-Donne, 'I-X, edited, with Introductions and C. ritical 
.1 

Apparatus, by Evelyn 1114. Sim-pson and Georcge R. Potter, Berkeley, Calif. 
1953-62. Vol- VIIIv P-95. 

'r 3. P, Ramsay, Les-Doctrines medievales chez Donne, London, 1917. 'i-Husain, 
The Dogr, ý, tic anrl T'ystica 1 'Irb Itra eolory of John Donne, London, 1938. 
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denies Donne of all originality as a theological thinker: 

Donne slestrevele ainsi come un penseur eleve, qui pretend pourtant 
moins a 11originalite' philosphique quIa la vision du poete. Comme 

*--1 "0 me. aphysicien il a, en realite, repke presque sans commentairep les' 
theories de bes predecesseurs depuis St. Augustin. 4 

Although her conclusion is correct in the sense that Donne did not 

develop any new points of. doctrine as such, she has failed to see that the 

usage that bonne made of his predecessors' heritage formed a total picture 

that was quite unlike medieval Scholasticism. 

The same. faults of indiscriminate reading of Donne's sermops and, cominrr. 

with a pre-fabricated doctrinal frame of reference plague also Itrat-Husain's 

. work. In his introduction he claims to "cover the whole field of (Donne's) 

theology in a systematic wayo a method which is usually employed by theologians 

in the division and treatment of th eir subjects". Ile does not, however, stop 

to ask whether this admittedly common nethod-is appropriate when dealing with 

Donne. Insteadq he*gleans Donne's sermons to see how Donne stands on a 

certain set of doctrinal points which he has derived from Anglican theolo87. 

ylot surprisinglyl he comes upwith a uonne who is in perfect accord with 

Hooker and Andrewesq and a staunch supporter of high-church Anglicanism. 

He too has failed to ask whether similarity in certain doctrinal shibb6leths 

does necessarily mean that the total picture of I)onne's theological thinking 

corresponds precisely to that of the Anglican Church in the 17th century. 

The great work of publishing a new edition of L'onne's sermons in the 

1950's and 60's, by Evelyn Y. Simpson and Georpe R. Potterg broueht a new 

impetus on the study of Donne's theology, especially in America. In these 

later studies of the 1960's re can see that a new appreciation of the special 

characteristics of Donne's thinking is forming. As an indication of this 

vve may quote Thomas P. 14errill, in his article John Donne nnd the Word of God: 

Ramsay, p. 258- 
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As a rule,, we approach the seventeenth-century'sermon as we would a 
document. We examine its rhetorical form and flourish, we investigate 
its doctrinal orthodoxy, and'we look for its insights into the social . 
and intellectual milieu. The sermon, for all intents and purposes, is 
treated no differently than a theological treatise or a devotinnal hand- 
book; we attend the composition and snub charisma. Miile this'procedure 
perhaps suffices-for the preaching of some Anglican divines,, it certainly 
falls short of what is required for a comprehensive appreciation of the 
sermons of John Donne. 5 

ISerrill goes on to show that any systematic analysis of Donne's theology 

must necessarily give due allowance to the, fact-that it is dealing-with 

preached theology. This special character of Donne's sermons has been 

grasped also by Toni IvI. cNaron in her typewritten doctoral thesis John Donne's 
6 

Sermons Approached as Dranatic "Dialogues of one". . YcNaron proceeds from 

the basic assumption that for Donne a sermon is always a dialogue situation. 

in her analysis she concentrates on the, dramatic elements in Donnelsýsermonsv 

such asýquestionsq striking openings, elaborate conclusions and-Donne's strong 

emphasis on time and place. ' She further emphasises that'Donne attached much 

importance to audience participationg and rather than delivering a harangueg 

tried to engage his congregation in a-dialogue, demanding immediate response 

from his hearers. 

Thust'-when doing the ground research for this thesis I battled with the 

problem of finding a suitable method for my reseaxch, I came to the following 

basic points: 1.1 have denied myself all preýestablished doctrinal frames 

of reference listening only to what Donne has to say. ,I 
have not tried to 

compaxe'him with medieval Scholasticism, like Ransay,, or with the generally 

accepted body of Anglican divinity like Husain. References to coomon pre- 

valent dogmatic structures have been mr: de only when Donne's own material has 

so directly warrantedo and I have tried consciously to avoid labeling him 

5- ' -uphilolo7ische 1,11itteilungen 4 LXIX 1968. Helsinki f968, P-597. This 
11 be referred deals wit1h Donine's concept of the preached "A'ord, and Ti. 

to in the respective chapter of this thesis. V'errill has also done research 
into the anthropology of Donne, the results of which can be found in his 
d. octor, -, Ll thesis The Christi-an Anthropoloa of John Donne, University of 
11ýisconsin, 1964. 

6. University of Wisconsin, 1964. 
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with tags derived from the history of dogma. 2. In approaching him in this 

manner I have observed the following guiding principles Which can be derived 

both by Donne's own texts and by previously done research: a. Donne does 

not develop any xew points of doctrine in his sermons. He is contented with 

the heritage of the Fathers and the Scholastics as seen through the eyes of 

Reformation, in this respect. b. He has no need of developing a novel 

dogmatic theology because his theolo&7 is essentially preached theology, where 

points of doctrine come in a subordinate position. c. lb Donne preaching 

is a dynamic event, as 111,7errill puts it, "an apocalyptic event that sets the 

7 doors of heaven and hell in motion,,. This event must be grasped as a dialogue, 

both between the preacher and the. congregation and the Holy Spirit and the 

individual sinner. d. Consequently, when Donne is preaching, his main 

emphasis is on the immediate experience, he employs a theology of here and now. 

in the development of this theology lies Donne's great originality which 

separates him from other contempoi: ary Anglican preachers. * 

To illustrate more closely what I mean', a passage of a sermon preached 

at St. Paul's on Christmas Day 1628. 

So that here is the case, if the naturall man say, alas they arý but dark 
notions of God which I have in the nature; if the Jew say, alas they are 
but remote and ambiguous thincýs which I hsve of Christ in the Prophets; 
if the slack and historicall Christian say, aL: Lq they are but gener, -dl 
things, done for the whole world indifferently, and not apPlyed to me,, 
which I reade in the Gospell, to this naturall man, to this Jew, to this' 
slack Christian, we present an established Church, a Church endowed with 
a power, to open the wounds of Christ Jesus to every wounded soule, to 
spread the balme of his blood upon every bleeding heart; A Church that 
makes this generall Christ particular to every Christian, that makes the 
Saviour of the world, thy,, Saviour and my Saviour; -that offers the originall 
sinner Baptisme for that; and the actuall sinner the body and blood of 
Christ Jesus for that; A Church that mollifies, and entenders, and shivers 
the presumptuous sinner with denouncing the judgements of God, and then, 

consolidates and establishes the diffident soule with the promises of his 
Gospell. 8 

7- Merrillq op. cit., p. 608. 

a. Donnel op. cit., vol. VIII9 P-308* 
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On the'surface, looking at the dogmatic content, this chapter would be 

hard to place in a definite era. It could well be taken from the writingS 

of some early Father, or even from the Tomes of Homilies, for-that matter. 

Here 3)onne merely states that the Church pronounces the judgf. ments and mercies 

of God in the sermon, and applies the merits of Christ to wash away the original 

sin aild actual sins in the Sacraments. ' Perhaps the only-sign that would give 

a casual reader a hint that these words were uttered by an Anglican divine, is 

the occurrence of the phrase "established Church", and the implied idea that 

an established Church is also a'Church endowed with divine power. , Yet an 

analysis of this chapter following the guiding principles'given earlier will 

reveal much morev 

in the above quoted passage Donne creates a dramatic situation. Although 

the Church is at the centre of the drama, it is not, there as'a static entity, 

but rather on one hand giving the framework of the events 'and also again 

emerging from the'interwoven events. He introduces the active blements, * 

the natural mang the Jew,, and the slack Christian. These come forth with' 

their objections and reservations which are met in the Church. The judge- 

ments of'God-are presented'to each of them, to wipe away the objections and-. 

reservationsp and this being accomplished, the promises of Gospel areýapplied 

to consolidate the diffident soul. Here Christ himself-is at work; when we 

look at the way Donne alliterates with the words wounds .... wounded, blood 

bleedingq it is not-siraply for the sake'of elocution, but to imply that in, 

this event the wounded soul paxticipates in the wounds of Christ, the bleeding 

heart partakes of his blood. The dramatic element, 'however, does not stop", 

here on a descriptive level. We are also dealing with ardialogue, where 

Donne constantly. involveshis audience. The hypothetic natural man, Jer 

and slack Christiang axe in fact challenges to the congregation: Do y6u 

recognize yourself in one of these? Donne sees the, 6hain of events that 
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he is describing as not merely concerning but actually taking place here and 

now. . The shattering of the presumptuous soul and establiLng of a diffiaent 

soul are not meant to be things that happen to hypothetical entitieq'in 

hypothetical tiple and space, but something that is to be applied by the 

individual parishioner to himself while he is hearing the words- of Donne. 

Hence there is a constant interaction between the preacher, the congregation, 

and the Holy Spirit, who is the primus motor behind both of these. Hence we 

can also say that when Donne uttered his words, he had in his mind a Church 

that was not so much an established institution, but ?n event, Vhere all the 

happenings he described'took place in immediately relevant time and space. 

Thus my basically systematic-analYtical method in this thesis has been 

subjected to the essential modifichtion that the preaching event is always 

taken into account as the fundamental point of view, necessary for understand- 

ing what Donne is saying% At times I have found it more fruitful to respond 

to Donne rather than to analyze him, to enter into a dialogue with him, in 

order to meet him on his own terms. Thus, in giving myself the liberty of 

hermeneutically interpreting his message I have tried to account for the 

fact that for Donne the effective communication of Christian doctrine is not 

a statement about the action of God, in creating, sustaining and saving the 

world. For him the proclamation of the 'Nord of God, where it is efficacious, 

is identical to. the action of God. By this I do not mean something over and 

above. ' The speak ing of the preacher and the hearing of the hearer is simply 

participation in God's action. 
9 

This should not, however, be taken as an indication that Donne ras nerely 

following the doctrine of the efficacious word as developed by Calvin. 

Cf. Merrill saying: The traditional approach fails because it obliges us to 

regard the sermon as a static literary entity rather than, As Donne understood 
it, a dynamic, corporate event involving, preacher, cong--egation and the Holy 
Spirit. For Donne, the sermon was not mere discourse, not even a sacred pre- 
paration for some ensuing sacramental encounter with the holy Presence. it 

'Ras a decisive confrontation of congregation and Holy Ghost taking place in 
time. The sermon was a sacred instance of God's reaching out for naý, in Ihis 

world; it was nothing less than an apocalyptic event. Ierriil, op. cit. p 
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Although Donne's concept of preaching and the word of God does superficially 

remind us of the Calvinistic doctrine of the -instrumental ube of the Z'ord of 

God, its roots are elsewhere, and must be sought in Donne's ontology. In 

reading Donne's sermons one soon notices traces and hints of an ontology that 

is fieither Scholastic-Aristotelian, nor Neoplatonic-Augustinian, but something 

very definitely Donne's own. Reading Donne's sqrmons one begins to discern 

that for I)onne, to be is always being in relation and interaction to somebod$ 

or something. it is only ac ontext of a pattern of interactive relationships- 

that we can understand the meaning of Donne's message. That this sort of 

ontology of being i. n relationships is vonne's own concept and not a loan from 

-Calvin or any other theological source, becomes evident when we notice that it 

does not come forth only in his theology, but also in his early love-poetry. 

One can trace a line of development'in young Donne's amatory experience, where 

only he ch anges from being an isolated, autonomous entity into being somethinp 

in relationship to the one he loves. A similar development can be later found 

in his seaxching for God, rhen he gradually abandons his autonomous isolation 

in favor of a harmonious interactive relationship. These trends will, hor- 

ever, be dealt with in greater detail in the first main chapter ofthis thesis. 

At this point let it suffice to say that when dealinS with Donne YP3 are dealý- 

ing with a persong who had two totally different identities during his life: 

that of a man about town, a. ladies' man, and that of a saintly divine and 

Dean of St. Paulls. Yet both his identities demonstrate a similar quality 

of experience that craves for communion and communication. This is the 

final viewpoint we need to convince us that, when dealing with Donne we. will 

have to take him as an individual phenomenon and not rely too much on other 

earlier and contemporary theological solutions. It also c. onvinces us that 

action and interaction are the two factors which furnish us the key of under- 

standing his way of thinkcing and feeling, theological and otherwise. Thus, 

9. 
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forewa37ned and foreanned by the above-stated considerations I have finally 

been able to Co, ahead and try to present a picture of histhinking-in general 

and his ecclesiology in paiticulax. -, 

'. I-have begim my thesis with a chapter dealing with Donno's life and 

development, his works and the general character of his theology. In the 

first-sub-chapter, Life and Develonment,. I-have tried to give the outlines 

of his life, givine special consideration of the development of his amorous 

life and his religious life. I have tried. to make this as concise as possible 

but when we are dealing with a character as complex-as Donne, a certain amount 

of biographical,, background data is, necessary for proper understanding. In 

dealing with his amorous life and. religious life, I have -tried to trace their 

development as closely as can be done with existing 4aterial, knowing'all, the 

time that these are areas where research is always bordering dangerously close 

to speculation. In the second sub-chapter The Seculnr 7Torks of'Jack I)onne 

I have concentrated on the trend of developiýen t in his, amorous experience, -, 

as shown, in the light of his love poetry. Here I try, to show. his pre-occupa- 

tion with, communication and communion, and his search for, them in-Its different 
I 

stages and its fulfillment. The, third sub-chapter, The Works and TIlInkina of 

Dr. Donne, demonstrates a similar pattern of experience in his. religious 

developmentl its correspondence to the pattern shown in theprevious sub- 

chapter and also tries to give the outlines of his theology, 

.1 have divided the, actual discussion of Donne's ecclesiology in two 

main chapters: The Church in the World md The Church in her-Actions., In 

the former I try to define the place, that the Church held in-Donne's- 

A 
ontological structure, its raison dletre 

'in 
the creation,. its, position in 

a world where the Church of Christ had recently suffered a serious, split and 

the rise, of the. national state required a re-evaluation of the,, old, ideal of 

the universal Church, and its relationships with the society, andg-finallyt 
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I have outlined'the 'function of the Church, given th'e above stated conditions 

aI na ci , roumstances. Thý'6orre'sp'onding'sub-chapters " 
are: A. The Church in' 

-the Creation, B. The Church Divided, 'C. The Church and Social Order, and 

Do Th4 Church-An". the Ark of Salvation. 

In the latter main chapter on Donne's ecclesiology I have concentrated 

on describing how the Church fulfills its functions in practice. Here I 

have started from the basic problem facing mang to learn to see-God and to 

know Godq and the innate capacity in him for this task. From this I have 

proceeded to show how God has reached out for man, by speaking to him""first, 

in the early revelation recorded in the Bibleg . and, later I' in'the preýching 

of the Church, Thereafter I have shown, how the relationship thus estýLblish- 

ed is carefully cared for and nurtured through the Sacraments of the Church. 

The' respective sub-chapters are: A. Man#s Quest to . See and Know God, 

T6 Written Word, C. - The Spoken Word and D. Th I e-§acraments'o In the 

course of these considerations Donne's pre-occupation with communication and 

communion has provided the Leitmotiv,, which serves us told6monstrate how 

IIýI. 1% 'nt, 3, ý Donne's ecolesiology forms a unified structure where'the differe -elements 

join each other to form a clear and logical entity, 

In this study Donne's sermons have provided me'with my main -source 

material. The edition I have used is The Sermons of John Donne I"--X, 'ed. ' 

Evelyn M. Simpson and George R. Potter, Berkeley 1953-62. (AbbreViation S). 
V, 

I-I As regards other source material 9 the following editions have been used: 

F, ssMs in Divinity by John Donne,, ed. Evelyn M. Simpson. Oxford 1952. 

(Abbreviation E). John Donnev Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, Anxx Arbor 

Paperbacks, 'University of Michigan, 1965- (Abbreviation D). he-Poems of 

John Donne, ed. Sir Herbert Grierson. Oxford 1951*' (AbbrevipLtion . Poems). 

Edmund'Gosseg"The Life and Letters of John I)onne London. 1699. 

(Abbreviation Letters). Piathanatos. Reproduced from 'the First-"Edition. 
f 
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t" 
. 

With a bibliographical Note by J. William Hebel. New York 1930- It 

(Abbreviation B). Pseydo-martyr. T-lierein ovt of certaine propositions and 

grýaationsj this conclusion is euicted. That those which are of. the Romane 

religion in thip kingdome, may and ought to take the oath of allegiance. 

London 1610. (Abbreviation P-M). 

'When quoting directly from Donne's works, the source is indicated by 

the appropriate abbreviation together with the page number. In case other 

editions have been used, there is a separate mention of this in the foot- 

note. As regards literature and criticism on Donne, I have rýlied mostly 

. 10 
on Sir Geoffrey Xeynes's excellent bibliography. Here, howeýer, an 

unexpected problem has emerged. 
-Although 

thousands of pagesl have been 

written on Donne 
I 
andhis productiopq most of these deallwith his poetry, 

and even the treatises on his sermons are written mostly from a literary 

point of view. Hence it has been difficult to find suitable criticiom for 

comparison with the ideas presented in this thesis. This problem has been 

made even more difficult by the fact that even the few works that deal with 

Donne's theological thought concentrate mostly on topics that are of little 

relevance from the viewpoint of this thesis. Thuso the reader will find 

that the research presented here stands to a large degree on its own, with 

references to previous research being scant and scattered. However, it is 

to be hoped, that in this manner the author has been able to. open some new 

vistas to hitherto unexamined aspects of Donne's thinking. 

10. Keyneso A Bibliography of Dr. John Donne, Dean of Saint Paulls. Fourth 
edition. Oxford 1973. 
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THE LIFE AITD WORKS OR JOHN DOMTE 

A. LIFE AND DEVEMPY-04T -, 

, Ever since, Izaak, Walton first wrote his famous account on the life of 

John Donne, 1 
numerous attempts have been made to describe his colourful drama 

and its main actor, Donne himself. Years-of diligent scholarship, in piecing 

together biographical data provided, ý to us by his own writings and contemporary 

documents have produced a rich yield and we are to-day presented with a fairly 
As 

accurate picture of the, outward events of his life. I R. C. Bald points out, 

Donne must be the earliest major-p6et in English of vhom an adequate biography 

is possible. 
2 However, although Baldts excellent bio6-raphy leaves-few gaps 

concerning the events of Donne's life, the development and structure of his 

chaiýacter. and thinking, isýstilj shrouded in mystery to quite a large extent. 

When we look at Donne We are. presented with pictures of a lecher, and a saint, 

a cynic and a man overflowing with genuine tenderness; we see ecstatic 

visions, produced by ardent love to a mortal woman or immortal-God, we see 

a desperate man brooding over suicide. Small wonder if we are to sigh 

together with Donne: "Oh, to vex me, contraryes meet in- one. 
0 

e- s 

-In this chapter it has beenýmy, rain intent to concentrate hot'so much. 

on, the external events of. Donne's lifeg but to, tryAo, draw a picture. of, his 

inner development. As has been already stated in-the-introdudtory chapter 

The edition in my use has been: Izaak Walton, The, Lives of Dr. John Donne, 
Sir Hen V, otton, __Ifr. 

Richard Hooker, 
- 

Yr. 
- 

George Herbert. 167.0. (A 

Scolar Press Facsimile) Menstong 1969. 

2. See Bald, John Donne Life. Oxford 1970, P-1. 

3. Holy Sonnet XIX. Poems 302. 
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my main emphasis in this thesis is the dynamics of Dome Is. theology. The 

same principle applies also to this chapter. In following the inner 

dynamics of the developments of Donne's life I have been able to produce a 

fairly conclusiýe picture that helps us to understand the seeming contradic- 

tions in Donne's character and the great outward changes he went through 

during his life. I have relied mainly on three biographical work6 to 

4 
supply the necessary data, those of Walton and Baldt and Edward Le Comte. ý 

Those wishing for a more detailed account of the external events of Donne's 

life are advised to refer to Mr. Bald's excellent work, which is generally 

considered to be the most authoritative treatise in its field to-day. 

My basic assumption has been that although there are great changes in 

Donne's moods and emotions, his passions and loves, there is a clearly re- 

cognizable emotional charge of energy, an inner potential that is seeking 

constantly its outlet and driving him on, no matter what the course or 

direction. This emotional charge should not be confused with his actual 

emotions; it is merely a basic potential, whereas his actual emotions can be 

recognized as its outlets. In his earlier poetry or early sermons the 

emotional content may even strike us as rather shallowq but nonethelýss we 

are able to recognize the hidden charge that has not yet had the time or 

opportunity to grow into an actua I emotion. Whether Donne is. urging his 

Mistress to undress and come to bed, or his congregation to repent for 

their sins, he is following the one and the same calling of his vehement 

inner voice. As the events unfold in front of our eyes, we can see, that 

given the external circumstances he received from life, it was-fýirly logical 

that he should arrive where he did, following more, or less unconsciously týe 

calling voice of his primary charge. 

Le Comte, Grace to a WitfY Sinner: A Life of John Donne. London 1965. 
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1. % Early years 1572-1601 ,. .1 ''1 
$ . $� '1 

John Donne was,. born in London,. in Bread Street,, some time, during the 

earlyýhalf. of 1572. - His fatherg'a prosperous iron-monger, claimed gentle 

birth and traced his family to the Dyms of Kidwelly, in. Carmarthenshire. 

This-was an old family whos*e, roots. disappeared in the mythical, past; its 

early representative Meirick t King of .,,, Dyvet 9 was said , to have been - one, of 

the four that carried, goldenýswords before KingýArthur at his coronation. 
5 

In -earlyýhistory theý 10mms, of, Kidwelly were often, found, participating in the 

making of, the emergent nation. Vie cannot tell for sure whether this 
,, 

genealogical connection between the ancient family and the poetjs accurate. 

7 Dwn 'We only know that he firmly adopted it him. Selflq, and, the coattof, arms Of S 

of Kidwelly appears in Donne's earliest portraitmadc in, 1581 and was also, 

used on one of his seals., In short, it is evident that together with his 

family Donne considered himseUto be no commoner, and aimed from early, man- 

hood to the court. and. the, service of1he state. 

Donne's maternal ancestry was by-no means less notable-than that. on his 

fatherts side., -His mother, Elizabeth,, was daughter of John Heywoodp., 

epigrammatist and writer-of interludes.. The most n,,, ted member of'the... - 

family was Donne's greaý-granduncle Sir Thomas Morep martyr and saint., On 

both sides Donne's, ancestors were ardent Catholics; Donne refers to himself, 

as -"being deriued from such a stocke and race, as, 
.1 

beleeue,,, no family, 

(which is not of farre larger extent, and greater branches), hath endured 

and suf f ered more An their persons and fortunes, for obeying the Teachers 
6 

of Romane Doctrineq than-it hath done. " Historical documents., bear witness 

See Bala, p. 20. Bald quotes here the Golden Grove Book.. 

P-M "Advertisement to the Reader". 
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that this was indeed the case. We can only imagine the atmosphere of 

suspense in Donne's home during his childhoodt the whole family living in 

constant fear of legal severities that might fall on Catholics susp. ectea 

of recusancy or downright treason. 

Young Donne received his early instruction from catholic tutors at 

home*, ýIn October 1584 he matriculated with his brother Henry from Hart 

Hall, Oxford. At matriculation they both gave their. age as being one year 

younger than they actually were, to avoid the Oath of Supremacy which was, 

required from all students of sixteen years or more of , age. According to 

Waltong Donne studied for Oxford some three yearsq without taking a degree. 

From Oxford he moved to Cambridgep where he stayed about two' years, again 

without taking a degree. Thus he again avoided the Oath of Supremacy., 

For the ensuing years 1589-91 nothing is known about Donne's life. It is 

suggested that during-11. hese years-he travelled abrýad to France, Italy and 

possibly to Spain. The next thing we know about Dome is the.. in 1591 he- 

began preliminary studies of law in Thavies inng'and moved from*there to 

Lincoln's Inn the following year. ý, There, his law-studies, however, seem to 

have held a relatively unimportant place in his life. He lived extra- 

vagantlyv spent a large portion of his patrimony, mixeawith his fellow- - 

students, and devoted his time to making valuable contacts and lasting friend- 

ships. Itis also assumed that he vrote the bulk of his poetry at Lincoln's 

inn. - In 1596 he volunteered, his services to the Earl of Essex, and followed 

him on his expedition to Cadiz, and a year later, to, the Azores* 

In 1598 Donne's, star took a sudden rise. He was employed as the 

secretary of. Sir Thomas Egerton, the Lord Keeper. The nevemployment was 

ideal for him in many aspects. Egerton was one of'the most influential 

men in the country, and his proteiges had a reputation of getting good 

preferment. , 
It is likely that nothing would have stopped. Donne from 

I 
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making a spectacular career as a statesman, had it not bien for the disastrous 

effects of his marriage, In Egerton's house lived Lady Egerton's nieze, 

Anne More. , Donne and the sixteen-year-old Anne soon fell in love ! Fith each 

othert-and weresecretly married in December 1601. Men-Anne's fatherg Sir 

George kore, was inforMed7about the marriage in February 1602, he was furious. 

Sir George had Donne imprisoned briefly in the Pleet and tried to have the 

marriage annulled. He also persuaded Egerton to dismiss nonne from his 

service. Although 1)onne was soon releasedt and the Court of Audience upheld 

the validity of his marriage. 
-he 

was in an awkward situation. Egerton would 

not give him his employment back, nor was there any other way of making a 

living in sight. Sir George More had refused to give any more substantial 

a dowry to his daughter than his grudging blessing. Eventually, a relief 

of sorts came when'Anne's cousin, Sir Francis Wolley, invited the young 

couple'to stay in his house at Pyrford. 

Thus, mnne's hopes of a career as a courtier and statesmm were crushed 

because he had allowed his love life to get the better of his political 

prudence. Therefore it is appropriate that we try to trace the chief out- 

lines of his amorous liaisons, as far as possible, considering th3 scant data 

available. A friend had described the I young Donne at Lincoln's Inn as being 

"not dissolutet but very neat; a great visiter of Ladiesq a great frequenter 

7 
of playesq a great writer of conceit6d Verst: 5--. Unfortunately we have no 

data as to when, where and how he conducted his visits to Ladies. 'The 

autobiographical value of his poems is smallq at least as actual events are 

8 
concerned. imt-even so we can discern a fair amount of his emotional 

7. See Baldq P-72. 
8. Cosse has displayed vivid imagination by reconstructing "a deplorable but 

eventful liaison" that began in 1596. See Letters, p. 66. Of modern 
opinion as to the autobiographical value of Donne's poems, see bald, 
pp. 5-10. 
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attitudes during this period. It seems that the "great visiter of Ladies" 

at Lincoln's Inn was a great hunter as well: 

I spring a mistresset sweareq write, sigh and weepe: 
4d the game killIdq or lost, goo, talke, and sleepe. 

9 

This hunt of female game was indeed ars gratin artis: 

And though I faile of my required ends, 
The attempt is glorious and it self commends. 

10 

There is no doubt of the bull's eye he is aiming at: 

Perfection is in unitie: preferr 
One woman first, and then one thing in her. 

The important thing is the Precious 11centrique part"'; hence the indifferent 

Jack ijonne can love 

both fair' and browne, 

Her whom abundance melts, and her whom want betraiesq 

Xer who loves lonenesse best, and her who maskes and plaies, 
Her'whom the country formd, and whom the town eoeee 

12 

If his mistress is married, her husband exists only to be cuckolded, 

although a certain amount of caution may be recommended. His passion has the 

quality of a devouring fire that, like a cask of powderg burris but a short 

time, yet devours everything in its way. 

In the language of modern popular psychology it might be said that in 

his early poems =nne displays a well-developed Don Juan syndrome. His 

cynicism is striking and some of his poems even display some amount of sexual 

hatred. 13 However, a word of caution is againneeded. it must be taken 

9. Loves diet. Poems 49. 

10. Elegie XVII. Poems 101. 

11. Elegie XVIII. Poems 103- 

12. The Indifferent. Poems 13. 
13. See e. g. The Apparition. Poems 43- 
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into account that 1)onne's early poetry also follows the conventions of his 

time, - Many of his elegies make use of, the themes-of Ovid's Amores, and 

often his conceits are there merely for their own sake. ---Also Donne's 

early'poetry was primarily written to amuse his closest circle of friends, 

a gr6up' of young Elizabethan coxcombs who always appreciated a good storyqý 

regardless of a doubtful veracity. Still it would be a grave mistake, to 

a ssume that 1)onne had little or no amatory experience during his early 

yeaxs. 
14 

, He certainly had enough to -recognize love's many'moods -and to 

pl I ay each string in Cupidls'b6w., His strong cynicism reveals his deep 

. sense of insecurity; he*is too wary to allow himself to grow-too attached, 

to any womanO' Although the-need of a deeper attachment is evident in, his., 

lack of courage prevents him from forming one. to compensate 

'for thisp he concentrates in several less serious attachments and.; like the 

prov erbial fox with sour grapes, speaks, of the-Ilqueasie paine of being, 

belovId and loving". 15 

We may well ask w4at caused 1)onne's metamorphis fromihis youthful, but 

wary cynic'tothe'man who wrote'The'Good-ro: ýrow, ý-The Sunne Risinp, and, the7 

Somrý Sweetest Loveý I do notGo? Or. as the question may be paraphrased, 

what'happened to him when he met Anne More?, Here, I believe, The Extasie 

gives us the key. This poem will be dealt with in greater detail in the 

following chapterg but already here a feiren iýrks are required. In general 

it is depressing to see how noted scholars like Helen Gardner and A. J. Smith 

treat this poem as an intellectual exercise that aims to treat the subject 

of lovers' ecstasy in Petrarchan styleg or to define the metaphysical essence 

-14. "Le Comte expresses with reason his astonishment at the 'Prim attituae of.. 
certain Victorian minded scholars, and refutes' their claims of Donne's 
sexual innocence. See Le Comte 53-57. 

-15- The Calme. Poems 157. 
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of love (possibly in accordance with the Platonic school). 
16 It should be 

fairly evident that, although The Extasie does contain numerous metaphysical 

allusions and figuresq: 'it also displays an emotional background where some- 

thing'essentially'new has been experienced. Again, we cannot speculate 

about the external framework of this experience,, but it should be clear that 

the experience has been none the less real. It is well known to those who 

have lovedt that lovers sometimes do experience similar ecstasies, where the 

limitations of space and time lose their significance. Usually these ex- 

periences'are totally unexpected and mark a turning point in an already 

existing relationship. Here, losing momentarily their separate identitiesp 

the lovers meet each other on what Donne calls the level of souls. This, in 

turn creates a basic sense of securityt which works to allay possible fears 

and anxieties disturbing the dynamics of the relationship. We can. fairly 

safelý conjecture that in'The Extasie Donne is describing'a similar experience. 

For the first time in his life he has experienced a basic security *ith his 

woman and -this experience is strong enough to transform their relationship 

and consequently, releases new potentials of loving and ten-lerness in Donne's 

person. Now he is capable of saying: ' I 

And now ý good'morrow to our waking soule''s 

Which watch not each other out ofý, feare. 17 

Having thus tracea some main features, of Donne's amorous life, * it--still 

remainst for, us to give some thought to his religious; development during-his 

early years. We have already noted that he-had inherited from his parents a 

strong Catholicism. Yet he was-constantly forced. -, to,, see in his, closest family 

circle how adherence to the ancestral faith could lead to imprisonment, 

16. See'Gardner, TheArgument about The Ecstasy. Elizabethan 14nd Jpcoben 
Studies Presented to Frýq* Percy Wilson. Oxford 1959- ýniith, The Keta- 
physics of Love. Review of Daglish Studies 9/1958. Even. more bizarre-critle- 

ism can be found. 

17- The Good-morrow. Poems 7- 
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exile or. loss of life. 18 Thus he soon had to face the questionv whether 

this faith. was worth the sacrifice of a promising career.. Looking back at 
0 

his conversion Donne writes: 

.I ha&' a longer work to doe then many other men; for I was first to 
blot out, certalne impressions of the Romane religion, and to Wrastle 
both against the examples and against the reasons, by which some hold was 
taken; and some anticipations early layde vpon my conscience, both by 
Persons who by nature had a power and superiority ouer my will, and others 
who by their learning and good life, seem'd to me justly to claime the 
interest for the guiding, and rectifying of mine vnderstanding in these 
matters. 19 

These influences were no doubt strongg but we know that Donne had already 

during his years of study become alieniatea from his Catholic heritage. 

Walton tells us that 1)onne, in his eighteenth year "had bethrothed himselý 

20 
to no Religion that might eve him any other denomination than a Christian. " 

little laterl 

... yet being unresolved in his Religion, he'thought it necessary to 
Tectifie all scruples that concerned that ... he begun to survey the 
Body of Divinity, as it then was controverted betwixt the Reformed and 
the Roman Church. ... Being to undertake this search, he believed the 
Cardinal Bellarmine to be the best defender of the Roman cause, and there- 
fore betook himself to the examination of his Reasons. 21 

Although here Walton is probably speeding Donne's conversion, it is likely 

that during his years at Lincoln's Inn Donne did devote much time to, the study 

of theology. He mayhell have studied Bellarmine's Disputationes de 

controversiis Christianae Fideip although Bald remarks that this was more 

likely of his Catholic spiritual advisers$ initiative. 22 Perhaps the most 

authentic documents of Donne's religious search during these years is his 

III Satire. Here he makes fun of those who seek true religion in Rome, 

because it was found there a thousand years agot as well as of those who 

18. Donne's brother Henry died in prison in 1593. Both his uncles were exiled. 

Ig. --P-Mt-A-Preface. 
to the Priestes and JesuiteS. 

20. Waltong P-14. 
21. UP- cit-9 P-15- 
22. Bald, p. 69. 
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seek in Geneva a religion "plain, simple, sullen, young". He refutes the 

claims of those who embrace all religions as willingly, and those who ac6ept 

none. Pinally he comes to his conclusion: 

though truth and falsehood bee 

Neare twinsg yet truth a little elder is;, - 
Be, busie to seeke her, beleeve mee this, 

23 
iieels not of none, nor worst, that seekes the best. 

We do not know for certain, when Donne finally abandoned catholicism and 

embraced Anglicanism. It must have happened some time before 15989 because 

otherwise Egerton would probably not have taken him into his employment. 

1jut even though the date of his formal conversion must remain a mysteryp we 

may reasonably suggest that it was not a very deep one. We have no docu- 

ments of that period where Donne would have displayed a deeper religious 

feeling one way or the other. It is probable that he was very much the man 

who wanted to "doubt wisely" and had acted mostly out of convenience. The 

sanctions that followed adhering to Catholicism and the rewards that accompan- 

ied Anglicanism must have been eloquent arguments indeed to a man of Donne's 

itions. Besides, he could explain to himself that the differences were 

not so essential anyway. As in his relations with women, he was wary, 

unwilling to commit himself emotionally. 

23- Satyre Jjjt Poems 136. 
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2. years of, -painful growth 1601-1615ý, 

Donne and his rapidly, grpwing family stayedý'at-Pyrford until 1605-`- 
t 

Little is known, of how he occupied himself during those, yearsl. ýý*elt", seems"that 

his seclusion may have been partly voluntary;,, Bald quotes a-letter: to Donnet 

presumably by Toby-'Mathew: - "Your-friends are sorryg that, you make yourself 

so great a stranger; but, you know best-your own occanions. " Howbeiti if 

you have any designe towards the, Courtt, itýwere good. if you did, prevent, the 

losse, of-any more, time, " 24 
-,, In 1606 Sir, George xore, finallyý, consented,, to 

pay-his daughter's dowry, and'bonneýmoved with hisffamily-to Mitcham, apparent- 

ly to be closer-to-the court, should, a-sudden chanc e, for preferment occur*' 

_.. The. pictureýthat ; jcnneýpresents of his, years,, In nitchamýis, very sombre- 

indeed. In his. letters1he complains constantly-of-illnessAhat plagued, not 

only, himself but his whole family. - He frequently, refers'to his home as, his 

nhospital", and sometimes as his 11prisorV1 or-, -dungeon". Although-he does not 

seem to have been in actual poverty,,, the idea-of his, "ruin'd fortune" must 

have been a bitter one. - he sought preferment at the Court, several times 

through his friendsp but, with little success. 1et his, mental-powers were' 

undauntedt, and he produced. a-considerable-, amount, of-writing during those, " 

years. '- The principal-! products ý were - his. three prose works, Biathanatos, 

pseudo-martyr and Irnatius his-Conclave.. -,, -A number of his nivine Poems also* 

belong to this period. 

J)dnne also partieipated in the religious polemic that ha4, -gained-new 

impetusafter the discovery of the gun-powder plot. 'It is generally assumed 

that mnne was employed by a noted clergyman Thomas Morton, as his research 

24- 8ee Baldt P-144. 
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assistant over a period of years. Bald has shown, however, that this 

assumption must not be accepted uncritically. 
25 At any rate, we know that 

some kind of connection existed between Donne and Morton, and the 14tter 

26 
probably did urge 1)onne to take orders, as Walton-tells us. Although 

Donne politely declined the off er, he continued to participate in the contro- 

versy over the Oath of Allegianceg and finallyt In 1610, published his own 

contribution to it in the form of Pseudo-martyr. - As the sub-title tells 

us, he argues in his book that "those who-are'of the Romaxie religion in 

this kingdome, may an4, ought to take the oath of allegiance". Walton 

tells us that this book was co=aissioned by the King,, but this, assumptioný 

is probably inaccurate. 27 However, the book-was. dediqated to-the King, aAd 

it is likely that lonne had taken care to enquire beforehand, whether this 

dedication would be acceptable to Jamesý . it is also probable that Donne's- 

intention in writing his book had been to please the'Kingt soýas t6 persuade 

him, to give lionne'so me lucrative post in his service. In this, sense. his 

plan backfired. Pseudo-martyr did indeed-please, James, but it-als(ý-. ýcon- 

vinced him that ijonne's place was in the service of the uhurch. , This againg 

was an idea that I)onne himself was not yet willing to accept. 

: En 1611 Donne found himself a wealthy patron, --Sir Robert Drury-of 

Hawstead in Suffolk. Sir Robert had recently lost his daughter, hlizabethq 

and Donne's poem in her commemoration pleased the, grieving father so that 

he invited Donne to accompany him on his journey to central Europq. ' After- 

their return from the continent jjonne moved with his family to a house owned, 

by jwury near his residence in Lvury lane, where he stayed until. moving to 

the deanery of St. Paullse Again jjonne made attempts to--obtain, secularý 

25. op. cit. 9 pp. 210-212. 

26. See Walton, pp. 24-25- 

27- lbid. 9 P-33- 
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employment, this time by appealing to'the Viscount of Rochester (later 

Earl of Somerset), Meanwhile, he devoted himself to the study of classical 

languages, Hebrew and Greek. It is also probAle that Essays in Divinity 

were written some time in 1613-14. We find ]Donne now in the curious 

situation, that although he was still expecting some secular employment he 

was devoting himself to theological studiesp as if he already knew the out- 

come of his efforts. Finallyt afterZomerset had fallen in 1614, there was * 

nothing that J)onne could do any longer, but to accept the course of events. 

He was ordained on 23rd January 1615. 

At this point it is appropriate to ask what kina of process'led this' 

some time Elizabethan man about town to accept orders. In other words, what 

is the inside story of the drama that was played in Pyrford, Mitcham and 

Drury Lane? We shall do best to start unraveling this question with Donne'a 

marriaget whichp in spite of poverty and illness seems to have been a happy 

one. ihe bed of John and Anne Donne was ýo him a i3mall self-epntained 

woridg- from which he could tell "busie old foole, unruly 
-sunne" 

to mind its 

28 
own business and leave the lovers in their own bliss. In, The Canonization 

he repeats the same advide to all those who (presumably) made reference to 

his forfeiting his career by this unpolitic, 41 marraige to leave them alone. 
29 

Yet he could not recover from the idea of his "ruin'd fortune"q and a letter 

to Sir Henry Goodyer gives an illuminating glimpse of his feelings in 

Ilitcham: 

I 

I write from the fire side in my Parler, and in the noise of three 
gamesome children; and by the side of her, -whom becauso I h4ve. trans- 
planted into such a wretched fortune, I must labour to disgiiise that from 
her by all such honest devices, as giving her my company, and discourse,.,, 
therefore I steal from her, all the tiite which I give this-Letter ..... 

28. The Sunne Rising.. Poems 10. 

29. The Canonization. Poems 14. 

30- Qýioted by Bald# P-156. 
S 
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Even after ten years of marriage,. when Donne wasleaving for abroad 

with Sir Robert Drury we can admire the genuine tenderneýs of his tone in 

the Song: 

Sweetest 
' 
lovei I do not goe, 

For wearinesse of thee, 

Nor in hope the world can show 

A fitter love for mee*31 

yet in spite of this marital harmony, Donne's life was far from happy. 

His ambitions had been crushed and raising a family in relative poverty 

simply did not give a satisfactory outlet to his charge of primary potential. 

Thus he was soon suffering from a severe frustration. In another letter 

to Goodyer Donne writes 

I would fain do something; but that I cannot tell what, is not 
wonder. For to chuse, is to do: but to be no paxt of any body, is 
to be nothing. At most, the greatest persons are but great wens, and 
excrescences; men of rit and delightfull, conversation, but as moales for 
ornament, except they be so incorporated : Lnto tne body of the world, that 
they contribute to the sustentation of the whole. 32 

And again: 

oee such as I am rather a sicImesse and disease of the world then any, 
part of it . 

33 

liere we can see that Donne is not only suffering from a frustration, but 

also from a severe crisis of identity. it is generally assumed tnat this 

helpless state causea him to contemplate suicide and that Biathanatos was 

written largely to purge these brooctings from his mind. In the*preface 

to Bianthana-tos I)onne writes: 

I have often such a sickely inclination. Ana, whether it be, because 
I haa ry first breeding and'conversation with men-of a suppressed-and, 
afflicted ueligion, accustomed to the despite of death, and hungry of 
imagin'd Martyrdome; or that the Common Enemie find that aoore worst 
locked against him in mee; Or that there bee a perplexitie and 

31- Song. Poems 

poted by Bald, p. 230- 32.0 

33- Ibid. 
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flexibility in the doctrine-it selfe; -Or because my Conscience ever 
assures me, that no rebollious grudgings, at, Gods gifts, nor other sinfull 
concurrence accompaniesIthese thoughts in me, or that a brave scorn, or 
that a faint cowardlinesso beget it, whensoever any affliction assailes 
me, mee thinks I have the keyes of my Prison in-mine own hana, and no 
remedy presents it selfe so scone to my heart, as mine own sword. 34 

From these melancholy broodings there was or-ly a short step to 

religious meditations. Although bonne had probably not had any deeper 

religious conviction earlier, man in early seventeenth century lived in a 

far more religious atmosphere than in our secular age. - Thus, feelings of 

despair and frustration were easily transformed into feelings of sinfulness 

and guilt and being forsaken by God. In Bivine Poems we have a clear'. 
14 

- demonstration, how Donne in his existential anxiety turns to God and tries 

to bend his will to accept GodI6 ways. Th-as his despair in an existential 

crisis is converted into despair at the-prospect of eternal damnation. 

Using a method that bears close resemblance to Ignatiuý Loyola's Spiritual 

Exercises he begs the three-personed God to make him f ree by enthralling 

him, to make him chaste by ravising him. 35 Yet a cursory reading is enough 

to show us that at. this stage Dome is doomed to remain in his deapair. He 

has not yet learned the meaning of God's grace nor how to apply it, to himself. 

Thus the I)onne who accepted orders in 1615 was a man who had probably 

reached an intellectual consensus with the Anglican doctrine and-was 

desperately trying to accept it on the emotional level. His mind was still 

troubled to some extent, although it is worth noting that Essays in 

36 
Divinity, as Mrs. Simpson points out, is essentially a kind and happy book. 

it seems that Donne had by that time temporarily at least rid himself of the - 

thoughts oi death and decay, that so often plagued him. He was sufficiently 

at peace with himselfq to accept the orders with a good consciendel although 

34. Biathanatos, PP-17-18. 
35. Holy Sonnet XIV*. Poems 299. 

36. Simpson, A study of the Prose Works of John Donne. oxford 19249-p. 206. 
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we still may surmise that even then he would have preferred a secular 

appointment. Most important of all, he could reconcile in his mind the 

pressures of outer circumstances as'being tangible signs of a calling, 

Goa acting through human and circumstantial intermediaries. The in- 

scription on. his grave at St. Paulls: Instinctu et inpulsu Sanctil 

monitu et hortatu Regis Jacobi best surnarizes us the mood in wh ich Donne 

entered his -new calling. 
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3. years in priesthood 1615-1631 

About Do nbels ordination Walton excilaims: 

0 

Now the English thurch had gain'd 
ý 

second St. Augustine, for, I think 
none was so 

' 
like him before his Conversion: none so like St. Ambrose 

after it: and if his youth had the infirmities of the one, his age had 
the excellencies of the other, the learning and holiness of both. 

And now all his studies which had been occasionally diffused, were 
all concentrated in Divinity. Now he had a new cilling, new thoughtsp 
and a new employment for his wit and eloquence. Now all his earthly 
affections were changed into*divine love; and all the faculties of his 
own soul were ingaged in the Conversion of others: In preaching the 
glad tidings of remission to,, repenting Sinners; and peace to each troubled 
soul. 37 

In 1615 this was still to a laxge extent exaggeration and anticipation. 

As we have pointed out Donne was still very much the'man who . had written the 

early Divine Poems and Pseudo-martyr and whose saintliness was still far from 

the aegree that Walton describes. None the less, Walton's' , words must be 

credited in'the sense that bonne's ordination did indeed mark, the beginning 

of one of the most distinguished clerical careers in zngland. Bhortly 

after his ordination, Ijonne was appointed'Chaplain in Ordinancy to the King, 

and James persuaded the University of Cambridge to grant him an-'honorary 

Doctor's degree, in Divinity. vonne spent the earliest peri. od of his career 

preaching in country parishes, and in 1616 he was*chosen Divinity Reader At 

Lincoln's Inn. Here he was to face an audience that knew him from of old 

and was aware of the irregularities of-his youth. liowever, he soon won 

his audience to his side with his sincerity, wit and eloquence. 

In August 1617 a severe blow fell on ionne. Hks wife Anne gave'birth 

to a still-born child and died herself five days later. -Anne Donne was only. 

thirty-three years old when she diedq a victifii of too many child-births; 

37. walton, P-37- 
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she had been brought to bed twelve times. Two of her, children were still- 

born, of the other ten, seven frurvived her. At her deathq Donne was 

absolutely grief-stricken. He erected for her two monuments, 'ona, in stone 

in the church-where she lies buried with her child, the other in the form 

of the Sonnett "Since she whom I lovId hath payd her last debt. 08 

In 1619 ioonne travelled to the continent as chaplain of Lord 

Doncaster's embassy that was sent to try for a settlement at the beginning 

thirty-years'-war. &fter his return, he continued to keep an eye on 

possibilities of advancement, in his former courtieily fashion'. Finallyt 

in 1621, the King appointed him Dean of St. Paul's in London. This is 

where he was to stay for the rest of his life. 

The appointment as a Dean brought Donne a number of administrative 

dutiest in addition to his pastoral ones. He also continued to preich 

at the Court on his appointed Sundays, and visited his country parishes in 

summer-t. ime. Preaching seems to have been the most pleasant of his duties; 

Walion tells Us how he used to prepare his sermons: 

The latter part of his life may be 
i said to be a continued study; for as 

he usually preached once a week, it not oftner, so after his. 6ermon he 
never gave his eyes rest, till he had chosen out a new Text, and that 
night cast his Sermon into a form, and his Text into divisions; and the 
next day betook himself to consult the Fathers, and so commit his I 
meditations to his memory, which was excellent. J3ut upon Saturday he 
usually gave himself and his mind a rest from the weary burthen of his 
weeks meaitationst and usually spent. that day, in visitation of, friends, 
or some other diversions of his thoughts. 39 

Ilis sermons changed considerably from those which he had preached at 

Lincoln's Inn. He now preached with more authority, but also-in'simple 

languagev for his audience did not consist any more of learned men, but was 

a thorough cross-section of the population ol London, -iaiton tella us that 

he was 

38. - Holy Sonnet XVII. Poems 301. 

39- vialton, p. 61. ' 
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;If 

... A Preacher in earncstt-weeping sometimes for his auditory, sometimes 
with them: alwayes preaching to himself, like an Angel from a cloud, 
but in none; carrying some, as St. Paul was, to Heaven in holy raptures, 
and inticing others by a sacred Art and vourtship to-amend their lives; 
here picturing vice so as to make ii ugly to those that practiced it; 
and a vertue sog as to make it beloved even by those ihat lovId it not; 
-and, all-this with a most particular grade and unexpressible'iddition 
of comeliness. 40 

in November 1623 Donne suddenly fell ill with a fever. Although both 

he and his doctors feared the worst, the anticipated relapse did not come$ 

and he eventually recovered. During his illness he w: bote his Devotions 

upon Bne rgent Occasions and two poems, Jjymne to God my God in nny Sicknesse 

and A =e to God the Father. These works are. important because, aswill 

soon be shown, they demonstrate how finally, when confronted with imminent 

death he was able to bring to a conclusion his long process of conversiong 

and find peace and trust in God, 

After his recovery Donne resumed his duties as Dean. To these were 

added in 1624 the duties of the Vicar of St. Dunstan's. Of these last, 

ye, ird of, Donne's life there is really little to say. He led a full and 

busy lifep but in a way it can be said that he was already practicing Lrs 

Iforiendig the art of dying. He had found. peace with, Godg-his development 

had been broutht to an end, and now he was preparing to leav6'his body to 

see God without mediators. Although the idea of death had been familiar. 

to him all his life, it now occupied him even more. But now it was not a 

cause for anxiety, buý something he prepared for calmly and trustinglý. 

In 1630, when charles I was making arrangements to promote I)onne to a. 

bishopric, his health finally broke down. As earlier, during the plaguc'Of 

1625, rumours circulated claiming that he was already dead. * other rumo-urs 

accused him of malingering. - 
Partly to put, an end to these rumoursq partly 

because he wished to die in the pulpit, Donne arrived at the Court on the 

40- Walton, P-38. 
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first Friday in Lent, 25 February 1631, and preached his last sermon. 

This sermon, known as Death's Duelwas to become his most famous. Walton 

tells us how "many -that -then saw his tears, and heard his faint and hollow 

voicd, professing they thought that the Text was prophetically choseng and 

that Dr. Donne had preached his own funeral i3ormon.,, 
41 After that he lay 

in his bed until he died on 31 March 1631- 

Looking now at Donne's personal development during the last years of 

his life, we can distinguish two important turning points: the death of 

his wife in 1617 and his serious illness in 1623. At his wife's death he 

was struck not only by the persoýal loss of a beloved person, but the whole 

balance of his dynamics was seriously impeded. After the adventures of 

his youth, he had finally found the basic sense of security with Anne More, 

thus giving release to his emotional capacity, of loving and tenderness. 

Nowý he was suddenly deprived of this outlet. _ 
once again his primary charge 

was seeking for an outlet, and the solution it was finally to find can be 

already seen in. the Somet. -that, Donne, composed at his wife's death: 

Here the admyring her my mind''did'whett 
To seeke thee God; so streames do shew their head; 

But though I-have found thee, and thou my thirdthast fedt. 
42' A holy thirsty dropsy melts mee yett. 

The love that he had given to his wif e was now seeking God. Howeverg. 

he had"still along way'to2go. In'A Hymne to Chris-b-that'Donne>composed 

on leaving-for Germany in 1619 we can see that-this new love affair is still 

plagued by uncertainty and doubt: 

Nor thou nor thy religion dost controule, 
The amorousnesse of an harmonious soule,. 
But thou would'st have that love thy selfe: As thou 

Art jealous, Lord, so I am jealous now, 

41. Op. cit-9 P-71. 
42. Holy Sonnet XvII. Poems 301. 
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Thou lov'st notq till loving moret thou free 

My soule: Who ever givesq takes libertie: 

09 if thou carlst not whom I love 

Alas, thou lov'st not mee. 
43 

only in the two poems that Donne composed on his sick-bed in 1623 

can we see that uncertainty has given way to certainty, and hear the voice 

of trusting: 

I have a sinne of feare, that when. j have spunne 

My last thred, I shall perish on the shore; 
But sweare by thy selfe,, that at my death thy sonne 

Shall shine was he does now, and heretofore-, 

Andq having done that, Thou hast done, 
44 I feare no more. 

The words "I feare no more"*are indeed indicative'of this new relation- 

ship. Donne had again found the sense of basic security he had been lack- 

ing. Even the idea of'death is no longer terrible'. In Ilymne to God my 

God in-my Sicknesse he writes: 

I Joyp that in these straits, I see my West; 

For, though these currants yeeld returne to none, 

What shall my West hurt me? As West and Fast 

In all flatt Maps (and I am one) are oneq 

So death doth touch the Resurrection. 4.5 

in short, we may state that in his new relationship with God,, Donne 

can now say: "And now good morrow'to our waking soulesq "Which watch not 

one another out of fearell. - The wheel has-come full circle. 

43- Poems 321. 
44. A HyMe- to God the Father. Poems 337. 
45. Poems 336. 
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THE SECULAR WORKS OF JACK DONNE 

11 
in a theological thesis which deals mainly with the ecclesiology of 

John Donne, little space'-anA, effort could ordinarily be dedicated to'his 

secular poetry. Xormallyj this would be quite-'superfluous, because there 

is ample literature available for anyone who wish'es more detailed information 

on this field, and a theologian who is. an amateur in literary . criticism can 

scarcely claim to surpass the efforts of literary scholars iho havemade 

Donne their lifetime spe6iality. t 

However, there is one important field, which requires a closer scrutiny 

of his secular works, and where a new aspect to the knowledge already ac- 

quired, is possible. It has been already stated in*the introductory chapter 

that in Donne's experience, to be, was always being in a context of inter- 

active relations. Therefore. ' we must ask, how he experienced these inter- 

active relationships in his early life, especially how he*experienced-the 

relationship between man and woman, To ask these questions in the context 

pf this. thesis is necessaryg because they will help to clarify the relation- 

ship between the two facets of Donnels person, Jack Donne and Dr. Donne, and 

to demonstrate the essential unity in his'life and thought. 33Y analYz''ing 

at some length Donne's secular poetry andt' in a later chapter, hýs religious 

poetry and proset-we will come to see that there exists a strong connection 

between Donne's Journey to emotional maturity in his relationships with 

women and his development towards spiritual maturity in his search-for God. 

In this analysis we will give special emphasis to the development of his 

already mentioned ontological conception, and how he came to see-existence 

meaningful only in an interactive relationship with'other entities. - In 

0 
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other vordsq we will. follow his development from a tiny, isolated, self- 

contained and self-sufficient islet in a sea of reality into a part of a 

great continent, where all parts are connected to each other. Only thus can 

we hope to arrive at a complete understanding of his theological thinkinCt 

by first examining the experience of reality that lies behindAhe man.. 

In general modern criticism has not paid very much attention to the 

background of experience which might lie behind Bonne's poems. -, This seems 

to be due to the very strong, reaction to Gosse's imaginative but ill-fated 

attempt to readýbiographical significance into Donne, s poems, - 'Xhe dominating 

trend of criticism, to-day seems to deal exclusively with the formal '' 

characteristics of his poems, and concentrates on tracing previous literary 

examples which might have influenced his style. The result6 acquired-in. 

this wayo in spite of their unquestionable merits,. seem inadequate in some 

aspedts. They may lead us to consider Donne's poetry as*the result of a 

craftsman's skilful piecing together of building elements without any more 

significance. than the joy of performance. - Although this certainly applies 

to some of his poems,. vre should not forget that they also tell us. a, consider- 

able amount about how this man experienced the. reality that surrounded him 

and the people with whom he was in contact. 

Thusq looking at vonne's early poetry we first meet-a fairly uniform 

group known as the Megies. These are usually dated within the years' 

1592-96, a period, which for the most part coincides with the years Vonne 

spent'at Lincoln's Inn. These poemsq'Which were apparently written mostly 

to amuse Donne's closest circle of friends, strongly portray the influence 

of Ovid's Amores, and show us Donne's flair and talent for dramatic 

Ties. In his 1. To-day an argument exists about the canon of bonne's Me. 
classical edition Grierson gives 20 ele'Gies, whereas Gardner's'edition 
(Oxford 1965) gives only 13, classifying five as dubia. -and printing the 
remaining two in other context. 
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situations. Helen Gardner remarks rightly: "One can see clearly reflected 
2 in them that the young Donne was 'a great frequenter of Plaiest. 11 The 

dramatic situations of the 
-Megies show us juonne conducting a clandestine 

3 
affair with a iarried woman in her husband's own house; he is courting 

a young girl and trying to avoid all the elaborate traps her parents have 

4 
set to discover him; he is scolding bitterly a woman whom he had initiated 

in the mysteries of Ars Amandi and who now is turning a cold shoulder to him; 5 

he is lying in bed urging, his mistress to undress and join him. 

Iro read any kind'of biographical significance to those poems, as Gosse 

attempted, would be a grave mistake indeed. But omitting the field of bare 

biographical facts, one aspect is equally evident: the mistress of Donne's 

Elegies is conspicuous by her absdnce. -, 'We may discern in some cases that 

she is supposed to be married or to be a very young girl, but no ligh't is 

thrown on her personality. Ivhe consistent male dominant trend of the 

Elegies leads us to ask whether during those years Iýonne had encountered 

woman on a personal plane at all. ý: his is not to put an argument for his 

sexual innocencep as used'to be fashionable in certain circles. For all 

that we know Donne may well have had a'number of more or less claýdestine 

love, -4iffairs in those days, as any normal, enterprising young man of that 

eI ra, would. ' xhe important thing is that these encounters probably contained 

a minimum amount of personal involvement from Donne's side. - When he writest 

Who ever loves, if he do not propose 

The right true end of love, he's one that goes 

To, sea for nothing but to make him sick7 

the purpose of these words. was certainly to amuse Donnels'friendý ancl they 

2. Introduction to Gardner's edition of the Elegies and the-Songs -and Sonnets. 
- p. xxiii. 

3 -' Megie it Jealosie. Poems 71- 

4. lnegrie IV, The Perfume. Poems 75. 

5. EleSie VIL Poems 80. 

6. XLegie XIX, Goinrs to Bed. Poems 106. 

7- Elegie XVIII9 Loves Progress. Foems 103. 
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may have held some shock value, but nonetheless they portray an attitude 

that is consistent throughout the Megies. The essence of love is coitus 

and the subtleties that are requisite to reach this goal, the object of thiS 

noble pursuitis of a negligible concern. 

Because this trend is so consistent, we are probably on safe groundo 

if we conclude that during this period Donne's experience of the relationship 

between man and woman was severely limited and that-the interaction occurred 

on a purely physical plane. He considered woman as something that carried 

"the centrique part", capable of giving him his enjoyment, but less so as a 

person. Thus, the relationship can scarcely have been on an I-thou basis, 

but rather on an I-it basis. 

In Donne's later poetryý, the Sonps and Sonnets, it is possible to s-ee 

an already more varied image of love. Helen Gardner classifies 1ý these 

poeths into three categories, according to the kind of relationship they 

portray: 1. ' The 'group similar to the Megiesq poems which treat love dis- 

passionately and un'philosophically. 2. Poems of unrequited love, where 

the mistress refuses him, and having the upper hand, leaves him to'sigh and 

burn. 3- poems on mutual love, in which there is no longer a question of 

falseness or frustration', but which treat love as a union or a miracle, 

ý6methini that is outside the natural order of things. 8 She also 

the Songs and Sonnets chronologically to those written before 1600 and 

those written after 1602. As a dividing line she uses the appearance of. 

91 
Neoplatonic themes and motifs in Donne's poems. This division. by Gardner 

is probably the most authoritative to-day and its merits cannot'be deAied.. 

Yet she leaves some questions openp especially that concerning the quaýity 

8. 
_,,, 

Gardner, op. cit. 9 P.. 'Ixi. 

9. op. cit. p P. Xxv. - 
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of Donne's experience in his amorous liaisons. In the manner of the 

mainstream of criticism she concentrates on Donne writing, 2n loveg leaving 

open the questiont whether he is writing in love. The dividing 1-ine'of 

Gardner's chronol Oýgy 
; 
coi -n cides conspicuous ly with Donna's maxriaýe with Anne 

More. on this aspect Gardner writes: 

I do not doubt that there is a connexion between Donne's love for Anne 
More an 

, 
d-the appearance of this theme (mutual love) in his poetryv and 

that we can see reflected in these poems Donne's situation in the yeaxs 
that followed, his marriage. But the poems themselves, even the most 
idealistic. 'are too far from the reality we know of for us to speak of 
them as written to Anne More, or even about her. 10 

- 

lie might be able to unravel this problem a little more by concentrating 

on the-quality of, experience that the Songs-and Sonnets portray,, Poems 

such as the Song, Goe Catch a Falling Starre, Womans ConstanCY9 The-I-ndiffer- 

. tnt, and Communitiev among many others, are indeed written in the same 

flippant tone as. the Elegies, but there is a new subtlety to be discerned. 

They p ortray a situation where love is no longer a straightforward-hunt but 

implies some. problems. Love can also, be a devastating force, and. the bold 

hunter may well get his own fingers scorched. Donne finds it now necessary 

to bargain with the God of Love. inj, oves Vsur-v , to plead with him foý, mercy 

in Loves exclhanrc,, to devise, means to keep his heart free so that hi s body 

may reign in. Loves-diet,. 
, 

Again Gardner remarks rightly that Donne "rebels 

against the tyranny of. the God of Love and blames and. despises himself. for 

his. folly. in accepting such a bondage. 

The question must be posed, whether this new trend is merely employing 

a-newly found literary conceitg or whether it, has its equivalent in Donne's 

personal experience. We are probably on safe ground if we interpret the 

"rebelling against the tyranny of the God of. Lovell which Gardner refers tog 

10. Op. cit. 9 P. Xxviii. 
11. Op. cit. 9 xxvii. 
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as the anxiety that Donne felt when faced with the prospect of personal 

involvement in, his amorous liaisons. In hisyounger days he had bluntly 

rejected emotional attachment and spoken contemptuously of "the queasie 
12 

paiýe-of being-belovId and loving"., Now this rejection seemed to grow 

inereasingly-difficult,, a. Itbough he was still reluctant to give up the fight. 

This now leads us. to, the dividing line in., the Songs, and Sonnetst which 

Gardner rightly, places around 1600 and, Donne's marriage. However, she may 

be overcautious in referring to the appearance of Neoplatonic themes as her 

primary criterion and leaving i)onne's falling in love with Anne More dis- 

creetly to the-background. To demonstrate this idea, let us look closer 

at The Extasiel, which Gardner admits to be probably one of the earliest poems 

in this latter group. 
13 

- As has already been intimated, this poem hasýsuffered, much at the hands 

of literary criticism. As Helen Gardner tells in her article The Argument 

about 'The Ecstasy 14 Grierson took it to be a, presentatioh ol the Platonic 

Ideal of loveg whereas Pierre Legouis interpreted it as a witty piece of 

, seduction. 
I 
ýardýer herseli gives a, long argument about The Extasie being 

modelled according-to Italian Renaissance literature,, particularly Leone 

Ebreols Dialok-bi d'Amore. 
, 

Another noted critic, A. J. Smith,, in his article 

The Metaphysics of-Loveg treats the poem as a witty, "little play" on 

retrachan. motives that also attempts to justify the idea of corporal love in 

an otherwise ideali! 3tic-atmosphere. 
15 

., 
Still-another, critic-David Novarr, 

in, his article, The Extasie. - Donne Is Address on the States, of Union con- 

ý centrates on the, concept of the "abler soule" (line 43) and finds in. the 

12. The Calme. Poems 157- 

1 ý. Gardner, op. cit. 9 p. Ivii. 
14. Elizabethan and Jacobean Studies presented to Frank Percy wilson. Oxford 

19590 pp. 279-306. 
15. Review of English Studies, 9/1958. 
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poem apart from Donne's customary wit, a strong didactic trend. 16 

The blatant weakness of this sort of criticism is that it takes the 

poem merely as an intellectual and literary exercise, It also pr%. ýceeds from 

the basic-premise that lovers' ecstasy, such as ijonne describes, is an unheard- 

of impossibilityv a premise that has been contested already in the previous 

chapter. jjut even if we leave open the point of actual ecstatic experiences 

and their possible occurrence, it should be obvious that something of a very 

concrete nature has happened to Lonne (apart from possibly reading areo's 

Dialoghi-d'Amore before he is able to display such a remarkable change-in his 

fee'ling, as he does in The &tasie. 'Vdien contrasted with j)onne's earlier 

poems and* the sort of experience they portray, The Extasie shows the following 

marked differencesii 1. -The development of a we-relationship. Unlike in 

Donne, s earlier poetry, there is no longer a distinction between the subject 

and'6bject, the hunter and the game. It makes'no differencet which soul 

speaks', "because both meant, both spake the same". -Love has merged the 

souls of the two lovers, making "both one, each this and that". ' 2. This 

experience is somethinglarger than both its participants, transcending them 

both. hence "the'abler. soulell, - which is the product of this experience, can 

be-said to resist change, 'and bonne feels justified in making the reference 

to the immortality of their love. 3s' This new experience creates a new 

sense of basic-security. - A profound'emotional attachment on all planes. is 

now possible. xhe primary sexual urge. has lost its dominancet to give room 

to a wider-scope of feeling., And yet it has by no means disappeared, the- 

bodies will surely continue the union on a physical plane. 4. The Idea of 

procreation makes a unique pLppearance here, first on line'13 and later on 

16. Just So ? (', uch tionor. ' Essays Commemorating the Four-hundredth Anniversary 
of the Birth of John ponne. ý Ed. Peter Amadeus Fiore. Pennsylvania. 1972. 
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lines 61-64. Although this appearance is fleeting, and the idea of pro- 

creation is otherwise conspicuous, by its absence in ]Donne'B pOetryq it is 

reasonable to suggest that its appearance here signifies the opening of a 

totally-new aspect'in Donne's amorous experience, 

Thusq contrastecL with Donne's earlier'poetry, The Extasie shows a 

remarkable change'in amorous experience. it would probably be an over- 

simplification to say that it merely gives an account of an actual experience 

(although it is very'likely that something of the kind also actually did 

happen), More likely it is a summary of the change that Dorine underwent 

when he f ell in love with Anne More. Certainly it would be a mistake to 

explain this'change merely by referring to literary examples that I)onne might 

have become acquainted with during that, period. The Italian Renaissance 

influence'and, the Neoplatonicideas are admittedly there as illustrative 

mat6rialf but the nucleus of the poem is in Donne's own love, 

Against this background it is also easier for us to look at poems like 

The Good-morrow; and The Sunne Rising. 'After the great break-through of 

The Extasieg-these poems aro much'simpler in form and content, The Good- 

morrow'simply celebrating loversý union'vhere fears and ambiguity are a 

conquered phase, where the lovers' could "watch not, one another out of feare". 

The risinE; sun discovers the lovers in bed and is told in a mock-stern manner 

to mind its own business, but' finally is pardoned and offered a reiief of 

its duties by shining on them and thus on the whole world. It seems that 

Helen Gardner again unnecessarily overemphasizes the Neoplatonic, Influences 

in these poems and belittles the actual situation. Her arg=ent: 

The superb egoisme a deux of these poems, their scorn for the world of 
everyday and the duties of daily life, their stress on secrecy and 
insistence on the esoteric nature of love make these poems a 

quintessence of the romantic conception of the passionate love as the 

summum'bonixn. It is a lover and his mistress, not a husband and wife, 
who prefer to be blest 'here upon earthlrather than share with-others 
the full bliss of heaven. 17 

17. Gardner, op. cit. 9 p. xxix. 
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does not sound very convincing, when confronted with known biographical- 

facts and simple reasoning*- The great re-assessment-Of values in Donne's 

emotional life was-followed rapidly bj the shattering of his ambitions, 

thus-creating. a. situation, where all thA*-John and Anne Do. -me had was 

literally each other. Hence, it Is not surprising that the now married 

lovers so strongly reject the world that has first rejected them, and 

create' their own world in their love. This reaction is directly S'pelled 

out in'The Canonization: The world may go I on and observe. -its waysp as long 

as-it leaves the loving couple in'peace. Their love has hurtýhobodyq 

and although the world may call them names, they are transmutated by love 

and, could not care less. ' Although the'Veoplaton . ic patterns do'emerge at 

the end of the-poeM, '-it is still'-a most plausible and natural reaction to 

a situation of which the outlines are well known to us. 

- Thus, we have been able to trace a consistent line of development in 

Donne's relationship with women, as portrayed by his poetry. We can see 

how he developed from a youthful hunter of the 11centrique part" with an 

inability to form a deeper personal. contact, into a man loving deeply and 

tenderly. Where his earlier relationships had been on an I-it basis; he 

later experienced himself and his beloved as a homogenous unit: We. 

Mutual love had transformed John and Anne Donne; made them "one anothers 

hermitagell; 18 
and the situation where "both meant, both spake the same" 

19 

can certainly be discerned in its Neoplatonic frame of reference as a real 

experience. 

Following this line of analysiss we have seen that Donne's experience 

of relationships with women was drastically changed by his falling in love 

with Anne More. , With her, he could experience acceptance and security 

18. The Canonization. Poems 14. 

19. The Extasie. Poems 46. 
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that enabled him to step outside the confinements of his own self and to 

enter into a mutually satisfying relationship of giving and receiving. 

In such a relationship he could nowq presumably for the. first timp in his 

life, feel himself as a part of a unit larger than himself, a participant 

in a shared experience of reality. This change, in turn, marked the 

beginning of his new ontological conception, based on a network of inter- 

, active relationships, and on being in relation to others. It would-be 

an overstatement to claim that this change in his ontological conception 

took place, overnightv or-that its, results could be seen even in a year or 

two. The basis was now,, however,, laid for this dcvelopment and we will 

see how the results started growing and bearing fruit when we turn to stvdy 

the development of his, religious. experience and theological-thinking. 

- 
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C. THE WORKS AND THMING OF BR DONNE 

Donne's religious clevelopment as seen in his literary works 
I 

when looking at the process that transformed the man about town Jack 

Donne into the serious Dr Donne, the best place to begin is probably the 

years in Ilitcham. As has been mentioned earlierg the years in Mitcham 

were for Donne a period of sickness, poverty and depression. in these 

years he wrote Biathanatos, which seems to have served. the function of 

purging suicidal broodings from his mind. At the same time when 

Biathanatos was written, ionne also began turning to religious meditation 

in his poetry. 'The first example of this is a chain of seven sonnets, 

written in 1607, which he titled La Corona and dedicated to Lady Vagdalen 

Herbert. The opening lines of La Corona are indi-eative of the mood in 

which they are written: 

I)eigne at . my hands this crown of prayer and praiset 
WeavId-in my low devout melancholie. 

2 

Theýsonnets of, L-9 Corona follow the medieval tradition, and concentrate 

on the beginning and the end of the life of Christ, totýlly omitting his 

ministry. - nere I)onne gives special emphasis to the paradox in Christian 

faith; when he'addresses the holy Virgin in the sonnet titled Annunciation 

he exclaims in astonishment: 

Ere by the'spheares time was created, thou 

Wast in his minde, who is thy Sonne, 'and Brother; 

1. For more details, see zald, pp. 230-2. Note that jAld quotes Donne saying 
that Biathanatos was Yrritten by Jack lionne and not by 1)r. vonne. 

2. Poems 289. 
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Whom thou conceivIstv conceivld;, yea thou art now 
Thy Makers maker, and thy I'athers mother; 

3 

As regards his attitude in La Corona, J. B. Leishman writes: 

ý-His attitude, whatever it may, have actually been, appears in thes poems 
strangely'externa. 1 and detached. He seemsq as it were, to be trying to 
stimulate his faith by means of his intellect, trying to make himself 
feel the reality of these mysteries and paradoxes by displaying them to 
himself, under as many aspects as he can. ne has not felt themp one is 
tempted to say, judging from the evidence of these poems aloneq he has 
not expetienced them, anything like, so intensely as he has felt and 
experienced the much more general, and, in a sense more fundamentalq 
antithesis between world and the spirit. 4 

In general Leishman's analysis is correct. Donne's style in the sonnets 

of La Corona is strictly formalizedv liturgical; even when he employs a direct 

-1 form of addressing the personages., of the sacred history it Is a ritual gesture, 

cominD* nowhere near a direct dialogue. In the midst of his "low devout 

melancholie" he is reaching, his hand out, not knowing wbo or what will meet 

it*,. It can. he said-that iri portraying the personages and events of the 

sacred history he is painting himself an image of those whom he is trying to 

contactq but not yet really contacting them. ln this sense La Corona, can 

be'compared with bonne's earliest secular poetry, wherea totally fictitious 

mistress could be depicted in a wildly dramatic and witty situation, which 

was more a product of vonne's expectations and fantasies than a reflection 

6'f a real contact. in this sense Leishman's, words about bonne stimulating 

his , faith by the'means of his intellect may still at the stage of La Corona 

be'considered as yet an overstatement, anticipation of a pattern that is to - 

come more'evident'in ý, onnels later religious poetry. On the other hanag it 

seems that Leishmazi understates the case when he attributes Donne's turning 

to., religious-poetry mainly to his experiencing a contrast and conflict between 

the world and the spirit, or as Leishman puts it in another contextq to his 

3- Poems 290. 
4. Leishman, The Monarch of Wit. London 1951, p. 252. 
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detachment of'life, a sense of other-worldliness. 
5 - W6 do not have sufficient 

biographical data to give an'exact picture-of Donne's situation during this 

period, but from the little that we Imow, we can be reasonably certain that 

he 'was, in a sQrious crisis'and not merely suffering, from his customary 

melancholy. His letters from this period give, as has been indicated 

before, "a convincing picture of severe frustration and crisis of identity; 

in Biathanatos there is convincing circumstantial evidence that he was indeed 

contemplating, suicide. Perhaps. the most alarming sign would be that his 

love lyrics of 'this period suddenly display unexpectedly dark moods and 

sombre colours, A good example of this is Twicknam garden: 

Blasted, with sighs, and surrounded with, teares, 

Hither I come to. seeke the spring, 
6 

The fact that. Twicknam prarden,,. together with certain other Poems of this 

periodo displaying an equally sombre mood, were dedicated to other muses than 

Anne Donnet,, may easily lead, us to consider whether something was wrong with. 

Dome's marriage. Although too bold speculations must be avoided, it may 

be reasonably assumed that the serious overall crisis that Donne was going 

through either affected his married life, or that the situation of his 

marriage. aggravated the general crisis. It is a reasonable probability 

that Donnet who had already weathered many serious crisesl might-not have 

felt compelled to turn to-religious meditations, had he been able to find his 

saiisfaction and sense of security and of being accepted with his wife. The 

thing. that is certain is that only a crisis of the gravest order could have 

prompted the launching of Donne to seek new religious dimensions, as he is 

already tentatively doing in La Corona. z 

This search for neyr dimensions'ean be seen to have gained more impetus 

5. Op. cit., p. 255- 
6. Poems 26. 
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in Donne's next major religious poem, The Litanie, written probably in 

1609-10. Here Donne is no longer content to gaze in vionder at the stained- 

glass mosalo of the sacred history, but he brings his own self more in the 

picture. Alpeady the first stanza of The Litanie contains a passionate 

petition: 

Father of Heaven, and him, by whom 
It, and us for it, and all else for us 
Thou madesto and govern'st ever, come 
And re-create mee, now growne ruinous: 

My heart is by dejection, clay, 
And by selfe-murder, red. 

From this red'earth, 0 Father, purge away 
All, vicious tinctures, that new fashioned- 

may rise up-from death, before I'am dead. 

Throughout, the stanzas there is a noticeable shift of emphasis, as 
I 

compared with La Coronag from the objective mysteries and paradoxes of 

a, ristian faith to Donne's own feeling of shortcoming.,, He ransacks his 

soul, and lists conscientiously possible sins, failures' and doubts that he 

might have. and prays the, Lord to deliver him from them. However, in reading 

The Litaniev one should. not get carried away, and give Donne credit for 

more depth of religious feeling than is his due. It was pointed out 

earlier that in La Corona Donne was largely painting an image'of the Divinity 

he was trying to contact without the contact yet being established. In 

The Litanie he istlargely engaged in a similar processq now creating an 

image of a repenting* soýl . in the hope that his soul might possibly develop 

along these lines. His prayer: 

When wee are movId to seeme religious 

Only to vent witv Lord deliver-us. 8 

contains an important key to the emotional background of The Titsdiie. 

7. Poems 308. 
8- Poems 315- 
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is perfectly aware that much of his religiousness is only venting his wit, 

and yet would will it to be otherwise. His prayer carries the thought: 

Through the venting of my wit-, Lord help me to become religious. As Donne, 

in some of hisearlier love poems, depicted an amorous soul and the 

mechanisms and stratagems of love, without actually being in l6veq he now 

depicts a religious soul, using more, wit than feelingg, relying more on 

accounts of others and previous literary examples than his own experience. 

He is preparing ground for personal involvement, uhich is yet to come. 

- The personal involvement in Donnets religious poetry makes its entry 

in the Holy Sonnets. The dating of these 19 poems is uncertain; Leishmaý 

attributes them to the period after his wife's death, whereas Gardner is of 

the opinion that they belong mostly to the era before his ordinationj dating 

some as early as Mitcham and only three of them, XVII, XVIII and XIX to the 

period after his-ordination. 9 It seems, however, that, looking at the kind 

of , experience they portray, the decade 1610-20 is qLs close as we can possibly 

date theml with the obvious exceptions of numbers XVII and XVIII. In the 

Holy Sonnets we can detect, that, the note of anxiety is becoming urgent 

indeed. , Donne is no longer painting a portrait of a religious soul, as in 

The Litanie, but his personal anguish is real. A good example is holy 

Sonnet I: 

Thou. hast made me, And shall thy. worke decay? 

Repaire me now, for mine end doth haste, 

I runne to death, and death meetes me as fast, 

And-all my pleasures are like yesterday-, 

I dare not move my dimme eyes any way, 

Despaire behind, and death before doth cast 

Such terrour, and my feeble flesh doth waste 

9. See Leibhmanp p*258-9- Gardnerv Introduction to the Divine Potms. 
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By sinne in-itt'which it t1wards hell doth weigh; 
Onely thou art above, and when towards thee 

By thy.. leave I can lookev I rise againe; 
But our old: ' , subtle foe so tempLeth me, ' 

That not one houre my selfe I can'sustaine; 
Thy Grace may ,. Ying me to prevent his art, 
And thou like Adamant draw mine iron heart. 10 

Here, as in most of the Holy Sonnets we can see that Donne is plagued 

by a heavy existential anguish. The theme of death, decay and destruction 

is prominent, and obviously the real cause of his anguish. It is important 

to note that there is only a very slight veneer of religious frame of 

reference, when Donne is describing his state; he is no longer trying to 

depict the religious soul to such an extent as in The Litanie. He openly 

admits that his greatest fear is in the face of annihilation. He is no 

longer young by the standards of his time, probably in his early forties. 

His health'is ailing and constantly reminding him of the inevitable decay. 

Feeling the emptiness around him, he is still reaching out his hand, hoping 

that God will grasp it. However, it is obvious that he has not yet experienc- 

ed an answer to his anguished cry. one can see clearly in the Holy Sonnets 

that when Donne is addressing God, his words do not carry the same 
ýonvinction 

as when he is describing his own state. one suspects that he is still 

quoting what'others have said and written of God, rather than relying on 

his own experience of being answered. ' He is craving for a message, for 

communication and communion that would form a bridge across the emptiness 

that is about to engulf him, -but has found none. 

It has been already pointed outq how Anne Donne's dýath in 1617 was the 

event that precipitated the process that led to Donne's final conversion. 

With his wife Donne had been able to overcome the fears and anxieties that had 

10. Poems 193- 
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prevented him from harmonious interpersonal communication with his earlier 

mistresses. With her he had come to know a wholly new dimension of coT=union 

between two souls; now that he had lost her,. recourse to God was-the only way 

open'. to him to. find a passage from the loneliness of his existence in a body 

that was rapidly growing older. It has also been shown that the process 

where the lbv-eIo"f. -XOd came to replace the love of his wife was by no means 

instantaneous. vie can see that in lbig, when he wrote A Hymne to Christ$ 

on his going to Germany, he was already prepared to disclaim the ties that 

had held him to his previous mode of existence, yet riot quite sure what kind 

of reception Uod would even then grant him. Perhaps resignation would be 

the best word to describe his attitude in the'-last stanza of this hymn: 

Beale then this bill of my Divorce to ZýIlj 

On whom those fainter beames of love did fall; 

Marry those loves, which in youth scattered bee 

on Fame, Wit, Hopes (false mistress'es) to. thee. 

_Churches'are 
best for Prayerg that have least light: 

n To see God only, I goe out of sight: 
And to scape stormy dayes, I chuse 

An Everlasting night. 
11 ý 

It has already been pointed out that the serious illness that Donne 

went through in 1623 marks the final conclusion of his conversion. We are 

fortunate to possess ample literary evidence from these crucial weeks; during 

his illnessJor more likely, his convalescence)t Donne wrote his little book 

Devotions Pj2on Emergent Occasions and the two poems, Hymne to God my God in 

Sicknesse and A Hymne to-God the Father. If we look first at Devotions, 

we can see how Donne in the midst of meticulously'describing his illnessq 

its outbreak and different phases up to convaleseencelconcentrates, on two 

main themes: The decay of the body and the imminent death facing him and 

11. Poems 322. 
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and secondly, the problems of loneliness and-communication. -The opening 

lines of the first meditation establish well the tone that is pervasive of 

the whole, work t 

'Variable,, and therefore miserable, condition of man! -this minute'I was 
well, and am ill, this minute. I am surprised with a sudden change, 
and alteration to worse, and can impute it to no cause, nor call it by 
any name. (D7) 

From the general consideration of human frailty f)o=e soon proceeds to 

the consideration of the sinful condition of man, and especially his own sins 

and shortcomings. The sense of his own worthlessness in the face of coa 
o that was already so dramatically exploited in the Holy Sonnets, now reaches 

its culmination, when death is no longer a hypothetical possibility in 

distant future, but something that may seize him any minute: 

I have sinned behind thy back (if that can be done), by wilful abstaining 
from thy congregations and omitting thy sbrvice, and I have sinned before 
thy face, in my hypocrisies in prayer, in my ostentation, and the mingling 

-a respect of myself in preaching thy word; I have sinned in my fasting, by 
repining when a penurious fortune hath kept me low; and I have sinned 
even in fulness, when I have been at thy table, by a negligent examination 
by a wilful prevarication. -in, receiving that heavenly food and physic. 
(D101) 

This sense of utter dejection and desolation also carries with itself 

the urgent need of companyq fellowship-and communion: 

As sickness is tho greatest misery, so the greatest misery of sickness is 
solitude; when the infectiousness of the disease deters them who should 
assist from coming; even the physician dares scarce come. solitude 
is a torment which is not threatened in hell itself. (D30) 

This'need for fellowship and communion stems partly from the natural fear 

of a sick man of being left alone and from his need of comfort, but, as'is the 

case with the whole of the Devotionsq the feeling receives its full significance 

from the'utter loneliness in deathý Here J)onne exclaims: ý 

'0 my God, it is the leper that-thou has'condemned to: live alone; have I 
such a leprosy in my soul that I must die alone; alone without thee'? 
Shall this come to such a leprosy in my body that I must, die alone; alone 
without them that should assistq that should comfort me? (D33). 

11. Poems 322. 
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In this passage one can already see, that the note of dejection and 

desolation is already giving way to positive acceptance. Although bonne 

is still terrified of loneliness in the face of death, he does concede that 

God and God's people and his own friends are there. he is not forsaken, 

but part of a great structure of interactive relations, that supports him. 

ixhus.,. when asking what Jjonne has accomplished during his illness that is 

portrayed in his Devotions this is the first main point. However, he would 

not have been able to accept himself in communion with his God and neighboursq 

had he'not been able to overcome his sense of unworthiness. it is important_ 

to pay attention to the words of D. W. Hardingt in his analysis The Devotions 

how: 

We have to see that what his faith does for Donne in his sickness, for 
jjonne in this world, is to convince him that his self-condemnation need 
not and must not be total and final. And non-Christians too, suffering 
from a deep sense of worthlessness, do in favourable circumstances, or 
with the right kind of help, come to terms with it, not by conaoning what 
they uave cause -to aeplore but. by coming to believe that in spite of 
eve rything they can accept themselves, that there remains some worth in 
being the person th6y now are. Keconciliation to himself, though not to 
his past failures, is what in terms of human experience Uonne achieves 
, thxougn his f aitn, 

haraing is perfectly right in stating that reconciliation. to himself, 

though not to his past failures, is what uonne, achieved during h-s illness. 

He is, however, putting the cart before the horse in supposing that it was 

Donne's Christian faith that helped him to do this. On the contrary, al- 

though, the apparatus of Christian doctrine gave 1)onne'suitable tools to work 

with, it was his reconciliation to himself that finally enabled him'to accept 
4.. 

the christian faith %holeheartedly. Although I)onne had earlier at: 66pted the 

Christian'doctrine as an intellectual truth, he had riot been able to apply 

its positive sides to himself. vow, after the struggle against the sense 

of his own worthlessness in face of imminent death, he could accept the'idea 

12. Harding, The pevotions row. Published in John Donne, Fspays in 
Celebration. London 1972t P-401. 
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that God was willing to abide by him, and that he had his place in the 

company of God's faithful. It is his own acceptance of himself that finally 

enables him to write: 

But as I know, 0 my gracious God, that for all those sins committed 
since, yet thoa wilt consider pe, as I was in thy purpose when thou 
wrotest my name in the book of life in mine election; so into, what 
deviations soever I stray and wander by occasion of this sicknesset 
0 God, return thou to that minute wherein thou wast pleased with me and 
consider me in that dbndition. (D101-2) 

Thus, the new note of. confidence and security also appears in his two 

'hymns, written during the same period of convalescence. Here he gives the 

positive answers that he has found in his'struggleg distilled in verse fo=. 

in Hymne to God my God-in my Sicknesse the thought of resurrection overr-ides 

the fears and cnxieties caused by the decay of body and imminent death. The 

tone of this hymn is one of joy and trusting anticipation. The concluding 

stanza of the poem tells us that the crisis of fear has been overcome: 
I 
So, in his purple wrappId receive mee Lord, 

j3y these his thornes give me his other crowne; 

-And as to others soules I preach'd thy word, 

l3e this my Text, my Sermon to mine ownep 
13 li! herefore that he may raise the Lord throws down. 

Correspondingly tk gZMe to God the Father treats the theme of his self 

accusations and sense of sinfulness and worthlessness. Once again ne puts 

forth-his faults andzahortcomingsl but this time the promises of God in his . 

Son axe weighty enough to dispel to'scatter his fears. - 'When he says: 

And, having done that, Thou hast done, 

4- 1 feare no more 14 

this, means that vonne is indeea willing to leave himself to God and no longer 

fears the-depths of his own , soul. 

Thus, looking in retrospect at Donne's religious developmentp we can see 

13- Poems 337- 
14. -Poems 338- 
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that there is a'marked similarity to the development of hip amorous life. 

He starts from a point where the world of f aith is more or, less af iction to 

him, and tries to imagine it with his fantasy and wit, relying heavily on 

the trýdition 6T previous thinkers and writers. This can be directly equated 

witn the period of his eaxliest love-poetry, the gleaies when the world of 

love (even possibly amorous experience) was still something which had more 

reality in his fantasy than his experience.,, As in his amorous developmentp 

so also in his religious development, the question of personal involvement 

becomes acute, and the period of Holy Sonnets with its vacillation between 

urge and insecurity can be seen as a parallel to the period of the -narlier 

Songs and Sonnets. The personal battle that he underwent during his illness 

in 1623 marks a similar turning point in his religious life as his falling 

in love with Anne More and the background experience of The Extasie did 23 

years earlier in his amorous life. In both cases we see a dispelling of 

feai7s; he receives a certainty of being acceptedq together with a sense of 

basic security. '. Lhe similarities are so marked that they should be evident 

to us, even if bonne had not himself spelled out the parallelities of his 

emotional development in Holy Sonnet XVII Since she whom I loy'd hath Payd 

her last debt. The question that needs to be asked is where does this lead 

us in starting to consider the general character of his theology? The 

answer is, that when studying his theological thinking, we must pay special 

attention to how his existential experiences are translated into the language 

of theology. ,e have seen how his decisive discovery of a shared experience 

of reality with a woman was now broadened into sharing a reality with God and 

all his creatures. Again, this experience enabled him to accept Christian 

faith whole-heartedly on all levels of his personality, and not merely as an 

intellectual truth. Thus, he had now developed a coherent'view of reality 

which was ready to be expressed in an ontological system, in the language of 
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theology, and which also was to serve as the basis on which he founded his 

religious views. Therefore, when studying Donne's theology we are to 

look for how he expresses his views of a shared experience of a reality 

based on communication and interaction, in the conceptual frame of Christian 

doctrine. we are not to be blinded by formal similarities that may offer 

themselves, into thinking that Donne would, together with the fo=, 

necessarily subscribe-to, the content. - Instead# we are to keep in mind that, 

for Donneq his proclamation of Christian faith was ultimately interpretation 

of his own decisive experiences, and-. to approach-it-as such. - 

i 
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2. General character of Donne's theology 

p 

When tracing Donne's religious development in the"previous chapter we 

have noticed that Donne's conversion was achieved on two levels; first he 

came to accept the Christian (and Anglican) doctrine as an inteýllectu'al 

truthq and later,, he struggled to find the meaning and personal application 

of this truth to himself. Vie have seen that it was not until"1623, that by. 

coming to terms with his own self and his deepest problems, vonne was able 

to accept the Christian faith wholeheartedly after a long Jacobts*struýgle 

that had lasted for several years. Thus it is evident that the general 

structure of his theology is strongly influenced by his own personal outlook 

and'the problems that'he had conquered. 
. 

However this-is only one side of 

the coin. As any theologian in any ageq Donne did not operate in a doctrinal 

vacuum. He was strongly, influen--ed both by the theological heritage'of 

past generationst and by the generally accepted theology of his own Church 

and age. Thusq before trying to sketch the general outlines of his theologic- 

al thinking, we must first take a look at his relationships to both past and 

contemporary theology, 

Most scholars have been thoroughly impressed by the considerable reverence 

that vonne pays to medieval authorities. His sermons and other writings 

abound with references to the early Fathers of the Churchq as well: as to the 

Scholastics, . 
This, in itself. As hardly, surprising. Donne had received 

his earliest education from Catholic tutors, and was well versed in. the 

system of St. Thomas Aquinas and. his disciples. Also, the Fathers and 

Schoolmen were well-respected in the whole Anglican Church at that time, 

being often cited as authorities by Hookerg Laud, Andrewes and Taylor'and 

other, apologists of the English Church. Nor is it surprising to find that 
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among-all-ancient and medieval authorities St. Augustine is Donne's un- 

questionable, favourite. One can well expect Donne to feel a special kin- 

ship of spirit with this saint, who, like Donne himself, had an irrpgul2x 

and erratie, youth and was not converted until a more mature age. Also, 

I)onne must have been enchanted by the acute tone of personal immediacy and, 

involvement in St. Augustine's writings -a trait that was so close to his 

own style of preaching. As has been pointed out by Thomas F. -Merrillt Donne 

shared with St. Augustine the understanding of the importance -of tne individual 

self in a theistic, universe. 
1,5 

But although Donne - frequently. quotes medieval authorities and is 

indebted to both the Fathers and. Schoolmen in many-respects, it would be 

Jý ý, 

totally erronecus to call him-an essentially medieval spirit, a conclusion 

to which Maxy Paton Raway comes in her doctoral thesis Les Doctrines 

Medievales chez Donne: 

or, nous avons constate chez notre auteur deux choses: -1. Sa pensee 
conserve essentiellement un characte're medieval; 2. elle est fortement 
impregnee de plotinisme. 16 

1xhe same idea of nonne being a medieval thinker whose ideas were 

thoroughly impregnated by Yeoplatonism is shared by Mrs. Simpson: 

His thought is medieval in character, and most of his ideas can be traced 
back through Aquinas to St. Augustine, the pseudo-Dionysius, and other 
early Christian writers who brought into the uatholic Church much of the 
philosophy of Veoplatonism. 17 

what Ram ay and Simpson fail to see-is that although 1)onne admittedly 

uses-medieval elements, with a strong influence of, -Neoplatonism-in building his 

theological structure, the result is something-very much different from-the . 

origins. ro demonstrate this, point, let us take a-look at Donne's-'ideas of 

creation and the universe. Ramsay summarizes uonne's thoughts on this 

15- lle=ill, The. Christian Anthropology of John Donne. University of 
Wisconsin, 19649 P. 14. 

16. Ramsay, p. 258. 

17- A Study of the Prose Works of John ponne. Cxford 1ý24'9- P-88- 
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subjectin, the following manner: 

1. Dieu a tire l'univers du neant;. 2. Le monde intelligible et le 
monde sensible. ont ete crees en un seul moment, et clest le moment ou' 
le temps lui-meme commenqa; 3. En ce qui concerne le monde sensible 

, 
Dieu a cree Alabord une matiere premiere capable seulement de recevoir, 
des formea. Sur ce dernier point 11opinion du moyen 9ge est divisele 
et Donne sans slexprimer d1une fagon nette, semble pourtant adopter 
cette opinion. Quant aux Ines humaines, il croit a la "creation con- 
tinue"; -,. 4. Tout a ete cree d'apres des im N es ou formes exemplairesq 
qui existent eternellement au sein de Dieu. 

Admittedly this 

thinking. But the 

contribution to this 

thing to be noted is 

but immediately goes 

summary indeed bears strong similarity to Neoplatonic 

similariiy ends when Donne starts adding I his personal 

structure, pouring new wine into old skins. The first 

that Donne is not interested in ontological structuresq 

on to personalize them, and pays most attention to 

interactive relationships. Thus when he speaks of the creation of man, 

he does not speak of man in generalt but of an individual self: 

Tor though God did elect mee, before he did actually create mee, yet 
God did not mean to elect mee, before hee meant to create mee; when 
his purpose was upon me, to elect me, surely his purpose had passed 
upon meq to create mee; for when he elected me,. 1 was I. (S VIII 282) 

The insistence on "I was I" is already a new element Whicht when intro- 

duced in an otherwise Neoplatonic context leads us to expect that Donne does 

not merely repeat what earlier generations have thought, but brings his own 

original contribution. The insistence of an individual self also leads us 

to expect that Donne's God is not a general creator, but an intensely personal 

Godq whose importance lies not so much in having created man, but in his 

constant interaction with his creation. This is confirmed, by numerous 

passages in Donne's sermons. He frequently remarks that "we are to consider 

God, not as he is in himselfe, but, as he works upon us, " - 
(S TE 216), As 

William Mueller points, out: 

18. Ramsay, P-304. - 
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Time and again Donne emphasized that man in this world needs to dwell on-- 
God's existence, his relationship to mang more,, thari on God's essence, 
his attributes; there is an emphasis more-on God's immanence than on 
his transcendence. 19 

Here Ilueller hits the mark on pointing out the overwhelming importance 

of immanence, as compared with transcendence, in Donne's thinking. Donne 

had come to accept Christian faith in a very immanent situationg being 

seriously ill and confronted with imminent death. Thus, it is logical 

that in his theological thinking transcendental structures, such^as Nleo- 

platonism, are only of value if they can be used ýo illustrate immanently 

valid facts and situations. Thus it is obvious that Donne is far from 

being a medieval soul. His thinking might be more correctly characterized 

as akin to ex'stentialist. This is a fact that has already been discovered 

by some scholars especially within the 1960's. In his thesis Thomas 

Merrill quotes Theodore Gill saying: 

"Donne possessed an anachronjý, -tj&-: turn of mind which repeatedly 20 
interpreted experience and belief in a manner we now call existentialist. " 

Merrill himself is more wary of calling Donne's thinking anachronistic, and 

gives-the following explanation: 

Yet to brand evidences of existential thought in Donne's work, as 
"anachronistic" is to presume that the twentieth century holds ex- 
clusive franchise on existentialism. Such a claim no informed ex- 
istentialist would care to make. To the contrary, it is commonly 
and vociferously insisted thatý existentialism is as old as philosophy. 
itself Few philosophers, in fact, have escaped having their 
names linked with existentialism, and this is not because of any un- 

. 
controlled zeal on the part of existentialist enthusiasts to find 
inchoate anticipations of their "discovery" everywhere and in every- 
thing. It is rather because existentialism by, its very nature is not 
a philosophical system but merely a way of looking at things which has 
potential application to virtually all fields of inquiry, 2T 

In other words, we should be careful not to get carried away by. the 

temptation of simplistic tags and labels, but approach Donne as a unique 

individualg a mixture of old and new with his own personal matrix 

19. Mueller, John Donne Preacher. Princeton 1962, p. 241. 

20. The Sermons of John Donne, selected and introduced by Theodore. A. Gill. 
New York, 1958, P-7. 

21. Merrillp The Christian Anthropoloey Of John Donne. PP-193-4. 
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characterizing and dominating all the different components. I 
From this point of view it Is easy to look at Donne's theology ancl 

ascribe to the medieval and Neoplatonic elements their relative importance. 

it is also easier to solve some dilemmas that baffled Ramsay and Simpson. 

As an example we can take the problem of sin and evil. Both Ramsay and 

Simpson agree that Donne followed here the medieval doctrine I)eccatum nihil. 

Because everything originates from God, who by his essence is coodness itself, 

everything created must be essentially good. Donne agreeingly: -qýmtes 
Augustine: Inquantum sumus, boni sumus. Consequently sin and evil must be 

mere deprivations of goodness, incomplete being by their nature. However, 

both Simpson and Ramsay cannot explain why Donne nonetheless gives such a 

strong emphasis to Christian life and often preaches convincingly and at 

length on sin and its power. Here the solution is obvious. Donne is not 

interested in essences. Sin and evil may be nothing in their essence, but 

their effect on human existence and the interaction between God and man or 

man and his neighbour is devastitlng. Hence it is a real power that must be 

fought against at all costs. 

If the question of Donne's relationship to . the medieval heritage is 

relatively easy to solve, the question of how he fits in the contemporary 

theological field is a more complex one. This question has been approached 

most thoraughly in two studies, Itrat-Husain's book The_Do=atic and Ifystical 

Theolop- of John Donne and George H. Bruce's typewritten doctoral thesis 

22 
John Donne and the Anglican Faith. In their respective studies both rýen 

arrive at fairly similar conclusions, describing Donne as a faithful and sincere 

son of the Anglican Church, being well in accord with Hooker, Andrewes and 

Laud. As Bruce states in the introduction of his thesis: 

22. University of Rochester 1962. 
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This thesis shows that Donne was an orthodox and sincere member of the 
Anglican Church. Though Donne, has often. been 

' accused of being only 
half-hearted in his acceptance of Anglicanism, he was, as this study 
shows, neither lukewarm in his acceptance of the Church of England, nor 
Roman Catholic in his sympathies, but earnestly in sypport of-his faithp 

,. as it was codified by Richard Hooker. 23, 

However, it is perhaps wise to approach, the. unconditional acceptance of 

Donne's Anglican orthodoxy by liusain and, bruce a little warily. vvhat, makes 

the issue complicated is that Anglicanism in the, early, 17th century, was, far 

from being a clearly codifie'd-doctrinal structure., As P. E. More, writes in 

his foreword to, the. anthologyAn icanism: 

Within this period of nearly a hundred years a considerable diversity of 
opinion may be discovered among admittedly Anglican writers on points of 
doctrine and discipline zingland, it is, important to-remember, did 
not produce at that time, and indeed has never produced, a single 

, 
theologian to whom appeal can be made. for a final sentence in disputed 
questions, as the Germans could appeal to Luther and the Presbyterians 
to Calvin, nor had she any such ultimate court of authority as the 
Counter-Reformation possessed in the council of Trent. Possibly Hooker, 
had he written at the conclusion of our century, might, have surrmed up the 
scattered thoughts of his predecessors in quasi-definitive form; but that 
is a conjecture, and as a matter of fact no such legislator did appear. 24 

During nonne's era the doctrine of Anglicanism was, loosely, defined. 

, 
The only proof of orthodoxy required of the Anglican ministers, lwas-the sign- 

ing ofthe Thirty-nine Articles, which by-their very, nature,. were broad and 

conciliatory, leaving a wide margin, to different-inter Instead 
'pretations. 

of doctrinal matters9 the emerging Church of England was more concerned with 

political, and. social issues. Yatters. of, theological controversy did not 

enter. the picture until the existing social order and. the established, 

political and ecclesiastical regime were brought into jeopardy., It isý 

significant that the struggle with puritanism started after the Hampton 

Court conterýnce in 1604, when James I'felt that his reign was, threatened by 

the Puritans' demands, and coined his famous expression: "No Bishopq no_ 

23. Bruceq p. iii. 

24* Anglicanism, ed. P. E. More and F. L. Cross, London 19579 P-xx- 
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King". In a similar manner the controversy with Rome was largely re-kindled 

by the Gunpowder Plot, and the real issue at stake was whýther the King or 

the Pope had the ultimate authority in the realm of England, this being put 

in test throVh the Oath of Allegiance. The chief endeavour of the ruling 

regime was to create a united national Churcho this undertaking providing 

the norm that was to be used in judging doctrinal Issues. The two chief 

issues of Protestantism# justification by faith and the supremacy of the 

zicripture were accepted and affirmed, but otherwise the emphasis in the 

Church of England was. on the via media,, avoiding the extremes-of Rome and 

Genevap and thus providing a wide basis for unity and accord. Hooker's 

attempt at ivriting an Anglican Summa was an isolated venture, and his work 

never reached the position of a normative theology. Laud, in his turn, 

seems to have striven for his ideal of anglicanism lcxgely through a process 

of elimination, being on the look-out for tendencies that seemed Puritanical 

or papist and at times using thoroughly unpleasant methods to slippress them. 

Thus it is against this background that we mustýapproach the question 

of Donne's relationship with contemporary Anglican, theology from two a4gles: 

1. iiovi much was he in accord with the decisive Anglican issues of the'time; 

2. 
-How- 

does he compare with other Anelican thinkers of 'the perioa,, -notably 

with Hooker and Andrewes. 

On, the decisive Anglican issues of-, the existing political and 

ecclesiastical order. and the King' s supremacy, there ý can be no doubt . on 

He was a King's man through and through. He-owed his 

whole career to the initiative and favour of James I. One of his early worlm, 

pseuclo-Martyrg was entirely devoted to proving that, Ue Catholics ought to 

take the Oath of Allegiancev and he did not hesitate to defend the existing 

order in his sermons. Also, in accordance with the prevailing Anglican 

spirit, Donne. polemicizes against Catholics and Puritans mostly on points 
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where their doctrines would imply changes in the existing order. We may 

go further and ask the question, whether Donne's straightforwaxd standing 

here was something dictated by his debt of gratitude to'the King and'by 

his former courtier's attitudes, or whether it was something that stemmed from 

an inner conviction. Here the answer can be found in Donne's conception of 

the Church. As in his ontology he was not concerned with essences, but laid 

stress on relationship and interactiong his'e'ecle'siology was chiefly concerned 

about the practical possibilities of the Church to fulfill its functions. 

This will be dealt with in greater detail in following chapters; let it suffice 

to say now that Donne saw the Anglican system of close relationship between 

the state and the Church as something that best guaranteed the Church favour- 

able working conditions in a way that was"more convenient and advantageous 

than in any other Kingdom". Thus, we can say that his acceptance of the 

Anglican way Fas in accord, with Donne's way of thinking and his general 

-theological structure. 

The next question to be asked is whether Donne clashed in any way with 

the Thirty-nine Articles to Which, he had subscribed. Again, the answer is 

no. ' We cannot find in his sermons any major line of thought that could, be 

classified as being in direct conflict with the defined-formulation of , 

these Articles. However, although Donne did not openly contradict them, 

it is-important to bear in mind Mrs. -Simpson's observation that Donne did 

not lay . equal stress on all parts of the. Creedo 25 
ý Alth ough he was not 

outrightly heterodoxy he had his own preferred viewpoints for looking at 

the Christian doctrinet which in t= were' etermined. by the process of 

religious development that we have already charted in previous chapters. 

25. Simpsono op. cit., p. 68. 
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in other wordsv although Donne accepted the Anglican doctrine, this was not 

the theological edifice that he was expounding, but rather the framework that 

allowed him to preach Christianity as he had experienced it and'had, come to 

accePt. it. That Donne can be called on orthodox Anglican is attributable 

more to Anglican doctrinal flexibility than to Donne's personal obedience to 

the Creed of. his Church. 

But although it is easy to see that Donne could be called an orthodox 

'Anglican in the sense that he did not kick over thetraces and that he upheld 

the Anglican position in central, social and, political issues, it is also 

evident, that Donne fits ill in the company of other contemporary divines. 

There is a quality in his thinking and preaching, that is characteristically 

his own, as has been pointed out, already, by Logan Pearsall Smith in his intro- 

duction to an anthology of Donne's sermons: 

.,. And yet in these, as in his, poems, there still remains something 
baffling and enigmatic which still eludes our last analysis. Reading 
these old hortatory and dogmatic pages, the thought suggests itself that 
Donne is often saying something else I something poignant and personal, 
and yet9 in the end, incommunicable to us. 26, 

, 
These. lines have been also quoted by'T. S. Eliot in his essay_Lancelot 

Androwesq where Eliot makes some comparisons with Donne and Andrewes, and, 
_ 

develops Smith's idea further. Setting. aside Eliot's value juagementsv one 

must state that he is very much on the right track in tracing the essential 

difference between Donne arid Andrewes, when he writes: 

Andrewes's emotion is purely contemplative; it. is-not personal, it is 
wholly evokes by the object of contemplation, to which it is adequate; 
his emotion is wholly contained and explained. by its object. , 

But with 
Donne there is always something else, the "baffling" of which Mr. 
Pearsall Smith speaks in his introduction. Donne is a "personality" in 
a sense in which Andrewes is not: his sermons, one feels, are a "means 

-of self-expression". He is constantly finding an object which shall be 

adequate to his feelings; Andrewes is wholly absorbed in the object and 
therefore responds with adequate emotion. 27. 

26. Smith, Donne's Sermons: Selected Passages with an Essay Oxford 1919..... 

27- Eliot, For Lancelot Andrewes. London 1928, pp. 29-309 
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What Eliot is obviously striving to express'heie, is. that, for Donne 

human experience (especially his own)'always comes before-a doctrinal '- 

structure. Ihis is also the great dividing line'between Donne and other 

contemporary theologians. Where other Anglican divines"saw themselves as 

exponents of a divine structure that had been reveýled to men-in the bible 

and/or the tradition of the Church, Donne was first-and foremost an inter- 

preter of existence'and life, applying the Christian doctrine"to-human ex-. 

perience. The difference becomes obvious if we compare Donne with Hooker. 

Although there is much that is similax in the purely dogmatic standpoints 

of these two men, the differences are also pronounced. As has been shown 

by John S. Mar 
. 
shall in his wo, rk Hooker and-the Anglican Traditio n (London 

1963), Hooker was basically an Aristotelian and a Thomist. He derived 

strong influences from Cajetan, and approved of the method of a Summa for 

výritýing a philosophy and theology United into one whole. His main concern 
28 

Was on essences as sources for human thought and epistemology. in brief, 

although ITooker worked in a concrete situation of ecclesio-political contro- 

versy with Puritansp he was first and foremost a synthetizer, accepting the 

Revelation of the bible and the tradition of the Church as the given view- 

points from which he was to distil a homogenous entity. Contraxy to Donne, 

the, complexities of human existence did not enter as a determining factor 

in his work and thinkine. 

Thus we have seen that against the backgrounds of medieval tradition and 

contemporary theological thinking, Donne stands out alone because of his 

Itexistentialist trait". Tie now have to ask, what central points did this 

trait raise in his teaching and preaching. We have already stated that 

unlike Hooker and most other contemporary Anglican divines Donne did not 

28. See chapter on Hooker and the To-mists, Marshallp PP-56-65. ". 
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.I 

accept the bible and the tradition of the Church as automatically given 

sources of a structure he was to expound, but rather concentrated on human 

experience'. * From this follows that in his theology the sermon held a central 

position. "Nothing is Gospell, not EvangeliUM, Good message, if it be not 

p- ut into aI messengers mouth and delivered by him. " (S VII 396) The Word 

of God in the nible, as well as the tradition, were to him latent entities 

until they were brought into dynamic interaction. This could happen only 

when they were presented to a congregation in a concrete preaching situation: 

Still we must hear Evangelium in sprmone, the Gospel in the Word,, in 
the Word so as-we may hear it, that io the word preached; for howsoever 
it be Gospel in it self, it is not Gospel to us, if it be not preached 
in the Congregation. (S 1 291) 

This passage demonstrates neatly the distinction that Donne makes, between 

essence and existence., A thing may be Gospel in itself, yet it is perfectly 

useless, until it becomes Gospel to somebody, in a concrete situation. it 

was. the duty of the preacher to create this situation.. where the word of God 

could become a living reality to an individual parishioner, to touch his life 

and remould, it. Hence all theology was subordinated to, the living-pro- 

clamationo and its main duty was : to assist the creating of-this confrontation 

situation. 

From the exalted position that the sormon held in Donne's theologyp follows 

that the necessary framework of, preachingg the Church, was also-in a central 

positil0n; 

Therefore we have a clearerv that is, a nearer light then the written 
Gospellq that is, the Church. For, the principallintention in Christs 
Miracles, even in the purpose of God, was but thereby to createv and 
constitute, and establish an assurance, that he that did those Miraclesq 
was -the rieht mant the true Messias,, that Son of, God, who was made man 
for the redemption and ransome of the whole world. But then, that which 
was to give them their best assistancep that that, was to supply all, by 
that way, to apply this general redemption to every particular souleg 
that was the. establishing of the Church, of a visible and constant, and 
permanent meanes of salvation, by his Ordinances there. usaue ad con- 
summationem, till the end of the world. (S VIII 307) 
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From this we can see that although the Churcho toog held an exalted 

position in Donne's theology, it was not by virtueýof her essence but byý 

her function. The task of the Church was to "apply this'general redemption 

to every partigular soule" and she had value only as long as she performed 

her duty as means of salvation. 

One more concept that requires more detailed consideration here to 

produce-a complete picture of, the overall features of Donne's theology is 

that of salvation. In the above quoted paragraph we can see that Donne 

calls the Church a permanent and visible means of salvation. This leads 

us to think that to Do. -nne salvation is something that principally takes 

place here and nowq in definite time and space. This idea is further 

supported by the fact that Donne makes a dis-Linction between general salvationg 

for all mankind, and particular salvation, the application of the general 

salvation to a particular soul, which is the work of the Church. The 

particular salvation takes place, where Christ. is preached and . -. here an 

ifidividual. receives this preaching. This, again, once more demonstrates 

to us the priority that existence held over essences in Donne's thinking. 

He is not interested in justification in foro coeli,, God imputing grace on 

an undeserving sinner as a forensic act of pardon, but rather concentrates 

on the sinner in his actual state in a given concrete situation. If salva- 

tion brought about by the preaching of the Word of God is to have any 

relevance, it, must touch the individual in his actual existential situation 

and be a meaningful reality in his everydayllife. Thus,, yihen Donne preaches 

on heaven and hell, his concepts are overtly in the indefinite dimension of 

eternity, but it is easy to see through the superficial superstructure and 

discern that he is really*speaking of the heaven and hell that are already 

here in our everyday existence. Two examples of this may be quoted here: 

The pure in heart are blessed already, not only comparatively. ' that. they 
are in a better way of Blessednessep then others are, but actually in a 
present position of it: for this world and the next world, are not, for 
the pure in hear. t, two housesq but two roomes, a Gallery to passe through 
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and a Lodging to restIn, in the same House-, which are under one roofe, 
Christ Jesus; The Militant and the Triumphant, are not two Churches, 
but this the Porch, and that the Chancell of the same Churchl which are 
under one head, Christ Jesus; so the Joy, and the sense of Salvation, 
which the pure in heart have here', is, not ajoy severed from the Joy of 
Heaven, but a Joy that begins, in us here, and continues, and accompanies 
iis thithet, and there flowers, on, and dil-ates-it, selfe to an infinite 
expansion. (S VII 340) 

Here one can see that although Donne, in an orthodox manner, preaches 

of the joys of heaven to comep salvation and the joys of heaven are nonethe- 

less to him something that take place already here and now. on the other 

hand, when preaching of hell, he exclaims: 

'What Tophet is no Paradise? What brimstone is not amber? Viliat 
gnashing is not confort? ý What gnawing of the worm is not'a'ticklingý 

torment is not a marriage bed, to this damnation to be secluded 
eternallyp eternally from the sight of God? ' (S V 267) 

Here-Donne's greatest source'of fear,, when speaking of hell',, Js to be 

secluded from the sight of God. - Thisq obviouslyq is'something that'reflects 

his ýwn experience, the days of his melancholy and depression, when he was 

only seeking God and felt himself to'be secluded-from him. Thus. 'even' 

Donne's hell is something of a very concrete nature that he had already ex- 

perienced-in his life, what was needed to make it orthodox preaching of hell 

was merely-to add the dimensional attribute: eternally. ý 

Thus we can summarize the conclusions to'be drawn from this chapter 

in the following manner: 

1. Donne constantly-placed existence before'essences., 'ýAll aspects 

of the Christian faith were for him something to be experienced inlconcrete 

situations, here and now. Reality to him was a constantly fluctuating 

event, where different entities had significance in so far as they affected 

the general happening. He was both listener--of human experience and pariaker 

in it. His theology is essentially preached theology, where emphasis is on 

the actual preaching eventl and where dogmatic-doctrinal matter serves to 

f 
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further or explain experience, but does not take priority over it. 

2. Although bonne was in many respects indebted to the theological 

heritage of the Middle Ages, ' especially to St. Augustine and the Neoplatonic 
W 

school of eaxl'y Fathers it would be wrong to call him an essentially medieval 

soul. his emphasis on existence and experience, as well as his appreciation 

of the importance of individual self, help him to overcome the limitations of 

the heritage of the past. ' In this way a modern scholar will often, find 

Donne a surprisizlglycontemporary thinker. 

Although Donne never came in open conflict withýAngl and 3- icanism,, * 

adhered to its doctrine, as well as to its social and political views, heý 

was not a typical Anglican divine to be, counted-in'the same school. as 

Hookerg Laud and Andrewes. - Her6 again the same factors that enabled him 

to surpass the'limitations of medieval thinking, -also'made him-a thinker far 

aheýd of contemporary Anglican'divines. 

. In Donne's thinking the Church and-especially-the preaching of the 

word of God in the Church were-central. Everything else in his theology r. 

was subordinate to preaching. But preaching itself had to touch directly 

man's existence in orderAo be meaningful, -Salvation itself-took place in 

the, preaching event, and both'salvation and damnation were things-to be 

experienced within the immedia. fe scopeýof human existencel they, were ý 

concepts carrying, their full significaance in the here and now. 

t 
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Il. THE CHURCH IN THEWORLD 

It has been already stated in the previous-chapter that'Donne 

experienced reality as a constantly fluctuating and changing event. To 

him the world was an intricate pattern of interactive relationships, 

where man was''both observing'the happening around him and, by partici-- 

pating in it, simultaneously'shaping it. ' Thereforp, when starting the 

actual discussion on Donne's ecclesiology, it is obvious that we must pay 

our greatest'attention to'these patterns of relationships and to the role 

of the Church in the interaction. ' I have divided this discussion into 

two main chaptersp The Church in the World and The Church in her Actions. 

jr; this main'chapterg The Church in the World, I have tried to trace the 

role of the Church on three levels, in Donne's cosmological structure, 

starting from creation, sub-chapter The Church In Creation, in the 

historical situation during Donne's own era, sub-chapters The Church 

Divided and The Church and Social Order and, finally, the role of the 

Church in the existence of the individual, sub-chapter The'Church -as 
the 

Ark of Salvation. In the latter main chapter I will try to trace the 

details of the actions of the Church in its different functions. 

kSE CHURCH III CREATION 

When dealing with the ecclesiology of some other theologian, the 

first-question to be^asked might be: Tvhat is the ontological essence . 

of the Church? " With Donneg howeVert this question would be rather 
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inappropriate. Mecauie his view of'reality was based on an ontology of 

relationships and interaction rather than that of essences, the start must 

lie elsewhere. '' Thus, we are best'advised to start our ecclesiological ý, 
i 

enquiry by aski-nE;: What is the essential role'played by'the Church in 

the cosmic interaction? To answer this question we must go to the-very 

beginning, and staýrt with the creation. However, when we use the word ' 

beginning, in speaking of the creation, it should be noted-that this word 

does not occim in the temporal sense. 'When dealing with the creation, the 

(Iristian tradition shows a marked tendency to use concepts of the past not 

as an account of historical occu3=ences, but as something that explains the 

present. The story of-creation is not intended to give an actual account 

of how the world came'into being, but'to explain'the present situation. ' 

With j)onne this tendency is especially strong., We have already noted that 

in 1)6nne's thinking and preaching immanence always takes precedence over 

transcedence. When he is preaching on creation, his material'stretche's to 

the very beginning of time itself, but his emphasis is on the here and now. 

in other wordst the history of creation is to Donne, interpretation and 

illustration of the present situation., Thus, when we answer the queqtion 

about the role of the %, hurch in the present time, in the very situation 

when vonne uttered his words from the pulpit. 

in dealing with this question, the common method of collecting excerpts 

from Donnels sermons where he is speaking on our topic is inapplicable. 'This 

is because, as we have intimated earlier, Donne's messa, tz, e is. not contained 

merely in doctrinal statements, but also in the dramatie'dynamics of the 

sermon itselft in the , dialogue of one-. - Therefore it is more advisable to 

follow the course of one relevant sermon, at greater length, in-thin-case the 

one preached to the Earl of Exeter and his company, in his chapel at St. 
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John's, 13.6.1624 (S VI, no. 7). ' The text of this sermon is talken from 

the book of Revelationp chapter'7, verse 9: "After this I'beheld, and, -lo, 

a great multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds, 

and 'eoplev and. tongues, stood before the throne, and before the'Lambg p 

clothed, with white robes, 'and, paims in their hands., - In the course of 

this analysis we hope to see how nonne'conceived the interaction between 

the Creator and his creation, both'in the beginning and the present, as well 

as the role that the Church played in it. ' 

In the opening words of this sermon Donne warns his audience -of the 

dangers of curiosityq which are present when dealing with'a text from the 

Revelation. He presents his division, consisting of two main parts, first', 

the number of those that shall be savea *and secondo the qualities which 

shall'be imprinted on those saved. '"' Then he proceeds to elaborate on-his 

aivision: 
in the first of these ýwe shall-passe by these steps; first, we shall 
consider the sociablenesse, the cominunicablenesse of God himself, who 
gives us the earth, and offers us heaven, and desires to have his 
kingdome well peopled; he would have many, he would have all, he would 
have everyone of them have all. ' And then, the first word of the text, 
(After this) will carry us to the consideration of that which was done 
before; which was, first, that they which were of this number, -were 
sealed, and then they which were so sealed before, were a great number, 
one hundred forty four thousand; but they who were made partakers of all 
this afterq.. i-_ý.. - , 

were innumerable, After this I beheld a areat multi- 
tude, 

-which 
no man could number; And therefore we shall shut up that 

first part with this consideration, what sense, what interpretation, 
' that the y may belong unto those places, where Christ says, 

_ra. 
to heaven 

is narrow, and the gate straight: of these peeces we shall make up 

our first part; And for the particulars belonging to the second, we shall 
fitliest open them, then, when we come to the handling of them. 

(S VI 151-2) 

we ýcan see that in these lines lionne starts building up the dramatic 

tension of his sermon. He is about to present'a I'dialogue of one"t and to 

succe6dq a dialogue needs dynamic action. Thus, he starts listing the 

dramatis pprsonae of his'sermon, starting with'God. Yet'it is'important to 
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note that Donne does not start with God in general, but with the two 

important attributes of God, his sociableness and communicableness. in 

giving the first member of his cast, he also gives his intentions and the 

Leitmotiv of the action that is to follow. He is not going to consider 

God, 
. 
such as he is in himself, but God in his works and his relationships, 

with his creation. Thus, the audience knows to expect not a discourse on 

essences and qualities, but a drama full of action and events. Also, 

when Donne is referring to the rest of his cast, those s aved, his emphasis 

is on what had been done to them; they were sealed. "The great multitude 

which n6 man could number" is, in turnt pointing to a climactic finale, 

whereas the last reference to Ghrist's word about the narrow way and straight 

gate is more or less an afterthought or an epilogue, but nonetheless serves 

to bring out the tenslon in this dramat being placed more or less in a 

paradoxical positiong coming after the idea 6f innumerable, multitudes. 

Donne then proceeds to start his sermon proper by analyzing the sociable- 

ness and communicableness of God: 

Our first step then in this part, is, the sociablenesse-and 
communicablenesse of God; He loves holy meetings, he loves the 
communion of Saints, the houshold of the faithfull: Deliciae ejus, 
6ays Fo-lomon. his delipht is to be with the Sons of men, and the Sons 
of men should be with him: Religion is not a r, ý-lancholy; the spirit 
of God is not a dampe; the Church is not a grave: it is a fold, it is 
an. -Arket 

it! is a net, it is a 9ýjy, it is a kingdome, not onely a house, 
but a iiýuse with manj mansions in it: still it is a plurall thingo 
consisting of many: and very goodgrammarians amongst the Hebrewslp 
have thoughtt and saidq that that name, by which God notifies himself 
to the world, in the very beginning of Genesis, which is EI-ohim, as it 
is a 121urall-word there, so it hath no zqiný. Mlar: ' they say we cannot 
name God but plurally: so communicable, so extensive, so derivative 
of himselfq is God, and so manifold are the beames, and the emanations 
that flow out from him. (S VI 152) 

The central idea here is that of communication. and communion. God 

himself is a sociable God who abhors being alone and loves the company of 

men. Here Donne adheres to the generally accepted Christian doctrine of 

the love of God being the activating force in the creation and universe. 

S 
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However, the love of God'in his conception is not a distant thing# as'in-, 

the Neoplatonic structureq but it manifests-itself in the concrete company 

of men: the Church, the household of the faithful. " Religion'and' the 

Church are emphatically joyous things'one might almost say a cheerful 

party, where God: himself is the host. Here lies also the immediacy that 

connects what might otherwise be an abstract and obscure discussion to the 

immediate situation where these words were uttered. ýThe congregation to 

which Donne was preaching formed one mansion in the household of God'. - 

The people who heard these words should be cheerful, enjoy the'con. pany 

and communion of each other and remember that thib Communion was created 

because God in his sociableness desired company and delighted in such 

meetingsl being himself present ih them. 

, Apart from noting-the strong emphasis that Donne puts on the cheerful- w 

ness of religioUS'communion, it is also ivorth noting'the importance he lays 

on religion bAng a colle'etive"thing. one can 6leaxly"detect the implicit 

idea, that because the Church is a fold, an ark, net, a city'and a kingdom, 

no man can enter the kingdom of God but in the company of other men., 

otherwise God's lovingt sociable activity would remain'unfulfilled. - Vie 

can see that communion with God implies directly communion-With one's 

fellow-men, indeed, with all creatures. -' In 'the "holy"meeting" of religiong 

man is invited not only to Meet'his CreAor and discourse with him, but he 

is - also invited to meet all his fellow cýeatures in'a sh. -iied experience of 

Chrietian realii'ye 

Thus, 'Donne has now established the relevance of his message to his 

in th6 imm6diate situation. ' . He'has draw .na connecting line congregation 

between God in all eternity and a ; group of people here and nOW. " It is 

hardly surprising to see that this tie-up consists of comunication and 
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interactiong according to the nature of God. He'then proceeds on a dis- 

course on God's unityq expounding traditional dogmas, which need not be 

reproduced here. He refers to the pagan concept, which deriving from the 

plural attributes of God, comes to the conclusion that there must be several 

gods, each corresponding to an attribute. He refutes this idea, and then 

comes to the Christian concept of Trinity: 

There is but one God; but yet was that one God ever alone? There were 
more generations (infinitely infinite) before the world was made, then 
there have been minutes, since it was made: all that while there were 
no creatures; but yet was, God alone, any one minute of al this? Was 
there not alwais a,, 4'ather and a Son, and a holl Ghost? And had not 
they, always an acýuiescence in one another, an exercise of Affectiont 
(as we may so say) a love, a delight, and a complacency towards one 
another? So, as that the Father could not be without the Son and the 
holy Ghostv so as neither Sonne, nor holy Ghost could be without the 
Father, nor without one another; God w. -Li from all eternity collected 
into 

' one God, yet from all eternity he derived himselfe into three 
persons: God could not be so alone, but that there have been three 
persons, as long as there hath been one God. (S VI 153) 

'Here we can see that in his dramatic "dialogue of one,, Donne is now 

taking a. closer look at the leading role in his dramatis personae, and sub- 

sequently laying basis on the action. which is to come. The concept of 

Trinity that he puts forth is by no means new; the idea of mutual loving 

interaction between the persons of the Trinity occurs already in the writings 

of early Fathers. However, in this context the emphasis does not lie in 

the trinitarian dogma; it serves merely as a foundation, as a starting 

point in the drama for the action that leads through the creation to 

#' immediate present. Instead of concentrating on the essence and ousias of 

the Trinityq Donne prefers to spell out "Divine existence', as a suitable 

introduction to the action of creation: 

Had God company enough of himselfe; was he satisfied in three persons? 
We see he proceeded further; he came to Creation; And as soon as he had 

made ' 
light, (which was his first Creatuýe7 he took pleasure in it; he 

said it was good; he was glad of it; glad of the Sea, glad of the Earth, 
glad of the Sunne, and Yoone, and Starres.,. and he said of every one, 

_, ood: But when he had made All, peopled the whole worldq brought it is P 
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I all creatures together, then he wqs very jElad, and then he said not 
onely, that it was good, but that it was very pood: -God was'so far 
from being alone, as that he found not the fullnesse of being well, 
till all was made, till Creatures met together, in an Host, as Yoses 
calls it; then the good w4s extended into very good. FSýI 15-3--47- 

" The love, Ihat the three persons of the Trinity held and exercised to- 

wards each other, was clearly not a static thing, but constantly growing 

and seeking new outlets. Thus the expansive tendency of Divine love leads 

to the creation. Vle, can see that here Donne further develops his dramatic 

"dialogue of one" by introducing the rest of his cast in a general sweeping 

gesture. We also see that the emphasis is not on their esseýce, but on 

the relation that they held towards their Creator. This relationship, in 

turn, is strongly marked by joy and Cladness. God is glad of the sun, 

moon and stars, and when the full4ess of creation is reached, the joy in- 

creases; God is no longer glad, but very glad. The expansiveness of Divine 

love-is underlined by the strong emphasis on the concept of fullness, which 

D=ne continues to elaborate: 

Did God safisfie himselfe with this visible and discernible world; 
with all on earthq and all between that, and him? were those foure 
vonarchies, the foure Elements, and all the subjects of those foure 

, Ylonarchiesq (if all the foure Elements have-Creatures) company enough 
for God? was that Heptarchie, the 

* seven-kinFdomes of the seven planets, 
conversation enough for him? Let every Starre in the firmament, be 
(so some take them to be) a severall world, was all this enough? we see, 
God drew persons nearer, to him, then Sunne, -Moon, or Starres,, or any 
thing, which is visible, and discernible to us, he created Angels; How 
many, how great? Arithmetique lacks numbers to expresse the, proportion 
lacks Dimensions to figure them; so far was God from being alone. 
(S VI 154) 

Thus, apart from elaborating on the concept of fullness, Donne has 

started listing God's communication partners. The partners of the visiýle 

worldq infinite as they were in their numbers, were not close enough to 

Godo and thus he proceeaed to create angels, in equally infinite, numbers,, 

for more intimate communication. But even with such a company the fullness 

0 

of the expansion of Divine love is not yet achieved; and so we come to 
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the creation of man: 

Ana yet, God had not shed himselfe far enough; he had the Leviathang 
the Whale in the Sea, and Behemoth and the Elephant upon the land; 
and all these great heavenly bodies in the way, and Angels in. their 

, 
infinite numbers and manifold offices, in heaven; But, because Angels 
could not. propagatet nor make more Anrels, he enlarged his love, in 
making man, that so he might enjoy all natures at once, and have the 
nature of Anpels, and the nature of earthly Crentures, in one Person. 
God would not be without man, nor he would not come single, not alone 
to the making of man; but it isfaciamus horinem, Let us, us, make 
man; God, in his whole counsail, in his whole Colledge, in his whole 
society, in the whole Trinity, makes man, in whom the whole nature of 
all the world should meet. (S VI 154) 

Thus, God's chief communication partner makes his entry In Donne's 

cosmic drama. -we can see that in all creation, man holds a special p6sition 

, by virtue of two factors: 1. He combines in himself the natures of both 

visible and invisible worldsq he is "a little world made cunningly of EleMII-nts 

and an Angelike spright". 
1 Thus, * meeting man, God meets his whole creation 

in one person, Hence, we can say that in Donne's concept man is the 

"liaison officer" of all creatures. 2. Because man can propagate and is 

given the task of multiplying and filling the earth, the love of God towards 

his creationg and the joy that he feels in the communion with men is going 

to expand ad infinitum. Here man is able to surpass even the angels, and 

guarantee by each'subsequent generation that Divine love will not grow static 

or stagnant. Donne emphasizes the importance of these two factors. by 

pointing out that in all creation man alone was created in the whole college 

and counsel of the Holy Trinity. Although Donne does not expressly say so, 

it is evident that he is applying here the typological way of thinking: 

The way in which man was created in consultation and communication between 

the three persons of the Trinity serves as a type to that which is to follow, 

similar interaction and communication between the creator and the created. 

Holy Sonnet V. Poems 295- 
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However, even the unique man is surpassed by one important exception in 

God's plans: 

And still our large, and our Communicabie Goa, affected this association 
so, as that having three Persons in himselfe, and having Creatures of 
Aivers n, -ýtures, and having collected all natures in man, who consisted 
of a spiritual nature, as well as a bodily, he would have one liker 
himselfe, then man was; And therefore he made Christ, God and man, in 
one personp Creature and Creator together; One greater then the Seraphim, 
and yet lesse then a worme; Soveraigne to all nature, and yet subject to 
naturall infirmities; Lord of life. life it selfe, and yet prisoner to 
Death; Before, and beyond all measures of Time, and yet Born at so many 
moneths, Circumcised at so many jUs, Crucified at so many years, Roie 
againT-ýt so many Houres; How sure did God make himselfe of a companion 
in Christ, who united himselfe, in his godhead, so inseparably to him, 
as that godhead left not that body, then ivhen it lay dead in the graveq 
but staid with it then, so closely, as when he wrought his greatest 
miracles. (S VI 15 1-5) 

Herep Donne's exposition of the creation develops an interesting turn, 

as he arrives at Christ as the greatest culmination of God's communicative 

work. One thing that is striking here, is that no-m Donne abandons completely 

temporal congruency. The Christ he is, talking about is not primarily the 

pre-existent second person of the Trinity, but Christ incarnate. thus 

making a temporal leap of 4000 years (in Donne's reckoning). ' In itself, 

this is hardly surprising, because, as we have earlier pointed out, the 

story of creation served Donne largely to explain the present. Both the 

events he had talked of earlier as well as the culmination in the creation 

of Christq were seen strictly from the viewpoint of, 1624. Thus, he was 

able,., to make a smooth transition. Howeverg, there is another,, more 

importantItransition than the temporal one. Although Donne here describes 

Christ as the most perfect and closest companion to God, his emphasis is 

changed. There is a switch from the idea of corrununication between the 

creator and createdt to the union of divinity and- humanity, finite and 

infinite, eternal and temporal, Yet it would be i7rong to, say that Donne 

swifts, from the doctrine of creation to christological doctrine. 'Rather, 

he is preparing ground for the next development, that is to come in his' 
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drama, -the mode of communication. Here Donne puts Christ, God and man as 

an example of the closest possible companion to God. ' But the 6hristological 

dogma functions first and foremost as anIllustration that'the divine and 

human'are not*totally separated Christ serves as a model and'proof of the 

possibility of interaction. How this happensq Donne proceeds to'illustrate: 

Beyond all this, God having thus married the soule and body in one man, 

, and man and God, in one, Christ, he mariesIlthis. Christ to his Church. 
row, consider this Church in the J= and'figure of the Church, the 
ArIke; in the Arke there-were more. of every sort of cleane-Creatures re- 
served, then of the uncleane seven of those, 'for two of these; why should 
we feare, but that in the Church, there are more reserved for salvation 
then for destruction? And into that -room (which was not the Type of' 
the. Churchq but the very Church it selfe in which they all met, upon 
whitsunday, the holy Ghost cane so as that they were enabled, by the 
gift of tongues, to convay, and propagate, and derive God, (as they did) 
to every nation under heaven: so much does God delight in man, -. so much 
does God desire to unite and associate man unto, him; and then, -what shall 
disappoint, or frustrate Godt desires and intention so farre, as that they 
should come to him, but singly, one by one, whom he cals, and wooes, and 
drawes by thousands, and by whole Congregations? 155) 

Here Donne develops argument further by employing the figure of marriage, 

which signifies to him the closest possible hypostatical union. Or. rather 

than a'hypostatica. 1 union, the abandoning the isolation and autonomy of one's 

limited self, for the benefIt of a larger unit of a shared reality that is 

2 
greater than its participantsl transcending both to a newg higher level. 

As divine and human natures axe united in Christ, so Christ and his Church 

are united into one entity, through which communication and communionj 

mutual affection and Joy flow between the'Creator and his creation. Thus, 

we can see that Donne's drama of creation is not dealing-with separate 

, 
parate. them from one entitiesq which axe trying to bridge the gaps thA se 

another. Instead, God's whole plan'of creation is geared to ensure that 

all participantsq from-highest to I lowest, are interwoven'in a large homo- 

genous network of interaction that constantly'expands. We shouldl howeverv 

2. This idea should be seen in the light of, what has. been earlier, said about 
Donne's experience of the relationship between man and woman. 
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be careful not, to simplify the role of the Church here only to constitute 

the connecting link between God and mant through Christ. It should be 

noted, that, for Donne, the uhurch is not the, only possible frame of inter- 

active relationships. -Even before the establishing of the Church, the 

whole creation was geared to work in the. interaction between God and man 

and man and his fellow-men. In this network the place-and function of the 

church is perhaps more exactly defined by saying that it constituted the 

establishing force of these links. Moreover, the Church was prim ily an 

ideaq the concept of interaction that actualized itself in time qnd-spaceg in 

the "holy meetings". Although the Church is certainly a tangible entityý, - 

(Donne points out that a certain room was not the type of the Church, but 

Church itself) it is also an universal concept, a mode of interaction. 

Rather than being an institution, the Church is an. event, which takes place 

in several places and occasions. This-thought becomes particularly cleart 

when Donne proceeds to deal with the establishing of the Church: 

Be pleased to carry your considerations, upon another testimony of 
Gods love to the society of man, which is, his dispatch in making 
this match, his sneed in gathering and establishing this Church; for, 
forwardnesse is 7h-ebest argument of love, and dilatory interruptions 
by the way, argue no great desire to the end; disagises beforeý are 
shrewd prophecies of jealousies after: But God made hast to the 
consummation of this Marriage, between Christ and the Church. Such 
words as those to the Colossians, (and such words, that is, words 
to such purposes, there are divers) The G spell is come unto you, wi 
it is into all the world; ýLnd a6aine; It brinaeth-forth fruit, tas it 
doth in you also; And so likewise, The Gosrell which is prepched to every 
creature which is under heaven; such words, I say, a very great part 
of the Antients have taken so literally, as thereupon to concludet , That in the life of the 6j2ostles themselves, the Gospell was preachedt 
and the Church establishe .d over all the world. (S VI 155-6) 

The thought that the Church is established, through the preaching of 

the Gospel, which for the most part already took place during-the Apostolic 

era, if taken out of context, is hardly anything new or surprising. Yet 

we must see-that this thought was expressed in a "dramatic dialogue of one", 

where the main-emphasis is on the present-, When Donne made his. reference: 
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I 

nThe Gospell is come unto you, "and again: " ... as it doth in you also", 
I 

he is'employing, a direct form of address, rather than a quotation, and the 

word you means the Earl of Exeter and his company. -Who formed his'audience. 

In effectq shlt he is saying is that God establishes his Church here and 

now. 'at St. John's,, through this preaching of his Gospel. It does not 

matter that the Church has already been established by the apostles, or 

-that the Church of England is already about a hundred years old. The 

Church is an event, a universal concept that actualizes itself. again and 

again in given time and space, where the communication and communion be- 

tween God and man are established, where the union of marriage takes pýace 

between Christ and his faithful'. 

From here Donne's sermon goes on at considerable length, but what 

follows is irrelevant of the point of view of this sub-chapter. Already 

from the above quoted passages we can return to our original question of 

the basic function of the Church in the order of creation and Give a 

summarized answer: 

1. In Donne's concept the origin of creation is to be traced to the 

sociableness and co=unicableness of God. God desired company, and 

because the interaction between the three persons of the Trinity was not 

enough for himq he proceeded to undertalke- the work of creation. 

2. ln*the order of creation man holds a special place, because he 

combines in himself the natures of angels and earthly creatures. Also, 

because man multiplies in infinite generations, this guarantees that 

Divine love has enough scope for its exercise in infinite expansion. 

3. To provide a suitable means of communication and interaction God 

created the Church. In the Church God calls people to himselfq as well 

as enjoying their company in the holy meeting. 

The Church howevert should not be seen as an institution, but 
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rather as an universal concept or event, which actualizes itself in given 

time and space, when the communion and communication between God and LIM 

is established and maintained. This actualization, in turn, takei3 place, 

when the Wordof God is preached. 

5- Thus, we can conclude by saying that in the order of creation the 

Church is the concept and event that materializes and preserves the 

activating idea of creation itself; interaction and communion between God 

and his creatures. Thus the Church is the practical manifestation of 

Divine love. 
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THE CHURQH DIVIDED 

S 

in the previous chapter we said that in order of creation the 

Church was God's instrument to bring his creatures in communication and 

communion with himself. In Donne's own time, however, the functioning 

of this instrument seemed to be-serioUSly impeded by the great split of 

Churches as the consequence 6f the Reformation. " This process of schism 

and disintegration which started only'a few'decades before Donne's birthq 

had divided Europe into Catholics, tutherans, 'Calvinists and Anglicans. 

Even within the realm-of EnCland, the dominant faith', Anglicanism, was 

forced to defend itself continuously-agaInst-the attacks of the old faith, 

Catholicism, as well-as those of the radical Puritan front. Small inde- 

pendent Churches, such as the'Congregationalists and Baptistiweie-separat- 

ing themselves I fro .m týe`communion of the Church of England. ' Thus, it is 

hardly surprising that people in these days felt considerable confusion Qz 

to which was the true Church that possessed the itrue faith. Donne, himself 

was by no means a stranger to this dilemma. " In his own, youth he had 

battled with the question, and finally switched his allegiances from one 

Church to another. The question of the true Church did not cease to 

trouble his mind even in hisýlater yeaxs, , after he had taken his orders. 

probably some time in 1618 20 he wrote the following poem, -in which he 

voiced his questioni 

Show me deare Christ, thy,: spouse, so bright and clear. 

'What! is it She, which on the other shore 

Goes richly painted? or which rob'd and tore 

Laments and mournes in Germany and here? 
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Sleepes she a thousand, then peepes up one yeare? 
Is she selfe truth and errs? now new, now outwore? 
Doth sheq and did she, and shall she evermore 
On one, on seaveng or on no hill appeare? 
Dwells she with us, or like adventuring knights 

First travaile we to seeke and then make Love? 

Betray kind husband thy spouse to our sights, 
And let myne amorous soule court thy mild'Dove, 
Who is most trew, and pleasing to thee, then 

When shelis embrao'd and open to most men. 
1 

It is this poem that offers us our best starting pointin unravelling 

Donne's views on the problem of the division of Churches. The first im- 

I portant thing to note is that the question for Donne is not academic but 

intensely pereonal. He does not approach it as a systematic theologian, 

but as a soul in uncertainty, yearning -to embrace the bride of Christ, but 

not knowing who, where and in what appearance she is. He sees the richly 

painted Church, of Rome on seven hillsq and ragged and torn Protestant Churches 

of Central Europe and England, all making claims of being the rightful 

spouse of thrist. But when he approaches them'and tries'to discern between 

their claims',, this is not for the, mere intellectual purpose of identifying, 
j 

classifying and labelling the Churchesq according to the justification of 

their claims. Instead, he wants to recognize the true spouse of Christ 

in order that by embracing her he might find union with her husband'and 

personal peace and fulfillment. He is not ultimately looking for the' 

Church, but for the Lord of the Church. ' The'Problems, pres'ented by the 

division-of the Churches are not a theological question to him, but a personal 

hindrance in this quest. 

These thent are the considerations that we 
_must 

keep in-mind when 

considering Donne's answers to the problem presented by the division of the 

1. Holy Sonnet XVIII. Poems 301. 
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Churches. We will see that he is not interested in solving them in a 

manner that would make up a logical speculative theological Structure, 

but in a manner that would help him, as well as other men to find their 

way more easily through the maze of ecclesiastical barriers and disputes* 

to rest in-the arms of the spouse of Christ. This being the case, he 

omits some questions that a theologian' would consider as essential, while 

sometimes concentrating on points which from the theological point of view 

seem trite or trivial. To obtain a comprehensive picture of his thinking 

on this topic we will again, as in the previous chapter, follow at length 

a passage of his writings, this time taken from Essays in Divinity. Here 

_, 
on pages 47-52 Donne is dealing-with the problem presented by the diversity 

of names in the Old Testament. First he quotes-several examples, where 

one person seems to appear under several different names. He then refers 

to ýhe attempts of Cabbalists and Renaissance commentators to deal 'with this 

problem, and suddenly transfers it into an ecclesiological context; 

Since therefore this variety of hTames fals out in no place, where the 
certainty of the person or History is thereby offuscateg I encline to 
think, that another usefull document arisds from this admitting of 
variety; which seems to me to be this, that God in his 

' 
eternall. and 

everpresent omniscience, foreseeing that his universal, Christian, 
Catholick Church: imaged, conceived, and begotten by him in his 
eternall decreeg born and brought to light when he travailld and 
labored in those bitter agonies and throes of his passion ... should 
in her latter Age suffer many convulsions, rents, schisms, and wounds*, 
by the severe and unrectified Zeal of many, who should impose necessity. 
upon indifferent things, and oblige all the 'World to one precise forme 
of exterior worship, and Ecclesiastic policie; averring that every 
degree, and minute, and scruple of all circumstances which may be ad- 
mitted in either belief or practice is certainly, constantly, expresslyq 
and obligatorily'exhibited in the Scriptures; and that Grace, and . Salvation is in this unity and no where else; his Viisdome was mercifully 
pleasId, that those particular Churches, devout parts of the Universall, 
which, in our Age, keeping, still the foundation 

- 
and corner stone Christ 

Jesus, should piously abandon the spacious and specious super-edifica-. 
tions 

- 
which the Church of Rome had built thereupon, should from this 

variety of Vames in the Bible it selfe, be provided of an argument That 
an unity and consonance in things not essentiall, is not so necessarily 
requisite as is imaFined. ýE 48-9) 

0 
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We can detect in this passage, as in the sonnet earlier a note of 

anxiety because of the disputes and complications both leýding to the 

division of the Churches, and coming after it. In its essence, 119nne 
I 

determines, thV Church is onet universal and Catholic. %he idea of the 
I 

Church existed eternally in God's thoughts, and was brought from there into 

our world through Christ's passion. Here we can see how Donne does not 

pay attention to the anticipation that preceeded the birth of the Church, 

nor to the manner of its establishing. His main concern lies in the unity 

of the Church that stems from an eternal divine idei. This concept of a 

divine idea again leads us to see how Donne conceived the Church on two 

levels: On one hand it is'an institutiong consisting of human beines, 

established by Christ and consolidated by tha apostlesl originally one, but 

divided in her latter age. On the other hand, the Church is basically a 

divine idea that actualizes itself in given conditionsq in human time and 

space, The first great and basic actualization took place as the result 

of Christ's work, when the institution was born, but the continuous exist- 

ence of the institution is to be explained as the constant actualization 

of the one and same "Church idea", an idea of communication and communion 

between God and his creatures. For lack of better expression we may call 

this actualization of the divine idea in human conditions the Church event. 

Thus, in Donne's conception, the Church held the dual ontological nature 

of an'institution and an event. It is fairly obvious that although for 

practical reasons Donne speaks mostly in terms that fit an institutiono 

his main emphasis is on the event character of the Church, onthe fulfill- 

ment of God's will and plans in human world. The concept. of the Church as 

an eventq an actualization of a divine idea, alsoE; ave Donne the necessary 

basis, from which he could effectively argue the unity of the Church. it 
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did not matter, if the outer framework of the Church event varied, as long 

as theevent remained the same. 

Having established this basic viewpoint Donne finds it easier to 
.1 

approach the actual question of the separation cf Churches. In his 

opinion this was due to the rents, schisms and wounds that the one catholic. 

Church was to suffer in her later age. It is interesting to see that 

Donne lays the chief blame for them on Protestant elements. He especially 

attacks the narrow biblicism of the Calvinists and Puritansp who required 

that every minute detail of Christian faith and practice should be mentioned 

I 
in the Bible in expýjessip verbis. These quarrels, in turn, would tend to 

hinder the actuallzation of the Church event, by distracting attention from 

central to the peripheral. However, in his omniscience God had foreseen 

the effects of the "severe and unrectified zeal", of the Protestant dissidents. 

Thusq he had seen fit that the dissidents go their own way and form their 

own Churches. in this manner the necessary working peace might be better 

preserved among all parties. Although the split of the Churches that 

followed the Reformation was essentially an 'undesirable thing, it was none- 

theless a necessary action to preserve the working conditions of the Church. 

The rents and schisms that had split the Church were, however, based 

on non-essential things. 
. 

Here Donne follows the characteristically Anglican 

division between essentials and adiaphora. Both the "spacious and specious" 

super-edification of Rome and the Protestants' abhorrence of them wereq by 

their very nature, secondary matters, because they were merely human inter- 

pretations of a divine theme. As long as the integrity of the central 

idea was preserved, these variations did not matter, and unity and 

consonance in them was not requisite. The question however remains, 

where the dividing line between essentials and adiaphora lay. In other 

2. 
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words, to what extent was the content of the Church event, i. e. the 

establishing of communication and communion between God and man, insepar- 

able from its surroundings, and to Ciat extent could these surroundings be 

varied-, withou: bchanging the content of the event. As yet, we have seen 

Donne mention only the maintenance of the corner stone Christ Jesus as being 

the; essential criterion. He elaborates, however, in the continuation: 

Cartainlyp when the Gentiles were assum'd into the Church,, they entred - 
into the same fundamentall faith and religion with the Jews, as Musculus 
truly notei; and this conjunction in the roote and foundation fulfill'd 
that which wasýsaid, Fiet unum Ovile, 

-et unus Pastor, One fold, and one 
Shepherd. Forl by that before, you may seethat all Christs sýeep are 
not alwayes in one fold, Other sheeR have I also, which are not of this 

, fold. So all his, sheep are of one fola, that is, under one Sheph 9 
Christ; yet not of one fold, that is, not in one place, or form. Fort 
that which was strayed and alone, was still his sheep; much more any 
flock which hearken together to his voice, his Word, and feed together 
on his Sacraments. (E 49) 

According the generally accepted Protestant formulaq Donne introduced 

the Word of God and the Sacraments as constituting the Church. Thus, the 

concept of the Church event implies active obedience to the will of God 

through hearing and receiving his Word preached, as well as deriving 

sustenance from the Sacraments. We see that the Word and Sacraments are 

emphatically active elements here, the Word implies preaching, hearingg 

receiving and obeying, the Sacraments administering, receiving, and taking, 

-the sustenance offered. The action side of their nature is strongly under- 

lined, in accordance with the general idea of an event. Donne'presents 

the static essence of a flock divided into separate folds and. the dynamic 

existence contained in the uhurch event as opposites. On the other hand, 

it is interesting to note Donne's gallant nonchalance about the finer details 

of what constituted the true preaching of the Word of God and rightful aI d- 

ministration of his Sacraments. Although disputes about these questions 

had been a major factor in creating the split of Churches, Donne staunchly 
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leads us to understand that they are irrelevant. According to him, the 

Word and Sacraments are efficacious in all folds into which the flock of 

Christ is divided. Although in his sermon he often defends-the stand'of 

the Anglican Church on I points of doctrine and practice, he never admits 

that they would be necessary to the esse of the Church. Donne conceived 

the ivoid-and Sacraments to be essentials of the Church because of the 

communication and communion with the Lord of the Church that they conveyedt 

but was willing to admit considerable latitude in details. Thus, over- 

riding these details, he could proclaim the basic unity of the Roman 

Church and the Anglican Church: 

Therefore that Church from which we are by Gods mercy escapedt because 
upon the foundationg which we yet embrace together, Redemption in 
Christ, they had built so many stories high, as the foundation was, 
though not destroyedt yet hid and obscured; And their additions were of 
so dangerous a construction, and appeaxance, and misapplyablenessq that 
to tender 

' 
consciences they seem'd Idolatrous, and are certainly scandal- 

ous, and very slippery, and declinable into Idolatry, though that Church 
be not in circumstantiall and deduced points at unity with us .... yet 
though we branch out East c-and West, that Church concurs with us in the 
root, and sucks her vegetation from one and and the same Froundq Christ 
Jesus, who, as it is in the Canticle, lies between the brests of his 
Church, and gives suck on both sides. (E 49-50) 

In this passage Donne presents the division caused by disagreement in 

"circumstantial and deduced points". and the unity that derives from sharing 

the common ground and drawing nourishment from the same source as opposites. 

Without even stopping to elaborate, he overrides the differences on points 

of doctrine and practice, and concentrates on the idea of. corm munion 
'with 

Christ both constituting a Churchp and. creating unity between different 

branches of the Church. Once again, he emphasizes the active element in 

this process, now using the metaphor of giving suck and being nourished. 

The unity that is created between both Catholic and Anglican Churches by 

being participant8 in this same process, i. e. by actualizing the Church 

event, justifies his calling thcm the two breasts of the one Mother 0 
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2 
Church. Thus he is able to see the bride of Christ in both formsq 

"richly painted" as well as 11rob'd and tore". Both offer their arms and 

can lead him to the husband of the Church. Thus Donne's great dilemma is 

considerably 3ýeduced, and what remains is merely questions of practical 

expediency. 

From what has been said above can also be seen that Donne shared the 

common Anglican attitude of regarding the Catholic and Anglican Churches 

as the two "legitimate" ones,, other denominations being less favoured. 

However, Donne did not wish to deny that even smaller Protestant Churches 

might have the right foundation: 

And of that Church which is departed from us, disunited by an opinion 
of a necessity that all should be united in one form, and that theirs 
is it, since they keep their. right foot fast on the Rock Christ, I d:, -re 

., 
not pronounce that she is not our Sister; but rather as in thesane Song 
of Solomon's, We have a little sister, and she h-nth no breasts: if she 
be a wall, re will build_upon her a silver palace. If therefore she be 
a wall, That is, because she is a wall; for so jZra expounds those wordsp 
as on her part, she shall be safer from ruine, if she apply her selfe 
to receive a silver palace of Order, and that Hierarchy which is most 
convenient and proportionall to that ground and state, wherein God hath 
planted her; and she may not transplant her self: So shall we best con- 
serve the integrity of our own body, of which she is a meriber, if we 
laboriously build upon her, and not tempestuously and ruinously demolish 
and annul her; but rather cherish and foment her vitall and wholesome 
paxts, then either cut, or suffer them to rot or moulder off. 

When Donne wrotethis passage, he 'was apparently thinking of small 

independent Protestant Churchesq such as Congregationalists and Baptists that 

had separated themselves from the communion of the Church of. Eneland. The 

reason for them having no breasts was that in their Biblical zeal they had 

abolished ecclesiastical ceremonies, which Donne held important, if not for 

the esse, certainly for the bene esse or plene esse of the church. But 

because they-too, had preserved the right basis "keeping their right foot 

2. If communion with Christ creates unity between different Churchesq 
question might be asked does it create unity between individual members 
of the Church. This question shall be dealt with in the chapter r7he 
Church as the Ark of Salvation. 
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fast on the Rock Christ9j. e. being still in communion with the Lord of the 

Church, Donne was willing to admit them as little sisters of the Church of 

England. We can see his disregard of external forms and unessential detailso 

when ýe wishes'thatýthe "silver place" of order and hierarchy that he wishes 

to build on these sister - Churches should correspond with local circumstances. 

once againg he is not willing to state that a particular manner of 

ecclesiastical practice should be definitely superior to others, or necessary' 

for maintaining the essence of a true Church. The function of the "silver 

palace" would be to prevent the little sister-Church from sliding from 

schism into heresy. But even now Donne does not give a doctrinal stand as 

a classification of heresy, but defines it an "deflection from obedience". 

Thust schism is to Donne a disobedience of established ecclesiastical 

authorityq heresy is disobedience to the Lord of the Church, i. e. disruption 

of the communion. Here is where the essence of a Church lien. In no 

case should the little sister-Church be left, alone to her own means, much 

less be persecuted. Donne is quický to point out that a Church which despises 

another has reduced herself to Ecclesia Valignantium. Because all Churches 

are members of one another, a more developed and better established Church 

is obliged to give active support and assistance to a younger and less 

developed one. Thus, Donne is ready to collect the threads of his argument 

together and make his final conclusion: 

Thus much was to my understanding naturally occasioned and presented 
by this variety of Names in the Scriptures: For, if Esau, Ldom and Seir 
were but one man; Jethro and Revel, etc. but one marý, _which have no 
consonance with one another and might thereby discredit and enervate 
any History but this, which is the fountain of truth- so Synagogue and 

-Ahe. Church is the same thing, and of, the Church, Romýn and Reformedq 
and all other distinction of place, Discipline, or Person, but one 
Churchq journyiftgL, to one Hierusalem, and directed by one guidev Christ 
Jesus. (E 51) 

At the end of his conclusion that all different branches of the Church 

are in fact but one Church, I)onne presents a finalistic point of view to 
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stress-further the. functional dynamism of his conception. vot only do the 

Churches concur in the root and continuous sustaining communication, but 

their destinationg the New Jerusalem is one and -the same. The verbs that 

3)onne. employs teres JoRrnying.. ýana guided serve to stress, the active elements. 

of strivingt moveme nt and development. The Churches are united in their 

common constant process, where the starting point, in the idea of God is.. 

one,, the g oal in the New Jerusalem is one; and although splits have occurred 

on the road. -the guide is one, thus ensuring continuous unity. The final.! - 

istic point of view, however, still has a deeper significance than merely 

serving as an additional argument. It also gives us the key to why Donne's ' 

reasoning went along these lines, and why he reached the conclusion which he 

did. , In invoking the finalistic. goal of the pursuit of individual Churchasq 

Donne also takes the issue to where it started, his own pursuit. Already 

in the sonnet quoted at the beginning of this chapter we could see that the 

dominant issue in Donne's mind was: How can I find the trueýChurch that will 

lead me to Christ? Finding rest in God, experiencing existential fulfill- 

ment is the ultimate criterion that Donne uses-in judging the claims of 

rival Churches, not points of doctrine-and practice. From his own personal 

experience and observations he cannot deny the possibility of this in all 

-Churchest hence he concludes that all-Churches have preserved the right 

foundation and, are-in communion with their Lord, in spite of many varied 

differences. Men he states that their goal'is one, he also implicitly 

states that they all have the possibility of reaching this goal; this is the 

practical, one Is tempted to say empiricalq argument for the unity of 

Churches. 1)onne, is interested in reaching the New Jerusalem, if only the 

end can be reachedg the details of the route taken are matters of expediency. , 

At. this point the question may be asked, whether all týis means that 
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Donne was a theological relativist who refused to take stand on these points of 

doctrine and practice because he saw all different opinions to be more or less 

accurato-approximations of the truth. The answer to-this is no. ReaAing 

Donne's. sermons we can see him voicing definite opinions on different questions; 

the reason for his silence in this context of the ecclesiological problem is a 

matter of priorities. Instead of matters of doctrine and practice, he perceived 

communion with God to be the sine qua non of the Church. This, in turnp was 
k, 

accompli6hed through Christ's action which could, and frequently did'override 

human error. Because of his background, Donne had perceived the inner nature of 

catholic pietyq as manifested in his mother and many of her friends. Here he saw 

I 
spiritual communion with Christ that could be recognized in its own light, in 

spite of what he considered to be manifest errors in Catholic doctrine and 

practice. Therefore, his intellectual integrity did'not allow him to maintain 

that the'road to salvation should go only through the acceptance of Anglicanism. 

It should also be noted here that, as we have already seen in the chapter dealing 

with the general character of Donne's theological thinkingg he did not personally 

adhere to Anglicanism because he believed it to be the only right solution. 

Insteadq he was an Anglican, because he found in the Anglican Church sufficient 

latitude to profess and expound the Christian faith, such as he had come to 

--assimilate and accept it. This will help us to understand, why such Anglican 

shibboleths as e. g. apostolic succession are conspicuous by their scarcity in 

Donne's writings. 

From these viewpoints, it should be easy for us to 'understand the practical 

implications which Donne is now reaay to araw from his ponderings: 

... though this unity in things not fundamenta. 119 be not absolutely necessary, 
yet'it were so comely and proportional with the foundation it self, if it 

were at Unity in these things also, that though in my poor opinion, the form 

of Gods worship,. established in the Church of England, be more convenient, and 
advantageous then in any other Kingdome, both to provoke and kindle devotion, 

and also to fix it, that it stray not into infinite expansions-and Subdivisionz 

... And though to all my thanksgivings to God, I ever humbly acknowledgeg as 
one of his greatest41.1ercies to me, that he gave me my Pasture in this Park, 
and my milk from the brests of this Church, yet out of a ferventq and (I hope) 

not inordinate affection, even to such Unity, I do zealously wisht that the 

whole Catholick Church, were reduced to such Unity and agreement, in the form 
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, and profession-Established, in'any one o, f-ýthese Churches (though'Ours , were 
principally to be wished) which have not by any additions destroyed the 
foundation and possibility of salvation in Christ Jesus; That then the-Church, 
discharged of disputations, and misapprehensions, and this defensive warr, 
might contemplate Christ clearly and uniformely. (E 51-2) 

33ecause achleving the end goal is the main thing, Donn'e wishes that all 

I Churches might unite under the confession'and ecclesiasticA order'of any 

Christian Churchq so that they might better strive together to reach their common 

goal. if this were to be achieved, people would no longer be in doubt and con- 

fusion, 'as to'Which is the true Church that will lead them I to Christ, 'the-Churches 

would not have to waste'their energies in non-essential quarre16 and Christ would 

be manifested more clearly. These advantages would be so Considerable, that 

although Donne is of the'opinion that the ways of the Church of England are best 

geared to kindle and maintain faith. and devotion in people, ' he would be willtng 

to sacrifice them for this goal. The fact that he would have been willing to 

abandon the values which the Church of England represented to him, shows that the 

problem of the division of Churches was indeed a sore personal dilemma - to him, 

and that the personal aspect of the problem dictated his approach to it. Donne 

himself was going a long. and devious way to find existential fulfillment and 

rest'in God. (As a matter of'fact, the Essýs_ys were written when he still had. 

a longway go'to). No doubt he saw the split of Churches as a factor making the 

road even more winding and difficult. By wishing that the Churches might reach 

a visible unityq he hoped that this road would be made straighter and easier for 

himselft as well as for others. 

Thus we can summarize our findings in this chapter in the following manner: 

1. The problem of the division of Churches was a personal problem for Donne. 

In his search to find rest in God, the division of Churches caused confusion in him 

as to which Church was the true bride of Christ'that could lead him to her hus-. 

band. This was the starting point that dictated his whole approach to the 

question. 

2. In spite of confusion and division, Donne concluded that the Church is 
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basically one. This was because the Church had its origins in an eternal idea' 

in God's thoughts. Rather than heing an institution, the Church is in Donne's 

opinion, the constant actualization of this divine idea of communication and 

communion in human conditions. Because this idea was one and indivisibleg the 

external circumstances of its actualization could not destroy the underlying unity. ' 

Even in practica. 1 terms, the Church as an institution was originally one. 

The splits that it had suffered later were caused-by human quarrels in non-essential 

adiaphora. Because of these quarrels it had pleased God that the dissidents go 

their own way, thus preserving, the peace that was necessary for the actualization 

of the Church event. As regards the individual Churches, Donne acknowledged them 

all to be parts of the universal, because through the preaching of the Word of God 

and through the administering of Sacraments, they brought people in communion 

with the Lord. of the. Church, and the Church event thus took place. Donne was not 

willing to elaborate what the preaching of the Word should entail, or how the ad- 

ministering of Sacraments should happen. His own experience and observation told 

him that Christ could be found and the New Jerusalem could be reached in all these 

Churchesq from this he was compelled to arrive at the conclusion that finer de- 

tails of doctrine and practice were non-essential. Thus, the true bride of 

Christ could be found in Rome as well as in Geneva, Canterbury or Wittenberg. 

In all different shapes and appearances she was one. 

Even though Donne saw the Church to be one in its origin and actiont he 

wished that the Church might also reach visible unity in non-essential adiaphora. 

Thusq the hindrances that lay in the path of people searching their way to rest ' 

in God would have been removed and the Church itself could be free to use all 

her energies tq the positive fulfilling of its task. To attain this visible 

unity Donne would have been willing to accept the faith and order-of any 

Christian Church. He believed the advantages then gained would have outweighed 

the loss that might have resulted from abandoning the practices of, the Church 

of Englandq which Donne held to be the optimum approximation of the ideal. 
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C. THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL ORDER 
/ 

In the previous chapter we have seen Donne's answer to the problem 

of the division of Churches. Another closely linked problemg was that of 

the relationships between the Church and social order, Following the 

split ofýthe Church in the Reformation, the medieval idea of a universal 

Church that towered above the rule of kings and princes was given a final 

coup de &1: ace. In the emergingýnational states rulers quickly made use 

of, the given opportunity and declared themselves arbiters of, ecclesiastic 

policiesl which office they were readily offered in some protestant 

Churchesq especially on the Lutheran side. Bvenýin Catholic states, -the 

relationships between the rulers and the Pope were becoming, strained, and 

a deep revaluation was taking place. At the beginning of-the English 

reformationg King Henry VIII had declared himself the "Supreme Head of the 

English Church and Clergy", thus claiming absolute authority in the Church 

he had created. Although this title was changed by Elizabeth into 
. 

"Supreme Governor'19 this hardly meant the diminishing of the Monarch's 

power in ecclesiastic matters. During the reign of the early Stuarts 

ecclesiastical policy was an integral part of the overall policies of the 

Kings*' Especially James I prided himself with his theological learning 

and ability to steer the Church as well as the state. The official stand 

on the closely knit marriage between the Church and the state did not 

escape severe criticism. This came both from the Catholics and the Puritans. 

This was clearly seen in the controversies over the Oath of Allegiancep 

where the Catholics challenged the supreme spiritual authority of the ruler, 
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and in the Puritans' attacks on EPiscopacyg which they conceived to be the" 

chief supporting pillar of the ruling establishment. 

, xhus, before developing this thesis any further we will have to ask 
W 

what Was Donne's view on the relationships of the Church and the social 

order. , What were his views on the structure of the society.. and on the 

powers and functions of both civil and ecclesiastic authorities? In 

approaching this question we find that the material onýthese topics is 

relatively scant. 'This is partly due to Donne's own predarious position. 

He owed his career and preferment to the King, in fact the very reason 

why James insisted on Donne's taking orders was that he saw in Donne a 

powerful exponent of theological views favourable to the Throne. Thus we 

cannot expect Donne to be outspoken on controversial matters, where his 

ideas might have been contrary to those of the King. However, looking 

mor6 closely at the emerging picture, we can see that in most instances 

Donne was quite sincerely a King's man. 
.A more likely reason for his 

usually being silent on social matters or staunchly supporting-the ruling 

establishment, stems from his basic way of thinking. - His conversion had 

been a comprehensive affair, after which the newly found sense of accept- 

ance and security permeated his whole scope of thinking, abolishing the 

dichotomy between sacred and secular. The new discovery gave a spiritual 

dimension to all mundane details of daily social life, which was of an 

overwhelming importance. Thus it is. understandable that he came more or 

less to accept the existing framework of social and ecclesiastical order 

without conceiving any basic need of reform in them, or a need of an 

autonomous system of social order. 

In order to render a thorough account of Donne's views of the relation- 

ship between the Church and social order, it is necessary first to dwell at 
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some length on his views of the seculax society. We will therefore first- 

inspect how Donne arew his theory of interaction between men in an organ- 

izea society from the act of creation. After this,. we will proceed to 

Donne"s views an the particular form of society he was born in, i. e. 

monarchy. This consideration willp in turn, lead us to the question of. 

the relationship between Church and society, starting from the monarch's 

authority in ecclesiastical matters. Having rendered account of the 

influences that social order exerted on the Churchq we will go on to con- 

sider, whether this influencing was. a two-way process, and to, what extent 

the Church could affect the society. 

In the chapter dealing with Donne's concept of týe creation, we have 

'I 

already seen that Donne's ontology was based on relationships and interaction 

rather than on essences. The central idea of the creation was that of 

harmýnious communication,. first between the persons of the Trinity, later 

expanding in the work of creation to that. between the Creator and his 

creatures. From this idea of relationships and communication Donne also 

derived the basic structure that vas to rule between the creatures and in 

their society: 

As then God seemes to have been eternally delighted, with this eternall 
generation, (with persons that had ever a relation to one another, 
Father and sonne) so when he came to the Creation of this lower worldq 
he care preseýit`ly to those three relations, of which the whole frame of 
this world consists; of which, (because the principall foundationt and 
preservation of all States, that are to continue, is Rower) the first 
relation was between Prince and Subject, when God said to Mlan, 
Subjicite & dominamini, subdue and govern all Creatures; The second 
relation was between husband and, wife, when Adam said, This now is bone 
of rny bone, and flesh of my flesh; And the third relation was between 
parents and children, when Eve said, that she had obtained a Yan-by. the 
Lord, t4at by the plentifullfavour of God, she had conceived and borne 
a sonne: from that time, to the dissolution of that frame, from that 
beginning to the end of the world, these three relationsq of Yaster and 
Servant, Man and 17ife, Iýather and Children. have been, and ever siýRll be 
the materiallst and-76 elements of all society, of familiest and of 
Cities, and of Kingdomes. (S V 113-4) 

I 
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Here we can see that Donne conceived all social lifeto be based on 

certain interactive relationships, which were of divine origin, being de- 

termined by God himself according to the model of the Holy Trinity. We 

can see that rýan does not stand alone in the world, as an individual, nor 

alone with his maker only. Instead, he must find his place in a network 

of interactive relationships; he is man only in the context of his fellow- 

men. The purpose of the creation was to bring man in communication and 

communion with his creator, from this it follows that similar communion was 

also established between men in the realm of creatures. Thus, the re- 

lationships between men that Donne lists are not by their essence dialectical 

I-thou relationships. To Donneg fellow-man is a fellow participant in the 

shared experience of reality. Hence, it is more correct to call these 

relationships we-relationships, where all concerned parties, by their shared 

experience constitute the world. Thisq consequently, forms an effective 

safeguard against possible abuses: 

The generall duty, that goes through all these relations, is expressed, 
Subditi estote invicem, Submit yourselves to one another, in-the feare 
of God; for God hath given no Master such imperiousnesse, no husband 
such a superiorityq no father such a soverainty, but that there lies a 
burden upon them too, to consider with a compassionate sensiblýnesse, 
the grievances that oppresse the other part, which is coupled to them. 
For if the servant, the wife, the sonne, be oppressed, worne out, annihil- 
atedt there is no such thing leftt as a Master, or a husband, or a father; 
They depend upon one another, and therefore he that hath no care of his- 
fellowt destroys himselfe. (S V 114) 

in this passage, we can again see Donne reject the dualistic dichotomy 

in'human relationships that would stem from uncontrolled individualism. 

Because men in the world are placed in interactive relationships, it follows 

that they are members oflone another. The oppression or destruction of one's- 

fellow-men would mean the annihilation of the oppressor himself. 'In order 

that the complicated machine of human society might function smoothly it is 

necessary that all members acknowledge their interdependence on one another 
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and act accordingly. 

The general idea that the human society is based on interactive 

relationships implies also that each member in the society has his'own 
of 

parti6ular task to fulfill in it, i. e. a calling. Like most his contempor- 

aries, Donne adhered firmly to this view'; 

Our body must also testifie and expresse our love, not onely in 
reverentiall humiliation thereof, in the dispositions, 'and postures, 
and motions, and actions of the body, when we present ourselves at 
Gods Serviceq in his house, but in the discharge of our bodily dutiest 
and the sociable offices of our callingsq towaxd one another: Not to 
run away from that Service of God, by hiding ourselves in a superstitious 
Monastery, or a secular I'lonastery in our owne house, by an unprofitable 
retirednesse, and absenting our selves from the necessary businesses of* 
this world: Not to avoid a Calling, by taking none: Not to make a void 
Calling, by neglecting the due offices thereof. (S VII 104) 

According to the generally accepted tradition of the Reformationt Donne 

presents here the dutiful fulfilling of a secular calling as serving God. 

Howe. verg the main emphasis does not lie in this direction, but clearly the 

fulfilling of a calling is mainly directed to the benefit of one's fellow- 

men. The concept of a calling is in Donne's thinking an integral part of 

his whole conception of the social order as mutual interdependence. The 

network of interactive relationships that constitutes human society can 

function only when all its members perform the tasks and duties allotted to 

them. The idea of fulfilling a calling does not really ne6d the specific 

concept of worshipping God as its justification, because the form of society 

that imposes these callings is also of a divine decree. Both interaction 

between man and God, and man and his neighbours are equally sacredg thus 

worshipping God and performing one's social duties are merely parts of the 

same network of communication and'comm-union. 

Having seen how bonne conceived the structures of social order in 

general, it is appropriate to examine his views on the particulax form of 

society that he lived in, i. e., monarchy. 11.1e already know that uonne was 
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in many respects a faithful King's man, and thus it will come as no great 

surprise to see that he favoured monarchy over other forms of society. In 

a sermon preached in 1622, on the armiversary of the discovery of the gun- 

powder plotj he, makes the following case for the superiority of monarchy: 

Of all things, that are, there was an Idea in God; -there was a modell, 
a platform, an exemplar of every thingg. which God produced and created. 
in Time, in the mind and purpose of God before; Of all things God had 
an Idea, a preconception; but of Monarchy, of Kingdome, God, who is 

' 
but 

oneq is the idea; God himselfe, in his Unity, is the Modellq He is the 
type of Monarchy. (S IV 240) 

The distinction-that Donne makes is interesting: of all things created 

God had an eternally existing idea, but God himself is the idea of monarchy. 

This relates directly to the previously quoted passage of the three relation- 

ships on which all human social order was based. We may ask whether it would 

be more accurate to say that in Donne's conception God was more the prototype 

of a monarch than monarchy; the idea of monarchy coming from the ruling 

relationship that exists between God and all his creatures. The apparent 

confusion between the two concepts, monarchy and monarch is, however, 

explained when we keep in mind that every being was in Donne's ontology 

something only in relationship to others. Thus, there cculd not be a 

monarch without the actual ruling relationships of monarchy. Monarchy is 

the superior form of government, because it bears closest correspo ndence to 

the divine ideas of power and ruling. Even more, in Donne's mind it is an 

earthly beacon showing us the image of. 11eaven: 

-ptisme, and these lead us to the love There is One God. One Faith. One Pa 
of one sovereign, of Y. onarchy, of Kingdome ... All forms of, Government 
have one and the same Soul, that is Soverai0ty; That resides sonewhere 
in every form; and this Soveraignty is in them all, from one and the same 
Root, from the 

' 
Lord of Lords, from God himself, for all Power is of God_... 

.. 
All governments may justly represent God to mee, who is the God of Order, 
and fountaine of all government, but yet I am more eased, and. more 
accustomed to the contemplation of Heaven, 

_in 
that notion, as Heaven is 

a Kinpviome, by having been borne, and bred in a Monarchy; God*is the 
Type of that, and that is a Type of Heaven. (S IV 240-1) 

Thus, the earthly and heavenly monarchies axe closely related; "This is 
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the Galleryq and that the Bed-chamber of one, and the, same Palacep which 

shall feel no ruine". From this it follows that the ruling monarch is a direct I 

participant in divine power, a type, if not a representativeg of God on earth., 

He is'the husb%ndq soul and head of the kingdom, and can require unconditional 

submission from his subjects. There is no excuse to resist him, much less 

to overthrow him. Donne unconditionally'rejects the idea that to overthrow 

a monarch might be sometimes justified for the good of the kingdom: "Salus 

Regni, Asylum Proditorum". To pretend to uphold the Kingdome and overthrow 

the Ong, hath ever been the, tentation before, and excuse after, in the 

greatest Treasons.. " (S IV 245) This categorical stand, of course, implies 

that Donne takes a defensive attitude to the question of the abuse of power. 

Because the position of a ruler is, after all, based on a relationship of 

not only power but also of mutual interdependence, the abuse of power would 

leal to the destruction'of the monarch himself. Thus the question for Donne 

is rather remote and hypothetical. Instead, he counsels the King's subjects 

to be content with the dealings'of their ruler, because they do not know the 

exact circumstances that influence decisions of policy: ' 

That man must have a large comprehension, that shall adventure to say of 
any King, He is an ill King; he must ! mow his office well, and his actions 
well, and the actions of other Princes too, who have correspondence with 
him, before he can say so ... Impium est dicere Regi, Inigue sgist It 

or of the Ring, He roverns is an impious thing ... to say to the Kinq 
not as a Kinrý is bound to do; ive remit judgement of those their actions 
which are secret to God; and rhen they are evidentq and badl yet we must 
endeavour to preserve their persons; for there is danger in the losse, 
and lamentation due to the losse,. even of Zedekiah, for-even such are 
uncti Domini, 

-The-anoynted 
of the Lord, and the breath of our nostrils. 

(S IV 249-50) 

Thusq if the King should prove to be evidently corrupt or evilq without 

the mitigating circumstances of political necessities, he should still be 

respected and supported. He is still the anointed of the Lord and the 

breath of*our nostrils, with this Donne means that even if the King is 

evil, thý office and person of a King is necessaxy for the functioning of 
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the relationship network that constitutes human society. nithout a King, .f 

the network would be torn asunder, and even an attempt to replace an evil 

King with a better one would, be so badly against the functions of these 

relationships that the texture would necessarily be damaged. 

The question that may be asked at this point is: Was Donne really 

sincere in his unconditional defenseýof monarchy and of the monarch's 

person, regardless of his particular characteristics', or was he only paying 

a debt of gratitude to the King who had given him his present position. 

Although we know that Donne had started his career as a courtier, and re- 

tained-the habits of one to the end of his life, I do not'think that we 

need-suspect him for-selling his'principles for pottage. Admittedly his 

ideas pleased the King,. and Donne was'loath to incur royal displeasure, as- 

is'known from an incident involving Charles I and William Laud. However, 

it must be pointed out that nowhere can we find any*evidence, direct or 

indirect that. Donne might have held any opinions contrary to those I quoted 

in the passages above. I. Tore significant'still, -we can s'ee how his views 

of monarchy and the position of the monarch form an integral'part of those 

heýheld generally of creation and social*order. If. when we read these 

passages we could find elements that were'recognizably of a foreign, or 

borrowed; origin, --or if they seemed to clash with Donne's general way of 

thinking, we might suspect him of insincerity and paying lip-service to the 

ruling establishment. '' As this, howevýr, is notýthe caset but we can on the 

contrary see that all, his expressed'opinions, fit neatly the general pattern 

of his theological thinking, it is my conclusion that Donne was indeed sincere, 

and that his-eulogizing the monaxchy stemmed from inner conviction. 

1. Donne was deeply disturbed, when, in April 1627, he received a letter from. 
William Laud com-manding him to present a written version of a sermon 
preached to Charles I and his court shortly before. The sermon had 

seemed to Donne harmless enough, but apparently the King and Laud suspected 
him of harbouring low-Church ideas. Donne wrote two letters to Sir 
Robert Kert asking him to speak on his behalf, and eventually the cloud 
of royal displeasure passed away. 
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Donne defended the monarch's absolute powers, at least in civil matters, 

because the monarch portrayed in his realm the rule of God over his creation, 

The next question to be asked, then, is: how did Donne conceive the ruler's 

auihority in, ecclesiastic matters.. This can best be seen in Donne's 

reaction to an incident which took place in 1622. James I had published 

a decree called "Directions for Preacher's'19 forbidding the 'preaching on 
2 

certain topicst in order to. reduce the heat of religious controversy. On 

15-9.1622 Donne preached a sermon at St. ]Paul's Cross defending the royal 

decree. 

In this sermon on the text: "They fought from heaven; the stars in their 

courses fought against Siserall (Judges 5.20) Donne, first delivers a general 

exposition of his text, andq arrivingat ti--Le second part, starts, to deal with 

the current situation. He first declares the existence of a continuous 

spiritual war agains-'%-,, the forces of evil. In this struggle between truth 

and, falsehoodg "the Munition, the provision for this warre, is not as beforev 

the temporall assistance of Princes. Officers., Judges, Merchants, all sorts 

of,. Peoplep but it is the, Gospe 1 of Christ_Jesus, and the preaching thereof. " 

(S IV 192) God fights from heaven, against his enenies, through his 

ordinance of preaching, making his ministers stars. Preaching is a holy 

necessity, imposed on ministers; Vae mihi si non. But had not James exceeded 

his authority and impeded this war by seeking to limit preaching by forbidding 

it altogether on certain topics? "To take away-preaching, -were 
to disarme 

God, and to quench the spirit; for by that Ordinance, he fights from heaven. " 

(S IV 195) 

2. According to this proclanation, no preacher below the rank of Bishop or 
Dean was to "presume to preach in any popular auditory the deep points of 
Predestinationt Election, Reprobation, or of the universalityq efficacyq 
or-irresistibility of God's grace, but leave these themes rather to be 
handled by the learned men, and that moderately and modestlyq by way of use 
and application, rather than by way of positive doctrinesp being fitter for 
the Schools than for simple auditories. "No preacher of any rank %hatso- 
ever was tp limit the "Powert PrerogatiVd, and Jurisdictiong Authorityq or 
Duty of Soveraign Princesp and the People, than as they are instructed and 
precedented in the Homilies of Obedience, and the rest of the Homilies, and 

Articles of Religion ... set forth by public Authority. " S IV, Introduc- 
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Donne makes his way out of this apparent dilemma by invoking the concppt 

of order. If the spiritual war against the forces of evil were to be fought 

at random, many of the ministers would be silencedt either'through. external ' 

11 persecutions or through their own weaknesses. Hence, 

God hath plaeld us in a Church, and under a Head of the Church, where 
none are 

- 
silenc1d, nor discountenanold, if being starrs, called to the 

Ministery of the Gospell, and appointed to fight, to preach there, they 
fight within the limits and discipline of this Text, Manentes in Ordinet 
containing themselves in Order. (S IV 196) 

I If the ministers of Gospel preserve order in a manner of a well-disdi- 

plined army in their spiritual warg then they shjLll not be silenced, but God's 

cause will'prevail* However, the concept'of order still'needs more clarifyingg 

and Donne proceeds to elaborate. He first shows that'by order he means 

orderliness, that everything in the Church should be done in a disciplined 

mannert avoiding disorder and unruly conduct. ý'Secondly, to Donne order- 

means obedience to ecclesiastical authority, to the constitutions and canons 

of the Church. The third and most important meaning,, however, that Donne 

ascribes to the concept of order is the congruency of ecclesiastic and civil 

fI 
order. In other words, he stresses that these two realms are not incompat- 

ible, but Donne, as well as his other colleagues have their place not. only in 

the hierarchy, but also in the secular society. The Church does not stand 

outside the society, or above it; she has to follow its laws and rules, and 

pay obeisance to the secular majesty. In a similar manner the ministers of 

the Church have to observe the obligations iMPosed on them by the secular 

e6tablishmento as well as those of th& Church: 

Wee enjoy gratefully, and we use-modestly the Priviledges which godly 
Princes 

'. 
out of their pietie have affoorded us, and'Thich their godly 

Successors have given us againe by their gracious continuing of them to 
us; but our Profession of it selfe, naturally (though the very nature of 
it dispose Princes to a gracious disposition to us) exempts us not from 
the tye of their Laws. All men are in deed, we are in Deed and name too 
lien of Orders; and therefore ought to be most ready of all others to obey. 
TS-IV 198) 
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This concept of the Church and ecclesiastics being subordinate also 

to the civil order derives directly from Donne's concept of the creation. 

We have already stated, that Donne conceived society (and especialýy Monarchy) 

to be. of a divine origin because it was based on eternal relationships that 

were derived from God. Thus the Church could well be submitted to the 

monarch's authority, because this was a reflection of God's authority in 

his creation. This was not for Donne a case of submitting something sacred 

to the secular, but rather a case of unity of order in the creation, stemming 

from the unity of the Creator., Thus, *he-is quite happy"to acknowledge the 

head of. the State as the head of the Church also. Now he is also ready to 

put f orth the authority of the King in matters concerning the preaching of 

the Church: 

Now, beloved, Ordo semper dicitur ratione-principii; Order alwayes : 2re- 
sumes a head, it alwayes implyes some whom wee are to be ordered,. an it 

-, implyes our conformity to him. Who is that? God certainly, without 
all question, God. But between'God,, and Man, we consider a two-fold 
order. Oneg as all creatures depend upon God,, as upon their beginningp 
for their very Bein ; and so every creature is wrought upon immediately 
by God, and whether hee-discerne it or no, does obey Gods order, that is, 
that which God hath ordained, his purpose, his providence is executed 
upon himt and accomplished in him. But then the other Order is, not as 
man depends upon God, as upon his beginning, but as he is to be reduced 
and brought back to God, as to his end: and that is done by meanes in 
this world. Zhat is that meanes? for those things which wee have now 
in considerationg the Church. But the body speaks not, the head doest 
It is the Head of the Church that declares to us those things wherby we 
are to be ordered. (S IV 198-9) 

From the order necessary in the spiritual war, Donne makes his transition 

to the order of creation, man's originating from God and returning to God. 

Thisq and this alone, is the order that transcends the order of civil and 

ecclesiastic authority he needs, the help of earthly institutions to find his 

, way back to his origins. This, is where the Church and its ordinances of 

preaching enter the picture. The Church has the duty to bring man back to 
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God by her exhortation. But this, in turn, is something that integrally 

involves the head of the Church, the ruling monarch. The Ring's*duty is 

not only to look after the temporal welfaxe of his subjects, but as'the head 

of the Church, the burden of their spiritual welfare rests on his shouldersy 

toot Again, this emphasizes the undivided character of authority vested on 

the ruler through the creation. It is the King's authority that defines the 

rules and limits of the ordinance of preaching, thus James wa's perfectly within 

his rights in publishing his "Directions for Preachers". 

But although Donne staunchly upholds Jaýesls'right to limit preaching on 

. 
controversial topics, he is also careful to point out that James had not in 

fact done anything that might be termed controversial. According to Donne, 

James had merely'asserted what wa. 9 already'accepted by the common consensus 

of the Church. He'had not introduced any new additions to faith, nor ex- 

eluded any-thing essential to salvation. Donne refers to the examples of the 

Kings of Judah*and early Christian Emperors: "But that Rn-Derour (Charlemagne) 

did but declare things constituted by'other Counsells before: but yet the 

giving the life of execution to those Constitutions In his Dominions, was 

introductoryq and many of the things themselves were also. " (S IV 199) 

In the similar manner, James, through his "Directions" had'merely asserted the 

authority of the Cathechisms, the Thirty-nine Articles and the Tomes of 

Homili es. In exercising his rights as the head ;f the Church the monarch is 

nonetheless bound by the faith of the Church, which'he may not transgressýor 

violate, but vhich it is his duty to affirm and promote. 

Thus, the central theme that arises from Donne's thoughts is that of an 

undivided order of creation, starting from God and ending in God'* Everything 

is created according to a divine idea, and equally sacred. There is no need 

for a dichotomy between civil and spiritual authority, and power remains as 
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undivided as theýcreator who gave it. The Church may be best termed as the 

specialized branch of the society that is charged with leading people back to 

God, from whom they originated. But as the society, by virtue of. the 

relationships of-power on which it is-basedo remains undivided, we may now 

ask, whether the "secular" branches of the society further in any other way 

this divine purpose. This question is especially relevantbecause the society 

that. Donne lived in, Jacobean England, was int6nsely expanding, both in internal 

consolidation and external acquiring of territory. We see Donne preaching 

on the subject'of expanding society in a sermon preached to the Virginian 

plantation Company on 13.11.1622. (Sermons IV no. 10) -Here, his text is 

taken from Acts 1.18: "But ye shall receive power, after the-Holy Ghost is 

come upon you, and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in 

Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the. earth. 11 

*lIere Donne's exposition turns around the key concept of power. We have 

earlier quoted him saying "the principall foundation, and presprvation of 

all States that are to continue, is -power'. (p. 99) In this sermon he 

develops this idea further and demonstrates, how power forms the connecting 

link between the heavenly and earthly kingdoms. The passage with which we 

are most concerned in this exposition begins, with Donne taking up the concept 

of power and international law: 

There is a Power rooted in II-ature, and a, Power-rooted in Grace, a I., 
power yssuing from the Law of Nations, and a power growing out of the 
Gos-pell. In the Law of Nature and Nations, A Land never inhabited, by 
any, or utterly derelicted and immermorially abandoned by the former 
Inhabitantsq becomes theirs that wil possesse, it, So also is it, if the 
inhabitants doe not in some measure fill the Land, so as the Land may 
bring foorth her increase for the use of men .... That ruleýwhich 
pas-ses through all T. Tunicipal Lawes in particular States, Interest 
reipublicae-ut sup. bene utatur, The State must -take order, th, ---Lt quis re . 
every man iLnproove that which he hnth, for the best advantnyre of that 
State, passes also through the Law of Nations, which is to all the World, 

as the J. Iunici-oall Law is to a partic*ular State, Interest mundog The. whole 
world, all Mankinle nust tnke carej that all -Dlpces be emmtolrld, as farre 

as may be, to the best advantage of Mankinde in generall. (S IV 274) 
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The first thing to note here is that the two kinds of power to which 

Donne refers, power in nature and power issuing from the Cospel, 'are by 

no means opposites. In Donne's united. order of creation, there Ls only 

11 
power-coming from God, and tho two kinds mentioned here should be-seen as 

two facets of the one and same divine power. As all social order is based 

on power that manifests itself in interactive relationships, here the same , 

power, embodied in international law, forms the basis of the expansion of 

society. The'expansive tendency that causes the society to acquire new 

territory can be directly traced to the divine comma4id subjicite et 

dominamini. Thus secular power is in aýsense autonomous in its uses, with 

the important reservation that it shall be used in the best interest of 

those affected, in this case mankind in general. But although it is autono- 

mous it cannot be separated, either, from power spiritual, its counterpart 

and ýartner: q 

But then, Accipietis potestatem, You shall receive power, sayes the 
text; you shall, when the Holy_G'host is come upon you; that is, 'When 
the instinct, the influence, the motions of the Holy Ghost enables your 
Conscience to say that your principall ende is not gaine, nor glory, but 
to Caine soules to the glory of GOD, this seales the great Seale, this 
justifies Justice it selfe, this authorises Authoritie, and gives power 
to strength it selfe. (S IV 274-5) 

Here Donne presents the spiritual powert''given through the Holy Ghostp 

as the'necessary component of temporal power. Only when the testimony of 

the Holy Ghost assures that the power is not used for selfish aims, is the 

expansion of the societyq or any other-functioning, for that matter, as it 

should be. ''Justice needs the justification, authority n*eeds the authoriza- 

tion of the seal of the Holy Ghost. , once again, we meet the concept of a 

unified order of creation, where components cannot, work separated from the 

totality. Although all power is from God, secular"power cannot function 

properly, if it is isolated from spiritual power. However, once this has 

been achievedg Tie can see that the scope of operations of the society is 
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correspondingly widened. After the powers work in harmony, the colonization 

of America is no longer a secular venture, but an apostolic function. Al- 

though it may still be directed to making money, its equal aim should be the 

spreading and extending of Christian society. The work of winning souls to 

God was to be started by bringing these souls under same laws that governed 

the interaction in a shared experience of Christi, -, m reality, which, to Donne, 

effectively constituted the society. It is important to note-that Donne does 

not assign this part in the field of operations to any specialized missionary 

branch, but to the entire company itself. Although he makes occasional 

reference to missionaxies that are to accompany the settlers, he is not 

willing to make a distinction between sacred and profane activity, 

Thus, mutatis mutandis, we can apply the principles derived from DonnOs 

sermon to the Virginian Plantation Company to his whole conception of society. 

All society is derived from God and based on power that manifests itself in 

interactive relationships of mutual interdependence. Thus secular power is 

autonomous in its own right, but it needs spiritual power as its necessary 

component. When secular and spiritual power work harmoniously hand in hand, 

then the entire society fulfills its functions in the beat possible manner, 

on one hand ensuring the happiness and prosperity of its members, on the 

other, striving to bring men back to their origins and creator. Thus the 

whole society fulfills the grand scheme of creation, not only its specialized 

ecclesiastic branch. 

We can now summarize the considerations of this chapter around the 

central concept of unity. This unity, which Donne derives from the unity of 

God, through the creation, first ensured the unity of society. Here all 

members of society were also members of one another, 'by virtue of the basic 

interactive relationships in which they were placed, and by the cor, =on - 

experience that they shared in this communication and communion. Indeed, as 
0 
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has been said earlier, this shared experience of Christian reality constituted 

the society. The communion between members of society was the best guarantee 

against abuses, and thus served to ensure the successful working of absolute 

monarchyp which Donne advocated, again because of his concept of creation. 

Similarlyq because of the basic unity of human society, the dichotomy between 

sacred and secular was abolished. The Church was a specialized branch of 

the society, but none the less an integral part of it, 'and' under the jurisdic- 

tion of the head of the society. However, not only the Church, but the 

entire society was responsiblefoj? the grand scheme of bringing everything that 

. originated from'God back to him. Vie can best conclude by saying that although 

we can find in Donne's sermons reasonable answers to our original questions of 

the relationships between the Church and the social order, the question would 

have not probably occurred to him, apart from practical consideration. Him- 

self, lionne saw only the entire multitude of God's creatures, sharing the 

common striving to find their way back to God. In this striving both the 

Church and the social order were merely two aspects of the same process, 
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D. THE CHURCH AS THE ARK OF SALVATION 

In the previous chapters we have analysed Donne's ideas of, the Church's 

position in the world, keeping his concept of creation as our starting point. 

We have seen that in the order of creation Donne conceived the Church to be 

the specialized branch that had as its duty, to ensure that the process of 

communication between God and his creatures took place and that the process 

- of drawing men back to their-originsg God, would proceed. In this'chapter 

our main consideration is: how was., this all to-take place? What were the 

mechanisms in the functioning of'the Church? How does the Church go about 

fulfilling its task and how does the membership of the Church effect people? 

We will, howeverqýlimit ourselves in this chapter to the general principles- 

and main lines, without going yet into practical details, such as preaching 

of the Word of God and administering the Sacraments, These will be dealt 

with at length and in detail in the last part of this thesis. Instead, the 

questions to be asked in this chapter, are the following: 1. If as. we have 

repeatedly stated earlier, the Church is primarily to be seen as an event, 

what is the content of this event and what takes place? 2. If, again, the 

Church is primarily a collective entity (a fold, a net, a city, a kingdom) 

catholic and universal, what is the relationship between the individual and 

collective? and 3- If the Church is God's instrument to. bring his creatures 

to himself and to their salvation, is it the only way? Did Donne subscribe 

to the old maxim extra ecclesiam nulla-salus est? By answering these questionz 

we can hope to complete our picture of the Church in the world, and thus we 
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will be ready to proceed into a detailed study of the Church's actions 

in the third part of this thesis. 

The sermon to assist us best in analysing the content of the Church event 

is that'preachee at St. Paul's on Christmas Day, 1628. (S VIII no. 13) 

Here Donne is expounding the. test I'Lordq who hath beleeved our report", and 

dealing chiefly with prophetical office. He deals first at length with the 

_ prophet's callingt having a direct message to deliver from God and the constant 

frustration caused by people's unwillingness to believeg repent and accept. 

God's ways. But even then, the office of a prophet was always a singular 

phenomenon, isolated and scattered. The calling of God to his people needed 

something more constant to support itself, and thus we arrive at the Church. 

Donne presents the chain leading to*the Church in the following manner: 

Here then the Apostles expostulation with God, and increpation upon 
ýhe peopleg may usefully be conceived to be thus carried; from the light 

.; 
htg which and notification of God, which we have in nature,, to a clearer lip 

we have in the Law and the Prophets, and then a clearer then that in the 
Gospellj and a clearer, at least a nearer then that, in the Church. 
(S VIII 306) 

Here we can see that the background, against which the Church emergesq is 

that of a continuous revelation which is aimed at drawing men back to their 

Creator. The Church is not an isolated phenomenon, but integrally linked 

with God's communicative order of creation. God had begun drawing men to 

himself already when he created light as his first creature, in order that men 

might. see his works and glorify him. 1 In a similar manner, God hail, written 

his law in men's hearts. Thus men could see God's works in nature and hear 

the testimony of their own consciences, and had no excuse for not seeing and 

knowing God, even by natural revelation alone. 
2 lut the, contrast that emerges 

is that between God's works to reveal himself and draw his creatures back to 

1. S VIII 298. 
2. S VIII 3o6-7. 
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him, and men's unwillingness to see and believe: 

But theng Qpis credidit auditui suo? who hath beleeved his own report? 
who does reade the Law written in his own heart? who doe's come to Church 
to himselfet or hearken the motions of his own spirit, what he 

' 
should doe, 

or what will become of him, if he doe still as he hath done? or who 
reades the,. history of his own conscience, what he hath done, and the 
judgements that belong to thomformer actionc? (S VIII 307) 

Here Donne's exposition moves on two levels., On the. surface it is 

strongly moralistic, concentrating on man's sinfulness and hib unwillingness to 

accept the verdict of his own conscience on his sins and repent from them. 

However, the basic issue here is man's insistence on going his own way. 

He is not willing to enter into harmonious communication with God, of whose 
I 

calling both nature and his own heart bear witness, but rather remains 

separated from God, this separation being manifested in his sinful wavs. 

Ultimatelyp Donne is not interested in individual actions and God's judge- 

ments on them, but in the deeper issue of man's alienation from his maker. 

This alienation was not cured, even though prophets appeared with a direct 

message from God# and thus Goa in his wish to draw all his creatures to him,, 

was forced to speak "personally and aloud": 

God, who at sundry times, and- in divers marmers, sprike to the Fathers 
by the-Prophets, hath in these lastd2Zes spoke to us by his Son, sayes 
the Apostle; He spake personally, and he spake aloud, in the declaration 

of Miracles; Butt QjAis credidit auditui filii? rho beleevdd even his 

report? did they not call his preaching sedition, and call his Miracles 

conjuring? (S VIII 307) 

The important thing here is that Donne does not conceive the appearance 

of, Christ as an isolated, unique phenomenon, but as a part in the chain of 

God's continuous revelation. Likewise, the redemptive aspect of Christ's 

work is overshadowed by the revelationary'aspects. Although Donne frequently 

prelaches in other sermons on Christ's dying to redeem mankind from his sins, 

it is clear that the judicial aspects of1western "objective" doctrine of., 

atonement were not dominant in his theological structure. As it was pointed 

out earlier that Donne's moralistic preaching of God's judgements on men's 
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sins merely portrays a concern about men's alienation from their maker and 
I 

an urge to draw them back to God, *similarly the chief purpose'Of Christ was 

to'cure this alienation, and the atonement of sins that he achieved on the 

cros s -was a preparation for this. ' Tle might put Donne's way of thimking in 

an argument: What good is'atonement of sins per se, if it does not lead 

people back to their Maker, which after all. -is the chief wish of God and 

the red thread going-through all the order of creation? Return to God 

and finding'rest in him was Donne's greatest concern and I the spectacles through 

which he looked at all the events in the history of salvation. - Yroý this 

point of view even the coming of Christ was an event in'distant history and 

in a sense subordinate of the situation of here and now, where the Church 

played the main role: 
4 

Therefore we have a clearer, that is a nearer light then the written 
Gospellq that is the Church. For, the principall intention in Christs 
Miracles, even in the purpose of Godq vas but thereby to create, and 
constituteg and establish an assurance, that he that did those Miracles, 
was the right man, the true Messias, that Son'ý of God, who was made man 
for the redemption and ransome of the whole world. But then, that which 
was to-&ive them their'best assistance that*that was to supply'all, by 
that way, to apply this generall redemption to every particular soule, 
that was the establishing of the Church, of'a visible, and constant, 
and permanent meanes of salvation, by his Ordinances there, usqu 
ad consummationem, till the'end of the world. (S VIII 307) 

Here we can see clearly that Donne conceived the Church as'a soterio- 

logical event. . 
He makes the distinction between general salvation that was 

achieved by Christ on the cross, and particular salvation, which takes place, 

when the individual soul receives the general salvation in the Church. The 

Church is the "visible and permanent" means of salvation, being here and now 

in man's immediate reach. Although Christ's work was admittedly the basis 

of all salvationg it was a distant event in history, and thus meaninglessq 

until it became reality in the life of an individual. Thus,. although the 

Church does not add anything new to the salvation achieved by Christ, she 
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none the less applies it, and can be said to have precedence in Donne's 

thinking by-virtue of her immediacy. 

3 
setting existence before essence. 

Once agairi this is a question of 

We may now ask, how this salvation is 

applied, i. e. what takes place in the Church event: 

So that here is the case, if the naturall. man say, alas, they are but 
dark notions of God which I have-in the nature; if the Jew say, alas 
they are but remote and ambiguous things which I have of Christ in the 
Prophets; If the slack and historicall Christian say, alas they are but 

-generall things, done for the whole world indifferently, and not applyed 
to me, which I reade in the Gospell, to this naturall man, to this Jew 
to this slack Christian, we present an established Church, a Church 
endowed with a power, to open the wounds of Christ Jesus. to receive every 
wounded soule, to spread the balme of his blood upon every bleeding heart; 
A Church that makes the Saviour of this world thy Saviour and my Saviour; 
that offers the originall sinner Baptisme for that; and the actuall 
sinner the body and blood of Christ Jesus for that; a'Church that 
mollifiesq and entenderst and shivers the presumptuous sinner with de- 
nouncing the judgements of God, and then consolidates and establishep 
the diffident soule with the-promises of his Gospell; a Church in coll- 
templation whereofq God may say, Quid potui Vineae, what could I doe more 
for my people then I have done? first to send mine only Son to die for 
the world, and then to spread a Church over the whole world, by which 
that death might be life to every soule. - 

(S VIII 308) 

In, this passage of splendid rhetoric Donne is not merely describing 

what takes place in the Church event. By addressing his congregation with 

his customary immediacy he is creating a dialogue situation, where a 

challenge is tossed by him to the congregation, and where he expects an 

equally immediate answer. Instead of delivering a learned discourse or a 

The use of the concepts essence and existence as contrasts to describe 
Donne's thinking may give the impression that the author is considering 
him from the viewpoint of mid-twentieth century existentialism and trying 
to present him as an early forerunner of this philosophical school. Thist 
howevert is not the case. These terms are being used to ddmonstrate 

, 
the 

dominant quality of immediacy in Donne's thinking and the strong emphasis 
that he laid on immediate experience, especially his own. The doctrinal 
apparatus of Christian faith was'to Donne first and foremost a tool to 
express his own experience and the solutions he had found for his isola- 
tion and anguish when confronted with deAth and annihilation. if it 
pleases somebody to call Donne an existentialist, this cang howeverg be 
done, bearing in mind Merrill's statement that existentialism is not so 
much a philosophical school than a way of looking at life. (Mlerrill, 
The Christian Anthropology of John Donnet P-193) 
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haxangueg he is presenting the comp'onents of the Church event to his hearers. 

in such a manner that they can be grasped as immediately efficacious elements - 

in the dynamics he is letting loose. In this manner we can say that while 

describing in, his sermon the Church event he is simultaneously creating it, 

through -the dynamics of -the dialogue situation. The three characters that 

he creates, the natural man, the Jew and the slack Christian staiýd'for the 

objections that people might have for the wholehearted acceptance of the 

Gospelq but they -are also challengesto the p? Lrishioners of St. Paulls: do 

you recognize yourself in one of these? Here Donne confronts man with his 

possible objections with the livingg established Church and all that she can 

do. She proclaims the judgements of God to shatter the presumptuous sinner, 

and this being done, establishes'the diffident soul with the promises of the 

Gospel. Thus we see that confrontation is the first essential of the Church 

eveAt. This confrontation takes place between not a'hypothetical man, but 

tho actual parishioner, who is hearing Donne's words here and now, and with 

not a hypothetical judgement, but the real challenge that is issued-in the 

words of the preacher, daring the sinful man to staxid up and defend his life, U 

if he can, or else succumb and repent. Unless and until this confrontation 

between living, actual man and livingg actual judgement happens, the whole 

elaborate structure of salvation remains just so much hypothetical essences. 

The second important ingredient in the Church event that Donne is both 

aescribing and creating, is sacramental participation. Looking at Donne's 

alliteration: wounds ... wounded, blood ... bleeding, we soon notice that 

Donne is not merely indulging in rhetorical gimmicks. Instead, he uses 

these to express that after the presumptuous soul has been shattered in the 

confrontation and is being re-established again, 'the wounded soul participates 

in the woimds of Christ and the bleeding heart partakes of his blood. In 
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conveying salvation in Christ the Church is primarily conveying corLmunion 

with him. Although salvation involves the washing away of both original 

sin and actual sins in the ; jacraments of Baptism and the Eucharist, -it is 

0 
none the less first and foremost the re-establishing of the broken communica- 

tion and communion between man and God. With his vivid images Donne 

emphasizes the most intimate nature of this communion that takes place in 

the Church event. The sinner is united with-his redeemer, through the wounds 

and blood of Christ. We might carry Donne's images even further and say that 

4 in this union, both bloods are mingled. Thus the Church provides the event, 

where the finite is capable of the infinite and man reaches union with his 

'maker. 

Thusq -we can conclude that apaxt from being a soteriological event,, the 

Church in Donne's conception was clearly the continuation of Christ's work. 

if Chicist had died and risen in distant history, without there being a Church 

to apply these things in given time and space, it would have been in vain. 

But in the confrontation of the Church event-and in the sacramental union 

that it conveys, the death and resurrection of Christ become a tangible 

reality in the life of men. This is the event, where the death of Christ 

becomes "life to every soulele, and where the obstructions posed by sin on the 

road to union with God are wiped away. Thus in the Church God has fulfilled 

the work which he begun in the creation, to draw his creatures to himself. 

JTow all that is needed is for this event. to take place in the human world 

This reference to the, mingling Of bloods, is derived of course, from Donne's 

poem The Flea. The author has chosen this reference to Donnel. s secular 
poetry because it goes well to demonstrate the similarity between Donne's 
amorous and religious experience. In both cases there is a surrendering 
of the autonomy of his self, followed by the joining into a larger unit 
that shares together the experience of reality. In the sacramental parti- 
cipation to the wounds and ýlood of Christ, the sinner is joined to the unity 
of the Church, experiencing'with this fellowship the haxmonious coTwmunion 
-and communication with God. By its aetiology, this phenomenon is, however, 

clearly reco,, ngmizably an expansion of the happy union that. -Donne earlier found 

with Anne Yore. 
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again and again, to serve its purpose in innumerable generations. 
I We have, however, repeatedly pointed out that the Church event is a 

collective thing. This is implied by the figures that Donne usesp-a net, 

an ark; a city and a kingdom. Also we can see that the Church event pre- 

supposes by its very nature human interaction, between the preacher and the 

congregation. To look closer at this collective nature of the Church, we 

must once again, start with the creation. We have already quoted Donne 

saying that God would "have many, he would have all he would have every one 

of them have alln. 
5 Also in the same sermon he assures that w3 in the ark 

the clean beasts outnumbered the unclean, so will people destined for salva- 

tion by. far outnumber those that will be lost, and asserts that' God calls 

his people himself by thousands and by whole congregations. 
6 

Thus it is 

evidently God's own desire for communion that. lies behind the collective 

character of the Church. The Church must be truly Catholic and universal 

to be a true Church, and encompa--3 all nations and denominations: 

Ilan shall come from the east jt and from 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, in the kin, --dom 
Church, and from the western Church too, 
from the Latine too, and kby Gods grace) 
Latine toog from every Church, (so it be 
Church). (s vi 163) 

the west, and shall sit downe with 
of heaven; from the Eastern 
from the Gre3k Church, and 
from them that pray not in 
truly and fundamentally a 

The encompassing of all nations and denominations is, however, only one 

side of the catholicity and collective nature of the Church. The other, 

equally important, side is the communion that'reigns between all its members. 

Yo man can enter the Kingdom of God but in the company of other meng and in 

IýiS'-Devotionq. Donne develops the implications. of this companionship: 

The Church is Catholict universal, so'are all her actions; all that she 
does belongs to all. ',,, ben she baptizes a child, that action concerns 
me; for that child is thereby connected to that body which is my head 
too, and ingrafted 

' 
into that body Whereof I am a member. And when she 

buries a man, that action concerns me. (D 107-8) 

5. S VI 151-2. 
6. S VI 15 5. 
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as we have earlier said, the communion which the Church conveyed 

between man and God was of the most intimate nature, so is the communion 

between the members of the Church as well. All the members of thQ Church 

form a collectivep whichp again, is not a static entity, but rather an ever 

fluctuating tableau$ where each minute change affects not only the grand 

totality but each individual component as well. 'When a child is bap. 
,, 

tized 

and joined to the communion of the Church,, not only the Church is the richer 

for that, but also Donne is increased, being a part of the Church. 'When a 

man dies and is buried, not only the whole of the Church loses something, 

but something in Donne is dead and buried, too. We must, of course, keep 

in mind, that in speaking of the unity between members of the Church, we are 

not dealing 'with a unity of essences, which would lead. ad absurdum, but 

rather with Donne's consistent ontology of relationships. Van is man only 

in the context of other I men; the very essence of his Manhood is constituted 

by the interactive network of relationships, in which he was placed in the 

7 
creation. Thus the Communion between members of the Church can be seen in 

its proper and logical perspective, both in its intenseness and its active 

existential quality. In one of his sermons Donne gives a practical example 

of the - way this communion worýs: 

Joyne therefore ever with the Communion of Saints; Et cum memberum 
sis ejus corporis, quod loquitur omnibus linguis, crede te omnibus 

_Jinguis 
loqui. Yýhilst thou art a member of that Congregation, that 

speaks to God with a thousand tongues, beleeve that thou speakest to 

God with all those tongues. And though*thou know thine own prayers 
unworthy to come up to God, because thou liftest up to him an eyeq 

This should not, however, be taken to mean that Donne. would ha'Ve abandoned 
the importance he gave to the individual self. Rather, we face here a 
dialecti*cal situation, where the self holds a tremendous importancet but 

its potential remains latent and captive, until it finds fulfillment in 

communion and fellorship with other-selves. In other words, man's 

capacity of being an individual is actualized only in a relationship to 
his fellow-men. 
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which is but now withdrawne from a licentious glancing, and hands which 
are guilty yet of unrepented uncleannesses, a tongue that hath but 
lately blasphemed God, a heart which even now breaks the walls of this 
house of God, and steps home, or runs abroad upon the memory, or upon 
the new plotting of pleasurable or profitable purposes, thou&h this make 

ýthee thinke thine own prayers uneffectuall, yet beleeve that some 
ýonester man then thy selfe stands by thee, and that when be prayes with 
thee, he prayes for thee; and that, if there be one rip'l ,,, nteous nan in the 
Congregationt thou art made the more acceptable to God by his prayers, 
(S VII 233) 

The Church, the Communion of Saints, is struggling to find its way 

back to God as a collective body. If in this communion one man manages to 

proceed a little *ay further, this will benefit his fellow-strugglers too. 

As the taking of a new member in the Church in Baptism increases each of its 

individual membersq and the death and burial of another diminishes them, in 

the same manner the proaTesses and failures on the road to the Kingdom of 

God are shaxed by all. Again this thinking is based on the idea of a net- 

work. of interactive relationships. Indeed, the whole idea of interaction 

presupposes this result. For a relationship to be interactive it is logical 

that a'change in one pole affects other poles to which it is linked. Thus 

the prayers of an honest man in the congregation will'carry his less faithful 

brothers close to God. Thus, it follows logically that Donne takes a highly 

reserved attitude to private devotions, if these are carried out without the 

benefit r. ýdf.; ut the living congregation of the whole Church of God: 

Hee that made the great Supper in the Gospel, called in new guests; 
but he sent out no meat to them, who had been invited, and might have 
come, and came not. Chamber-prayers, single, or with your family, 
Chamber-sermons, Sermons read over there; and Chainber-sacraments, 
administered in necessity there, are bles. --d assistants, and supplements; 
they are almes at the gate, but the feast is within; they are as a cock 
of water without, but the Cistern is within; habenti dabitur; he that 
hath a handful of devotion at home, shall have his devotion multiplyed 
to aGomer here; for when he is become a part of the Congregationt he 
is a joynt-tenant with them, and the devotion of all the Congregation, 
and the blessings upon all the Conggregation,, are his blessingso and his 
devotions. (S VII 292) 

In shortq private devotions can be useful and valuable only when they 
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are carried out to supplement and augment the devotions in congregation. 
I 

Hovever, if a man tries to isolate himself from the life of the congregation, 

thinking his private devotions enough to win his salvation, this attempt 

shall Win him nothing. Uonne is emphatic that salvation can begained 

only in company with other men. A man who sets him outside the Church has 

isolated himself from the-whole communicative order of creation, by severing 

the interactive. links that should, have tied him to, his fellow-men, i. e. the 

congregationt he has also rendered the forming of a link with God impossible: 

Let no soule say, she can have all this at Gods hands immediately, and 
never trouble the Church; That she can passe her pardon between God and 
her, without all these formalities, by a secret rppentance. it is true, 
beloved, that a true repentance is never frustrate: But yet, if thou 
wilt think thy selfe a little Church, a Church to thy selfe, because thou 
hast heard it said, 'Xhat thou art a little world, a world in thy selfe, 
that figurative, that metaphoricall representation shall not saVe thee. 
Though thou beest a world to thy self yet if thou have no more corn, nor 
oyle, nor milk, then growes in thy, %, self, thou wilt starve; Though thou 
be a Church in thy fancy, if thou have no more seales. of grace, no more 
ýbsolution of sin, then thou canst give thy-- self, thou wilt perish. 
(S VII 232-3) 

Thus we can also see that Donne's answer to the question, whether there 

existed a. possibility of salvation outside the Church was basically in the 

negative. only the Church could convey the event, where the atonement 

abolished the obstacles in the way to communion with God, and where this 

communion was established. If alman attempted to attain God by his own 

means aloneg or by virtue of his own_morality, this was in vain: 

And, as out of the Arke, whosoever swam best, was not saved by his 
' swimming, no more is any morall man, ou-t of the Church, by his praying: 

He that swomme in the flood, swomme but in more and more water; he 
that prayes out of the Church, prayes but into more and more sin. 
(S Ix 319) 

Not only is the man who stays outside "the Church deprived of absolution 

of sins and the establishing of a relationship with,, God, he is also deprived 

of the constant support that the Church 6ives to her members. He falls in 

his sin, and there is nothing to check his fall, because all his faculties 
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are warped by original sin. Whereas a man who stays within the communion 

of the Church; 

fals not so desperatelyq as that he feeles nothing between hell. and himq 
nothing io stop at, nothing to check him by the way, Cadit sEp6rq he 
-falls upon, some thing; nor he falls upon flowers, to wallow and tumble 
in his sinne, nor upon feathers, to rest and sleep in his sinne, nor 
into a cooling river, to disport, and refresh, and strengthen himself 
in his sinne; but he. falls upon a stone, where he nay receive a bruisep 
a pain upon his fall, a remorse of that sinne that he is fallen into. 
(S 11 190) 

Thus, the Church is necessary for salvation by both. creating the. requisite 

conditions for establishing the communication and also for maintaining it. 

As any relationship, the one established with God in the Church was a dynamic 

thing, subj6ct to changes and fluctuations. The Church provided the necessary 

support that man's temporary lapses would not severe this relationship, but 

it would be continuously re-established and strengthened. We must, howevert 

take into account that all previous excerpts, where Donne is expounding the 

necessity of the'Church for salvation, presuppose a situation, where the 

Church already existsl and the man who stays outside of the Church is de- 

liberately opting out. We'will nee, however, that Donne devoted some thought 

also to the possibility of salvation of those who had never even heard of the 

C63? 
ýh: 

And as those blessed Fathers of tender bowels, enlarged themselves in 
this distributionv and apportioning the mercy of-Godg, that it 

' consisted 
best with the nature of his mercy, that as his Saints had suffered 

, temporall calanities in this -world, in this world they should be recom- 
penced with temporall abundancies, so did they inlarge this mercy 
fartherg and carry it even to the Gentiles, to the Pagans that had no 
knowledge of Christ in any established Church. You shall not finde a 
Trismegistugg a Numa PoMpilius. a Plato. a Socrates, for. whose, salvation 
you shall not finde some Father, or some Ancient and-Eeverend Authorg an 
Advocate. . 

(S IV 78) 

The issue in question is the obvious abundance of God's mercy, and its 

applications through Donne's pragmatic point of view, Would it be reasonable 

to suppose that-good and virtuous men, who through no fault of their own had 

never heard of Christ in any established Church, would automatically be lost? 

11 
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This is something that Donne with his common sense is not willing to accept, 

and therefore he gives the following cautious answer: ' 

To me, to whom God hath revealea his Son, in a Gospel, by a Church, 
Ahere can be no salvation, but by applying that Son of God, by that 
Gbspel, 'irrthat Church. Nor is there any other foundation for any, 
nor other name by which any can be saved, but the name of Jesus. But 
how this foundation is presented, and how this name of Jesus is notified 
to them, amongst whom there is no Gospel preached, no Church establishedg 
I am not curious in inquiring. I know God can be as mercifull as those 
tender Fathers present him to be; and I would be as charitable as they 
are. And therefore humbly imbracing that manifestation of his Son, 
which he hath afforded me, I leave God, to his unsearchable waies of 
working upon others, without farther inquisition. - '(S IV 78-9) 

Thus, affirming the absolute necessity of a Church for salvation, where 

one exists, Donne none the less leaves the door open for the possibility of 

salvation of the pagans, because God's ways are inscrutable. It would, 

however, be erroneous to account this reservation entirely to pragmatic 

consideration, and unwillingness to accept something that seems unjustified 

to c6mmon senset although. these factors admittedly play a large part. We 

must, as alwaysq take in account that Donne's theological thought'is ultimate- 

ly based on his ideas of creation. '-'ýTiis, in turn reminds-us týat Donne held 

the conviction that all men are created by God and that God calls all men 

to himself. Donne had a strong sense of the unity of all, mankind; In 

Devotions he writes: "All mankind is of one author, and is one volume; when 

one man dies, one chapter is'not torn out of the bookq-butýtranslated into'a 

8 
better language. " Therefore the mere absence of-an, established Church, 

is not strong enough a, factor to shatter the unity of oný volume and withdraw 

God's maintaining care and calling. Although Donne can by no means be 

described as an-universalist*who would have accepted Origen's'doctrine of 

_apokatastasis 
ion panton, he none the less wanted to reserve the universal 

possibility of-salvation, and not set artificial lir. uts on God's grace. 

In this sense his affirmation of the necessity of a Church for salvation was 
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a1ways qualified. 

Thus the contents of this chapter can now be summarized in the following 

marmer: 
I 1. 'In Do: ftne's thinking the history of salvation loses most of its 

judicial, forensic aspects, and becomes the history of God's drawing his 

people to himself. The appearance of Christ and the atonement achieved 

by him are links in a chain by which God has sought to notify himself to 

his people and establish communication and communion with them. The last 

and most important link in this chain is the Church. The soteriological 

Church event applies the general salvationg achieved by Christ in distant 

history, to every particular soult thus making salvation real and meaningful. 

The contents of the Church event can be classified as follows: (a) confront- 

ation between the individual soul and the Church.. This includes the 

shaitering of a presumptuous sinner with the judgements of God, and re- 

establishing the diffident soul with the promises of the Gospel. (b) re- 

establishing the communion with God. This communion is of a sacramental 

nature and of the most intimate kind. The sinner becomes participant of 

the blood and wounds of Christ, and a union with finite and infinite is 

achieved. 

2. The Church is a collective entity, catholic and universal. This 

means not only that the Church must encompass all nations and denominations, 

but also that there exists an integral communion between all its members. 

There can exist no unidimensional communion with God, without the correspond- 

ing communion with . one's fellow-men. The members of the Church are all 

parts of a vast fluctuating network of interaction, where each-minu. te change 

8.108. 
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affects all parts. Thus when a child is taken into the Church in Baptism, 

all members are increased, when a man dies and is buried, all members lose 

something. Similarly, progresses and failures on the road to the-kingdom 

of Goa are shaýreclj one single pious nember's devotion will benefit all 

other members in'fellowship with him. 

3- Basicailly no , -, ývation can exist outside the Church. This can be 

attributed to two factors: (a) Only the Church can convey the eventv 

where obstacles of sin are wiped away, and the communion with God is 

established. Similarly only in the Church can one's temporary lapses be 

checked, and the fellowship of the Church will prevent man from falling 

endlessly into sin. (b) If a'man strives to find God, but sets himself 

outside the Church, he has set himself outside the communicative order of 

I creation and salvation which God has decreed. In setting himself apart 

from his fellow-men he has also rendered the forming of a link with L; od 

impossible. '%lie important qualification that Donne was willing to make, 

howeverg was in case of those who never had heard of Christ in an established 

Church. In their case there would be no question of opting oýt from a 

divinely decreed fellowship, ' thus Donne could believe that Christ might have 

been presented to them perhaps in some other manner, and that the Church 

event might have taken place in an unfamiliax framework, but noneAhe less 

equally efficacious. 
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v 

III. TIM 
- 
CHURCH IN HER ACTIONS 

In the previous main chapter we have outlined how 1)onne saw the role 

of the Church in the world. ý Our main viewpoint has been that of the grand 

totality of Donne's unified order of creationg and by employing different 

approaches we have seen how the Church fits into the order of creation, 

her. ontological functional essence, how she correlated with the secular order 

of societyq and her instrumental uses to bring men to their salvation. Our 

aim has been to grasp an overa. 11 conception, and, like looking at a great 

painting that employs. a considerable space we have continuously stepped 

backviards to get a better view of the totality, while mostly ignoring details. 

Howývert to make our exposition of I)onnels--ecelesiology as complete as 

possible, we will in this main chapter totally reverse our previous manner 

of inspectiong take a step closer to the painting, and pay most of our 

attention to detail work. In other words, we will study the individual 

actions of the Church, from the viewpoint of an individual parishioner, and 

see how they worked, to help him to his salvation. The reason for this is 

obvious. Should we contain ourselves to the level of grand generalitiesq we.. 

would eventually end up with a view of the Church that to Donne would have been 

, 
totally false. We have repeatedly stated that in Donne's thinking existence 

always took precedence over essences. Thus we cannot speak, of the uhurch 

without stating how the Church affected man's actual existential situation. 

To Donne the Church was primarily an event that took place in actual time and 

space with consequences that were meanful to the-individual. Thus, in order 

to give a thorough account on Donne's ecclesiology we must devote the other 
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half of our analysis to the individual actions of the Churph, and the effects 

that they had on the existence of an individual parishioner. Thus, while 

describing the actions of the Church, we will consider them from thb point 

of view of the individual, to whom these actions were directedt and his 

personal situation. Therefore, we will start the considerations of this 

main chapter with an analysis of man's quest to 6ee'and know God, and thus 

outline, the situation to which the actions of the Church are directed. From 

there, we shall proceed to God's revelation in the Bible, giving the back-ý 

ground of the actions of the Church. After that, we will in two respective 

sub-chapters first*analyze Donne's conception of -the spoken word and its 

effects, and the Sacraments. In so doing we cannot avoid a certain over- 

lapping with material presented already in the previous main chapter. This 

is, howevert necessary to preserve the continuity of thought in our exposition 

and to avoid sudden leaps of logic. 

IWI IS QUEST TO SEE AND KNO71 GOD 

A 

In the previous chapters we have already established that the structure 

of Donne's theology lies squarely founded on the ideas of comnuni6ation, 

communion and interaction. He conceived the very starting point of the 

universe to lie in God's sociableness and communicableness. Thus, desiring 
A 
partners for harmonious communication and interaction God was inspired to 

undertake his work of creation. The world that he created was equally based 

on interactive relationships, linked with a strong influence of Neoplatonic 

concept of procession and conversion. All thai"was created was-from God, 

1. For a detailed account of this Neoplatonic concept in Donne's thinking, see 
RamsaYj pp. 2224-45- (De ltunion avec Dieu ou de '11extase. ) As usual, 
izamsay's detailed findings are correct, but,, she fails to see the larger 

connections. 
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and strove to find its way back to God. Donne subscribed fully to St. 

Augustine's exclamation: Fecipti nos Donine ad-te. et inquietum est cor 

nostrum, donecquiescat in te. Although man's faculties were waz-pea in 
W 

the fall, and how turned to evil, there still was in him an insatiable 

craving to rest in God. Yet, by his own faculties, man is unable to come 

to God. Therefore God comes to him, in the Church: 

]Beloved, though we cannot come to God here, here God comes to us: Here, 
in the prayers of the Congregation, God comes to uh; Here, in his 
ordinance of ' 

Preaching, God delivers himselfe to us; Here, in the ad- 
ministration of his Sacraments, he seals, ratifies, confirmes all inito 
us* (S IX 126) 

We would, however, make a grave mistake to consider the Churcb a 

phenomenon isolated from human striving, a kind of machina, from which God 

intervenes to save the day. In Donne's theological structure there was no 

room for isolated phenomena that did not connect integrally to the grand 

totL. The Church was God's instrument through which he reached his creatures 

and drew them into communion with himself. But even as such, the Church 

did not stand'alone in executind this task. It was connected to a unified 

order of creationt where ground had already been prepared for its work, and 

the necessary pro-requisites had been laid. Metaphorically speaking, one 

might say that the cables necessary for communication between man and God 

had already been built at the creation, and that they only waited to be 

connected and energized by the Church. Therefore, it is our undertaking 

in th is chapter to establish the relationship between the groundwork already 

accomplished and the task that the Church was to fulfill. In other words, 

we will consider first man's innate capacity of seeking God, and the role 

of the Church in fulfilling this seaxch. We will also consider the 

quality of the relationship thus established between man and. God. In so 

doing vie will have accomplished a picture of what Donne meant Vy the seeing 
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of God, forming a notion of himv and by knowing Godq establishing an 

intimate relationship with him. ' 

The sermon whi. ch assists us in answering this question, is-the one 

preached at Sj. Paul's on Easter Dayf 16289 on the text: "For now we see 

through a glasse darklyt but then face to face; now I know in parto but 

then I shall knowq even as also I am knowne. 11 (I Cor. 13-12. ) Starting 

to analyze his text in his Divisio, Donne first proceeds to make a distinc- 

tion. between seeing and knowing God, and between both actions happening 

darkly nowq but perfectly in glory. For the purposes of our considerationsv 

we will concentrate here on the concepts of seeing and knowing, and the use 
I 

that Donne makes of them. 

. 
For our night of God here, our Theatre, the place where we sit and see 
him, is the whole world, the whole house and frame 

' 
of nature, and our 

medium, our fflasse, is the Booke of Creatures, and our light, by which 
we see him, is the. light of Naturall Reason. And then for our knowledge 
of God here, our Academy, our University is the Church, our medium is 
the Ordinance of God in his ChurchsPreaching, and Sacraments; and our 
light is the light of faith. (S VIII 220) 

Here we can see tIntDonne links the difference between the concepts of 

seeing and knowing God with natural revelation and revelation in the Church. 

17e see God in nature, in his creatures, assisted by our natural reason. 

Thus, seein. - God is an innate capability in man, implanted by God in creation. 

Indeed, while proceeding with the work of creation, God created lisght as his 

first creatureq in order that men might see him in his works and glorify him. 

(S IV 219) Thus when born in this world, man is already equipped with a 

capacity to obtain a notion of God, to know that he is the creator, and also 

to react to him. Although Donne, clearly puts knowing God, in the Church, 

throuah the light of faith, on a higher 1 evel, it is none the less clear 

that already man's innate capabilities held the seed of communication and 

communion in a germinal stage. Thust before Going into the notion of 

knowing God, we will follow Donne's analysis of seeing God more closely: 
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The sight is so much the Koblest of all senses as that it is all the 
senses. As the reasonable soul of man, when it enters, becomes all 
the soul of man, and he hath no longer a vegetative and a sensitive 
soul, but all is that one reasonable soul: so, sayes S. AuM; ýstine ... 
Visus Der omnes sensus recurrit, All the Senses are called Seeing, as 
there is videre & audire, S John turned to see the sound; and there is 
i, "ustate, '& videte,, Taste. andsee, how sweet the Lord is; And so of the 
rest of the senses, all is sight. -'-Nploy 1. -hen this noblest sense upon 
the noblest object, see God; see God in every thing, and then thou needst 
not take off thine eye from Beauty, from Riches, from Honour, from any 
thing. S. Paul speaks here of a diverse seeing of'God. Of seeipf, God 

, 
in a plasse, and seeing God face to face; but of not seeing God at all, 
the Apostle speaks not at all. (S VIII 221) 

This passage leads us briefly to Donne's epistemology and his thoughts on how 

man 'interpreted the reality in'thich he lived. "' ive notice that he"conceives 

man's interpretation of his reality to be: primarily a result of sensory 

stimuli. Yet the important thing here is the strong emphasis that he, in 

an'Augustinian mannerp gives to*the sense of vision. We can see-that, 

according to Donne, vision is the sense that co-ordinates the stimuli 

rec6ived by all the five senses, thus arranging the sensory images in one 

coherent picture. Hearing, smellingg tasting and touching may all add 

their contribution of the shape of reality, but under vision, reality takes 

a distinctive form that is ready be interpreted. In this manner, all the 

senses are connected in the unified action of forming a notion, which Donne, 

because of the preponderance of visiont, calls seeing. This forming a 

notiong in turn, is both a descriptive and analytical act, in the sense 

that it both describes reality and also gives an analysis of it. This 

becomes evidentf when we see what Donne has to say about seeing God. Thist 

to himt is a total experience formed through all his senses and through all 

the objects on which his senses are directed. God can be seen in every 

thing, in all that he has created. Donne's senses, by conveying an inmee 

of the things that surround him, not only give the size, shape, smell, 

taste and touch of those things, but also their ontological position, all 
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that he sees and forms a notion of has been created by Godq therefore his 

senses also give the notion of God's existence, he sees God. Seeing God, 

formin, o:, a notion of the creation and God who originated it, is also a total 

experience in the sense that all can be reduced to God. Not only is God 

seen in all and through all, but in God all things can be seen. When one 

sees God, he also sees in him all beauty, riches and honour of the world 

that surrounds him. As we have pointed out earlier that for Donne the whole 

order of creation was a unified entity, we can now equally say that the 

notion which man formed of the world with all his faculties was equally 

unified and total.. All this could be done already with the capabilities 

endowed to man in creation, his-five senses and the natural-reason that inter- 

preted sensory stimuli. From this unity and totality of perception follows 

that God can be seen in even most trivial and mundane observations: 

'There is not so poore a creature but may be thy glasse to see, God in. 
The greatest flat glasse that can be made, cannot represent any thing 
greater then it is: If, every gnat that flies were an Arch-angell, all 
that could but tell me, that there is a God; and the poorest worme that 
creepsg tells me that, If I should aske the Basilisk, how camest thou 
by those killing eyes, he would tell me, Thy God made me so; And if I 
should aske the Slow-worne, how camest thou to be without eyes, he would 
tell me, Thy God made me so. The Cedar is not better a glasse to see 
God in, then the Hyssope upon the Nvqll; all things that axe, are equally 
removed from being nothing; and whatsoever hath any beeine, is by that 
very beeing, a glasse in which we see God, 'who is the roote, and the 
fountaine of all beeing. (S VIII 224) 

The reason why even the poorest creature could reveal the existence of * 

God was in the vast ontological barrier that separated being from non-being. 

Every existing creature revealed by its very being that it had been called to 

existence from non-being by someone who was the source of all being,. being 

ituelf. All life testified of God, without whom no life could be conceived. 

Again, the unity of the order of creation guaranteed the totality of perception. 

The fact that man drew the correct interpretation from the perception of his 

senses was, in turno guaranteed by natural reason, which was universally 

I:, 

-ft. 
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bestowed on all men: 

of those words, John 1.9. That was the true lipht, that lighteth every 
inan that commeth into the World, the slackest sense that they can admit, 
gives light to see God by. If we spare S. Chrysostomes sense, That 
that lipbtl is the light of the Gospel, and of Grace, and that that, 
light, considered in it self, and without opposition in us, Aoe. 2 
enliahten, that is, viould enlighten, ever man, if that man did, not 
wink at that light; If we forbear S. Aic- s L! ustine sense, That lightebs; 
every-man, that is, every man that is enlightened, is enlightened by 
that light; If we take but S. Cyrils sense, that this light is the light 
of naturall Reason,, which, without all question, enli. Thtneth every man 
that comes into the world, yet we have light enough to see God by that 
light, in the Theatre of Vature, and in the glassd of Creatures. 
(S VIII 224-5) 

As has already been seen, Donne unconditionally takes St. Cyril's side 

in this controversy between-the three Fathers. The light, of natural reasonj 

universally possessed by all men, is enough to see God by, Lie. enough to 

draw the right conclusions, when looking at GodIs creation. Therefore, 

Donne maintains there could be justification for atheism: 

God affords no man the comfort, the false comford of Atheism: He will 
not allow a pretending Atheist the power to flatter himself, so far, -as 
seriously to thinke there is no God. He must pull out his own eyes, 
and see no creature, before he can say, he sees no God; He must be no 
man, and quench his reasonable soule, before he can say to himselfe, there 
is no God. The difference between the Reason of man, and the Instinct 
of the beast is this, That the beast does but know, but the man knows 
that he knows. The bestiall Atheist. will pretend that he knows there 
is no God; but he cannot sayt that hee knows, that he knows it; for, his 
knowledge will not stand the battery of an argLunent from another, nor of 
a ratiocination from himselfe. He dares not aske himselfe, who is it 
that I pray to, in a sudden danger, if there be no God? Kay he dares 
not aske, who is it that I sweare by, in a sudden passion, if there be no 
God? Whom do I tremble at, and sweat under at midnight, and whom do I 
curse by next morning, if there be no God? (S VIII 225) 

For an atheist to try to esdape from the evidence of his senses and the 

interpretation of his reason behind. a willful denial, is q useless venture. 

Even if he bends his will to deny God's existence, the evidence of his per- 

ception has aircady established reactions in him which are clearly directed 

to the very God he tries to deny. He prays and-swears in sudden dancer or ID 

fit of passion, he shivers in his bed at night snd curses God in the morning, 

and thus cannot escape the reactions to the evidence of nature and reason. 

Thus, wý can see that in Donne's 
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thinking, seeing L; oa meant the following things: (a) form. ing a notion of 

Ljod's existence and of his position as the creator, the origin of all 

universe, and (b) this notion was followed by a reaction, which could be 

either a wilful denial or positive acceptance. However, in spite of that 

some sort of reaction to the notion of God was inevitable, the reaction did 

not yet mean forming a relationship with him. Man could see L; od and react 

to him, and none the less remain distant and svparated from him. At most 

seeing L; od could serve as a preliminary stage, is the first step, to knowing 

God: 

The first act of the-will, is love, sayes the Schoole; for till the will 
love, till it would have something, it is not a will. But then, Amare 
nisi nota non possumus: It is impossible to love a thing, till we know 
it: First our understanding must present it as Verum. as a Knowne truth, 
and then our Will imbraces it as Bonum, as Good, GT-worthy to be loved. 
(S VIII 222) 

Here, Donne changes his terminology slightly but the meaning is none the 

less evident. To learn to know God, to learn to love him, to form a per- 

sonal relationship with him, first knowledge is required, and this knovledge 

is already present in seeing God. We can see that when we are to make a 

transition from seeing God to knowing God, the greatest change that happens 

is. the entrance of a personal element, an involvement. As yet, the concept 

of seeing God has implied merely objectivet detached forming of a notion, the 

intellectual acceptance of the existence of a God and creator. Although man 

already reacts to this knowledge, the reaction has remained on a purely 

individual level, without any element of communication, communion or inter- 

action. Here, horevert Donne employs the verb love, thus signifying the 

transition to an entirely different level. As a further sign of shifting 

to a level of a personal involvement, Donne invokes the person of Christ and 

the knowledge of God through him: 
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, r4either does any man know uod, except he know him so,, as L; od hath made 
himselfe knownt that is, In Christ. Therefore,, as L;. Paul, desires to 
know nothing else, so let no man pretend to know any thing, but Christ 
Crucified; that is, urucified for him, made his. In the eighth verse 
of this uhapter he sayes, Pro-ohesie shall faile, and TonMýes shall fail6o 
anc I Knowledr ., 6e shall vanish; but this knowledge of God in Christ made mine, 
by being Crucified for me, shall dwell with me for ever. (S VIII 222) 

Thus, we can see that by seeing uod Donne meant first and foremost forming 

a personal relationship with him. 'The personal character of this relationship 

was further stressed by the fact that it must be formed. through the person of 

Christ. Only then could man know ýxod, as God wished to make himself known. 

In knowing God through Christ, there could be no question of objective, de- 

tached, observation. It was not enough to know Christ crucified; one must 

know Christ crucified for oneself. Only then could man, s knowledge of L; od 

be of a lasting kind, and would lead him to his salvation. To illustrate the 

quality of this loving relationship, and the bond of union created by it, we 

can'quote*here at length'another of nonne's sermons: 

Love him then, as he is presented to thee here: Love the Lord, love 
Christ, love Jesus. If when thou lookest upon him as the Lord,, thou 
findest frowns and wrinkles in his face, apprehension of him, as of a 
judge, and occasions of feare, doe not run away from him, in that appre- 
hension; look upon him in that angle, in that line awhile, and that feare 
shall bring*thee to love; and as he is the Lord, thou shalt see him in the 
beauty and livelinesse of his creatures, in the order and succession of 
causest and effectsq and in, that harmony and mu: sique of the peace between 
him, and thy soule: As he is the Lord thou wilt feare him, but no man 
feares God Truly, but that feaxe ends in love. 

Love him as he is the Lord, that would have nothing perish, that he 
hath made; And love him as he is the Christ, that hath made himselfe man 
too, that thou miphtest not perish: Love him as the Lord that could 

' 
shew 

mercy; and love him as Christ, who is that way of mercy, which the Lord 
hath chosen. Returne againe and againe to that mysterious person Christ... 

I love my Saviour as he is 
' 
The Lord, He that studies my salvation; 

And as Christq made a personable to work my salvation; but when I see him 
in the third notiong Jesus accomplishing my salvation, by an actual death, 
I see. those hands stretched out, *that stretched out the heavensq and those 
feet racked, to which they that racked them. are foot-stooles; I heare him, 
from whom his nearest friends fled, pray for his enemies, a. nd himq 'Whom 
his Father forsooke, not forsa. 7e his brethren; I see him that cloathes 
this body with his creatures, or else it would wither, and cloathes this 

soule with his Righteousnesse, or else it would peri-sh,. hafig. hakecl upon 
: the Crosse; And him that hath, him that is, the Fountaine of the water 
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of life, cry out, He thirsts, when that voyce overtakes me in my crosse 
wayes in the world, Is it nothinr,, r, to you. all you thýnt passe by,? Be- 
hold, and see, if there be any sorrov, like unto My sorrow, which is 
done unto me, 

- 
wherewith the Lord hath afflicted Tne, in the dRy of his 

fierce pEýer; When I conceit, when I contemplate my Oaviour thus, I love 
the 

' 
Lord,. and there is a reverent adoration in that love, I love Christ; 

and there is a mysterious admiration in that love, but I love Jesus. 
and there is a tender compassion in that love, and I am conterýt_t; _; Uffer 
with him, and suffer for him, rather than see any diminution of his glory, 
by my prevarication. (S 111 306-8) 

After these words of ]Donne, we hardly need to elucidate further on what 

he means by knowine God through Christ. We can see that he describes an 

intensely personal relationship, where the main emphasis is nbt on the 

attribute Lord, the judge and scrutinizer of one's salvation, nor on the 

attribute Christ, q the one whd, has accomplished the salvation, but on the 

person of Jesus, a man of flesh and blood. This corresponds with our 

earlier considerations that Donne was not so much interested on the judicial 

forensic aspects of atonement, as in forming a personal relationship of 

communication and communion with God. Therefore the person of Jesus of 

Ijazareth forms the ideal human aspect of divinity which can serve as the 

necessary link in forming the communicative relationships. 

So far we have dealt with the differences between the concepts of 

seeing God and knowing God. Having now established these, we can turn to 

the thought which Donne expressed earlier, thit we can learn to know God---- 

only in the Church: 

'This place then where vie take our degrees in this knowledge of God, our 
Academy our 'University for that, is the Church; for, though, as there 
may be some few examples given, of men that have Crown learned, NVho 
never studied at 'University so there may be some-examples of men en- 
lightened by God, and yet not within that covenant which constitutes the 
Church; yet the ordinary place for Degrees is University, and the ordinary 
place'for illumination in the knowledge of God, is the Church. 
(S VIII 226) 

This referencep no doubt, can be compared to the passage quoted in an 

earlier chapter, where Donne reserves the possibility of salvation to those 
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good paganst who never have heard of Christ in a Church, through. no fault 

21 
of their own. This course, however, is not open for those whom Donne is 

addressing. -ro grow from the notion of God's existence into knowing God 

intimatelyt through a personal relationship with (; hrist Jesus, the Church 

is necessary. --Here Donne emphasizes especially-the need of the total 

fellowship of the whole catholic Church, and the appliance of all its 

ordinances: 

"1' 

If a wall stand singleg not joyned to any other wall, he that makes 
doore through the vallq and-passes through that doore, Adhuc foris est, 
for all this is without still, Nam domus non est, One wall makes not a 
house; One opinion makes not Gatholique Doctrine; one man makes not a 
Church; for this knowledge of God, the Church is Our Academy, there we 
must be bred; and there we may be bred all our lives, and yet learne 
nothing. Therefore, as we must be there, so there we must use the 
meanes; And the meanes in the Uhurch, axe the Ordinances, and Institutions 
of the Church. (S VIII 227) 

To leaxn to know God man must stay within the Church, and be part, of the 

total edifice. But even this is not enough,. he cannot merely be a passive 

member, content in just belonging to the Church. , The Church -In Donne's 

thinking is not a static institution, as ve have repeatedly pointed out, 

but a dynamic event. Therefore, if one aspires to learn to know God, he 

must participate ifilthe happening that goes on in the Church, be an active 

participant of the uhurch event. What this means in practiore, ijonne goes 

on to illustrate: 
i 

The most powerful meanes is the Scripture, but the Scripture in the 
uhurch. pot that we are discouraged from reading the 6cripture at home: 
God forbid that we should think any Christian family to be out of the 
Church. At ho-me, the Holy Ghost is with thee in the reading of the 
Scriptures; But he is with thee as a Remembrancer, (TheHoly Ghost shall 

to yourremembrance whn. tsoever I have said unto you, -ies o bring - 
na, ur 

Saviour). Here, in the Church, he is with thee, as a Doctor to teach 
thee; First learne at Church and then meditate at home, Receive the 

seed by hearing Scriptures interpreted here, and water itby returning 
to those places at home. (S VIII 227) 

To form a relationship with God through uhrist, the evidence and power 

of the scripture are needed. their proper application, however, must take 

S IV 78-9, discussed in The Church as the Ajýllc of Salvation. 
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place in the Church. Here the Holy Ghost is personally present to teach 

the meaning and content of the Scriptures, throug4 ministers whom he has 

called. Studying the Scripture at home is a useful exercise, but. only to 

remind one what he has been taueht in the Church. One should not, aspire to 

learn to know God by his own studies of the Scripture alone: 

When Christ bids you to Search the fR3ýiptjEes, he meanes you should go 
to them, who have a warrant to search; A warrant in their Calling. To 
know which are Scriptures, To know what the holy Ghost saies in the 
scriptures, apply thy selfe to the Church. Not that the Church is: a 
judee above the Scripturesq (for the power, and the Commission which the 
Church hatho it hath from the Scriptures) but the Church is the Judge 
above theeg which are the Scriptures, and what isthe sense of the Holy 
Ghost in them. (S VIII 227-8) 

in other words, private interpretation must always be subordinate to the 

interpretation of the Church. Only then can one be sure of not erring and 

losing his wav. But although the Scripture, is a powerful means of learning 

to know God, it is none the less not enough. ' The Scripture contains the 

evidence, but this evidence must be applied and sealed: 

So then thy meanes are the Scriptures; That is thy evidence: but then 
this evidence must be sealed to thee in the Sacraments, and delivered to 
thee in Preaching, and so sealed and delivered to thee in the presence 
of competent witnesses, the Congregation. When S. Paul was carried 
up jpj? ýý. ptu, in an extasie, into Paradise, that which he gained by this 
powerfull way of teaching, is not expressed in a Vidit, but an Audivit, 
it is not said that he saw, but that he heard unSDeakable thincrs. The 
eye is the devils doore, before the eareý_-. ýý ugh he doe enter at 
the eare, by wanton discourse, yet he was at the eye before; vie see, be- 
fore we talke dangerously. Eut the eare is the Holy Ghosts first doore, 
He assists us with Rituall and Ceremoniall things, which we see in the 
Church; but Ceremonies have their right use, when their right use hath 
first beene tauoT,, ht by preaching. Therefore to hearing does the Apostle 
apply faith; And, as the Church is our Academy, and our Yedium. the 
ordinances of the Church, so thelight by which we see this I that is, 
know God so, as to inake him our God, is faith.. (S VIII 228) 

Thus, Donne has led us back to the Church event, which we have already 

analyzed in the previous chapter. The promises and evidence of the salvation 

which God has prepared for mankind through Christ are in the Bible, but they 
0 

need to become a living reality in the life of an individual, before they 

can be efficacious. The general salvation needs to be applied to every 
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particular soul, and for this, the only place is the Church. Here the 

totality of the ordinances of, the Church enters the picture; first and 

foremost preachingg to establish the confrontation between the individual 
11 

and tfie-Word or God. As a result of this confrontation faith is begotten, 

and Donne is prompt to stress the role of the ear as the "Holy Ghosts first 

doorell and that faith comes through hearing. The seeds sown through preach- 

ing are sealed through the Sacraments, and the whole congregation bears wit- 

ness that alIthis takes place prope rly, according to the institution of 

Christ. Thus, as the result of the work of all the ordinances of the 

Churchq'faith takes root in man, and he achieves the necessary light to 

learn to know God. At this point we may ask whether Donne is any more ex- 

plicit in his definition of the word "faith". - We can see that he uses the 

structure of the Scholastics to hammer, home his meaning: 

The Schoole does ordinarily designe four wayes of knowing God; and 
they make the first of these four wayes, to be by faith; but then, by 
faith they meane no more but an assent, that there is a God; which is 
but thatt which in our former Considerations we called The seeing of 

'God; and which indeed needs not faith; for the light of Kature will 
serve for that, to see God so. They make their second rway Contempla- 
tion, that is, ' An union with God in this life; which is truly the same 
thing that we meane by Faithe: for we do not call an assent to the 
gospell, faithp but faith is the application of the Gospell to, our 
selves; not an assent that Christ dyed, but an assurance that Christ 
dyed for all. Their third way of knowing God is by Apparition; as 
when God appeared to the Patriarchs and others in fire, in Angels, or 
otherwise; And their fourth way is per ! ýpertam visionem, by his cleare 
manifestation of himself in heaven. (§ VIII 228-ý)- 

The significant words here are "union with God in this life". Faith 

is not an Intellectual notion, but a living relationship, union and communion. 

Donne rejects bluntly the idea of intellectual assent to Gospel, and also, 

in later linesq the way of apparition. Only by living in communion with 

God on earthq andq after that, in seeing him in Beatific Vision, can we 

achieve true knowledge of God. This knowledge, again, must be termed as a 

continuous relationship that starts in tine and ends in eternity. - As long 

as we live on earth, even the knowledge of God achieved through faith is 
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partial, leaving gaps that will be filled only in the lifo to co*me: 

But knowledge by 'faith in this world, is Gratiae communis, it is an 
effect and fruit of that Grace which God shed upon the whole communion 
of Saints, that is 9, upon all thos e who in - this Acad emy , the Church , do 
embrace the Medium. that is the Ordinances of the Church; And this 
ý: nowledgeýof God, by this faith, may be diminished, and increased; for 
it is but In afýni te, sayes our Text, obscurely; Clearly in 
respect of--the naturall man, but yet obscurely in respect of that know- 
ledge of Godq Lsý_Lcq? Bý_aawe walk by faith, and not. 

_jy sight. we are 

. E. e3arated from the Lord. Faith is a blessed presence, but compared with 
heavenly vision it is but an absence; though it create and constitute in 
us a possibility, a probability, a kinde of certainty of salvation, yet 
that faitht which the best Christian hath, is not so far beyond that sight 
of God vhich the naturall man hath, as that sight of God which I shall 
have in heaven, is above that faith which we now have in'the hi&, hest 
exaltation. (S VIII 229) 

Mut unsatisfactory though the knowled. me of God on earth may be, as 

compared with heavenly vision, it is none the less the beginning of total 

and perfect knowledge. The relationship that is established through faith 

is, one might say, a continuous process of becoming increasingly acquainted, 

in the assurance that this acquaintence will. not be disrupted, but, on the 

colitraryp is the basis of, an everlasrting communication. Even death is a 

passing experience: 

If I can sayl (and my conscience doe not tell me, that I belye mine owne 
state) if I can say, That the blood of my Saviour 

' runs in my veines, That 
the breath of his Spirit quickens all my purposes, that all my deaths 
have their Resurrection, all my sins their remorses, all my rebellions 
their reconciliations, I will harken no more after this question, as it 
is intended de morte naturali, of a naturall death, I know I must die 
that death, what care I? nor de_morte spirituali, the death of sin, I 
know I doev and shall die so; why despaire I? but I will finde out another 
death, M2r: ýqm a 4hich a death of rapture and of extasie, that death r 

Lr24nry speaks of, Divina cont2pnpý. a. tia. u Min sepulchrum animae, 
The contemplation of God, and heaven, is a kinde of buriall, and Sepulchre, 
and rest of the soule; and in this death of raptume, and extasie, in this 
death of the Contemplation of my interest in my Saviour, I shall finde 
my selfet and all my sins enterred, and entombed in his wounas, and like 
a Lily in Paradiseq out of red earth, I shall see my soule rise out of 
his bladeq in a candor, and in an innocence, contracted there, acceptable 
in the sight of his Father. (S 11 210-1) 

Thusq we can conclude that the knowledge of God which is achieved in the 

Church forms a most intimate union between man and his Saviour. When Donne 
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says that the blood of his Saviour runs in his veins, he is not indulging 

in florid rhetoricq but conveying his experience that he has been ultimately* 

transformed by the union with Christ. We can see that this transformation 

entails a loss4Of self (the death in rapture! ) and the formation of a new 

unit that trascends the limitations of his old ego. The way of natural 

man consisted only of his created capabilities, and could lead only to 

forming a notion of God, but nothing essentially new was achieved. - In 

union with Christ, howevert the natural man is discarded, he dies a three- 

fold deathq and the result is a new entity, which is acceptable to God the 

3 rather, and will eternally behold him. 

We can summarize the findings of this chapter in the following manner: 

1. The purpose of God in creation had been to gain conmunication 

partners to himself. Therefore none of his creatures were totally cut 

away from him, but from the very beginning all had basic pre-requisites for 

communication. These were (a) mi innate yearning to find God and rest in 

him. Thus, the ulterior motivation was provided. (b) the necessary 

equipment for forming a notion of God's existence. Looking at the creation 

and interpreting sensory stimuli with natural reason all men must come to 

the conclusion that there was a God who had created everything. 

2. By his natural faculties man could proceed no further than to 

It will help us to understand better Donne's train of thought here, if we 
compare the concept of union with Christ to Donne's experience of union 
between man and womant as portrayed e. g. in its union with another soul, 
and the formation of a newq transcendent unit, Ze. The union with woman 
meant for j)onne stepping outside the self-imposed confinement of his own 
ego, reaching towards not only another person, but to another mode of 
being, in communion with this persont as a re. The union with Christ 

meant to him the same things, but on a larger scale. The new mode of 
being achieved in this union could at best see God through his senses and 
thus obtain a notion of God's existence, into a veritable, integral part 
of God's creation, God's partner in communion and interaction, together C. ý 
with God executing the idea that originally had motivated the creation. 
Thuss we can say that Donne reached his fulfillment by abandonin! ý his 

existence as a unit of reality for the benefit of becoming a part of the 
total action of reality. 
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form a notion of God. Some reaction to this notion was possible, but this 

would not lead to communication, outside Ijis own self. He could see God, 

but he would not know him. For this, the Church was needed. In the con- 

fronta, tion of the Church event the evidence of the Scripture was presented 

to man by preaching in such a manner that he could adopt it, and a communi- 

cative link with God could be formed. This link was further sealed in the 

Sacraments, and supported and fostered by all the institutions of the Church. 

Thus, staying within the Church and applying himself to all its ordinances, 

man would learn to know God and achieve corununicatio-.. with him. 

, 
Man's leaxning to know God is essentially God's workq achieved 

through his Church. When Donne employs the term, to know God, he means 

first and foremost a close personal relationship. The partner of this re- 

lationship is the person of Christ, not Christ the Lord, or Christ the 

Saviour, but Christ the man, the human aspect of divinity, with whom a 

personal relationship was possible. This relationship is one of live, in- 

volving a most intimate union, where the old, natural man dies, and a new 

entity is. formed. The new unit transcends the limitations of the old self, 

is acceptable to God the Father, and, reaching beyond natural deathq will C> 

dwell with the Father for ever. 
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ol 
B. THE WRITTEN WORD 

When dealing in the previous chapter with man's way to see-and know 

God, -we have -stated that for knowing God, for forming a close personal 

-relationship with him, the assistance of the Church wasýnecessary. Only 

in -the Church could'man be confronted with the living word of God, and 

the bridgehead of a communicative relationship be established. The 

testimony of the Book of Creatures in itself was sufficient for forming a 

notion of the 'existence of Godg-but could not lead man to know God. As 

Donne himself puts it: 

The voyce of the Creature alone, is but a faint voyce, a low voyce; , 
nor any voyce, till the voyce of the Word inanimate it; for then when 
the Word of God hath taught us any mystery of our Religion, then the 
booke of Creatures illustrates, and establishes, and cherishes that 
which we have received by faith, in hearing the Word: As a stick beaxs 
up, and succours a vine, or any plant, more precious then itselfe, but 
yet gave it no life at first, nor gives any nourishment to the root nom, 
so the assistance of reason, and the voyce of the Creature, in the 
preaching of Eature, works upon our faith, but the roote, and the life 
is in the faith it selfe; The light of nalure gives a glimmering before, 
and it gives a reflexion after faith, but the meridianall noone'is in 
faith. (S VI 143) 

As alwayst Donne is-prompt to stress that faith can be born only through 

hearing the word of God. However, the concept of the 'Word in this connec- 

tion itself raises a few questions. I-That exactly does Donne mean by the 

Word of God? Does he follow the traditional formula and attribute this 

distinction to the Scripture only, or does he expand it to grasp the 

preached Word also. We have quoted Donne saying: "So then thy meanes 

C. T. Hooker saying: IIINTe axe when we n. ame the word of God always to mean 
the Scripture only. " Ln-. vs of Ecclesiastical Polity, V, xxi, 2. 
(Everyman's ed. 9 11,77). 

I. I 
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are the Scriptures: That is thy evidence: but then this evidence must be 

2 
sealed to thee in the Sacraments, and delivered to thee in Preaching. " 

Already this shows us, that the Word of Godq such as it occurs in the Bible, 

cannoi be sepalated from, the ordinances of the Churchl especially that of 

preaching. Thereforet when'dealing with Donne's conception of the Church 

as a continuous event of communication and interaction, between God and man, 

we must of necessity devote some consideration to the written Word, and the 

role it plays in this continuous event. Yet we are constantly to keep in 

mind, thatp while dealing with the written Word, its formal characteristicsq 

its contents and interpretation, we are dealing with one detailed aspect of 

the great process of communication that constitutes the Church. Should we 

fail to keep this basic premise in mind, we would arrive at conclusions that 

would do grave injustice to Donne's ideas both of the Church in general and 

the written Word in particular. 

Proceeding from these premises we can now turn our attention to Donne's 

conception of the written Word of Godq concentrating our study to the following 

points: (a) the concept of the Word of God, and how this is. manifested in 

the writings of the Scriptures (b) the essential qualities of the Old and 

the New Testaments, and the relationship between the two (c) the interpreta- 

tion of the Bible in the light of the usage that will be made ofý it. In 

this manner our study, of the written Word will lead us directly to the con- 

sideration of the following chapter, the preached T, 'ord, and-will help us to 

form a coherent. picture of, the Church in her actions. 

Approaching the question of the chara. cter of the Word of God in the 

Scriptures, we must first take a look at the origins of the concept. In one 

sermon we read Donne saying: 

S VIII 228. 
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Inter caeteras jjei appellationes, ý; ermonem ven_er2mur, Amongst Gods other 
Namesq we honour that, that he is the `, Word; That implies a Communication, 
Gods Goodnesse in speaking to us, and an obligation upon us to speake 
to him. (S VIII 119) 

Already this implies, that for Donne the concept of the Word is a much 
11 

wider'entity týan the Scripture alone. The Word of God is God's communica- 

tion, his active speaking to men. the concept of the Word of God cannot 

be separated from the Godhead himself, it is an inseparable aspect of him, 

that which is turne 
,d 

towards us. In his*Word God enters into a dialogue 

with men, he not only speaks to us, but also expects us to answer. In his 

Word God bridges the gap between the finite and the infinite, thus forming 

the basis of his covenant. An appropriate reminder here is a passage 

equating the concept of Word in geýeral with the particular'person of 

Christ Jesus: 

First then, God speakes: Forg beloved, we are to consider God, not as 
. he is in himselfe, but as he works upon us: The first thing that we can 

'to God, is his Word. Our Regenaration is by his -consider 
in our way 

V; ord; that is by faith, which comes by hearing; The seed is the 'Jord of 
god, sayes Christ himselfe; Even. the seed of faith. Carry'it higher, 
the Creation was by the 'Word of God; 

_Dixit, 
& facta sunt, God spoke, and 

all things were made. Carry it to the highest of all, to Eternity, the 
eternall Generationt the eternall Production, the eternall Procession of 
the'second Person in the -rrinity, was so much by the vord, as that he is 
the Word; Verb= caro, It was that Word, that was made Flesh 

,. 
So 

that Godq who cannot enter into bai-ds to us, hath given us security 
enough; he hath given us his Word; His written word, the Scriptures; His 
Essentiall viordq his Son. (S VI 216) 

Thus, the "Word of God is by no means a nebulous, general concept. it 

is an essential part of the uodhead from all eternity, the second person of 

the holy Trinity. However, asserts Donne, it is not for us to digress in 

idle speculations about the essence of God. Rather, we are_to consider God 

as he works upon us, as he manifests himself upon us, as we can experience 

him through our faculties.. And that element of God which reaches us is his 

ated, was made man in the Tlord. ' The Word throueh which the world was cre'- 

historical person of Christ, and we can read the selfsame Word on the pages 
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of the Scriptures. Thus, although we can say that in Donne's thinking 

the Word of God comprises the whole process of communication and dialogue 

between man and God, it is none the less firmly anchored on the person of 
I 

one man, and on certain written texts. Therefore, the commýmication is 

not left hanging in the air, but has a firm basis that is tangible and 

comprehensible to man. Yet we may ask the question, what does Donne mean 

by his distinction between the essential. Viord (Christ) and the Written Word. 

The answer would seem to be that whereas Christ, being also the second person 

of the holy Trinity comprised in himself the whole entity and all aspects 

of the Word of God, and thus was the sum total of all the interaction that 

took place between God and men, the Scriptures, were only a part of this 

process, although they certainly-belonged to it, being, one might say, of 

the same ontological essence. In other words, the Scriptures contained 

within therselves the Word of God, to such a deggree as this could be 

accomplished vithin the limitations of this media, and also played their 

part in accomplishing the task that the Word of God was to fulfill on earth. 

From this it follows that rhen we start reviewing the Scriptures, we axe to 

keep in mind that we are dealingg not with the 'whole process of communica- 

tion between man and God, but with a part of it, andp furthermore, with a 

part that is a living, growing, developing entit7. In the following lines 

we will seeg how the idea of the revelation in the Scriptures bein, -, a de- 

veloping process is integral for the understanding of Donne's view of the 

Bible. 

Thuss when apProaching the Old Testarent, the chief feature we can find 

in Donne's ideas on the subject, is that the revelation of the Old Testament 

is by no means complete or final. The thought-oi cradual revelation should, 

come as no surprise to us; already vhen discussing the creation, ve noted 

that God becan his process of revelation by creating iight Pz his first 
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creature, in order that men might see his works and glorify him. From then 

on, God contacted his creatures in several manners, giving them more and more 

knowle. Jge'of himself. In this process one important step was the. giving of 

the Mosaic Law. It was designed to help the Jews in their struggle to be 

able to follow God's ways: 

It is so also1n respect of the Law given by God to the Jewes. The 
Jewes had liberties, that ist refuge and help of sacrifices for sin; 
which the natural man had not: for, if the natural man were driven and 
followed from his own heart, that he saw no comfort of an innocency there, 
he had no other liberties 

- 
to flie to, no comfort in any other, thing; no 

law, no promise annexed to any other action; not to Sacrifice, as the 
jewes; or to Sacrament, as the Christians, but must irremediably sink 
under the condemnation of his own heart. (S VIII 351) 

Here we can see that the observance of the Law and the ritual sacrifices 

were primarily intended to help the Jews to stand the judgement of their own 

conscience. both the Jews and natural men had already some notion of the will 

of God and of their own shortcomings, as contrasted to it. But in the Law 

the Jews were given a simplet tangible means of observing some commandments 

of God and attaining some elementary de&ree of justification. moreover, 

in the prophecies and promises of the Law the Jews were Civen a hope of a 

better future, and of a closer relationship with God. In fact, even the 

Gospel was already within the Law, but the Jews lacked ability to see-this. 

Only laterg after the coming of Uhrist, would the Christians be able to r> 

interpret the Law to its fullest extent: 

The Jew had this liberty, a Law, and a Law that involvId the trospel; 
but then the Gospel was to the Jew but as a letter sealld; and the Jew 
was but as a servant, who wastrusted to carry the letter, as it was, 
sealld to another, to carry it to the Christian. Now the Christian 
hath received this letter at the Jews hand, end he opens it; he sees 
the Jewes Prophesie made History to him; the Jewes hope and reversion, 
made possession and inheritance to him; he sees the Jeres faith made 
matter bf fact; he sees all that was promised and represented in the 
Law, performed and recorded in the Gospel, and applied in the Uhurch. 
(S VIII 351) 

From this we can conclude the following: The word of God which was 

aircady recorded inthe Law given to the_Jews, was in itself already capable 
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of establishing a relationship between Lrod and the followers of the Law. 

At first, however, this relationship 'was limited to alleviating the doom of 

one's guilt and to promising a better future. The latent Gospel vithin 

the'Law remained hidden, until uod had revealed more of himselfg and establish- 

ed a stronger cormunication with men through_his complete and essential Word, ' 

his Son. -xhus, the degree to which the written viord of God could be inter- 

preted and its contents be perceived, was directly dependant on how well. the 

communicative link was established. In other words, the written words of 

the Law could be perceived as a container carrying the full eificacy of the 
A& 

Word of God, uhich was to'become operative only after the coming of Christ 
3 

and the establishing of the Church. Once again this demonstrates how the 

Scriptures and the Church could not be separated from each other. The fci-mer 

constituted part of the basis on which the latter was built, yet it could be 

actualized to its fullest extent only within the Church and through the new 

relationship established between God and man in the Church. That the re- 

leased efficacy of the "Nord within the Law 'was due to a new kind of relation- 

ship, Donne demonstrates in the following excerpt: 

So that our happinesse is now at that height, and so much are we 
preferred before the Jews, that vhereas the chiefest happinnesse'of 
the Jews was to have the law. (for without the la-_ they could not hnve 
known sinne, and the iaw, was their Schoolmaster to h_nY_o_ut _Chr_i_stT`we 

are admitted to that degree of perfe7'Cion, that we are,, P-Ot above the law; 
It was their happinesse to have had the law, but it is ours, not to need 
it: They had the benefit of a LaLde, to direct them, but we are at our 
journies end; They had a sqLcýolmaster to. lead them to Christ; but we have 
proceeded so farre, as that re are in possession of Christ. The law of 
ljoses, therefore, binds us not at all, as it is his Law: - Whatsoever 
binds a Christian, in that law, would have bound him, though there had 
been no law given to Yoses, (S V 151-2) 

The new relationship that was established through Christ in his Church 

was so effectiveg that apart of giving actuality to the full scope of the 

promises ahd'Gospel. within the law, it also relcq! -, ed from the aegis of 

This is an important point because in pasýes to come we are to see that the 

same kind of idea about the Word of God with a latent efficacy that is to 
be released by an outside element, applies also to the writings of the New 
Testament. 
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unnecessary and immaterial regulations. ' The Christian had already learned 

to know Godp as he wished himself-to be known, throuCh Christ. He no longer 

needed to quiver at God's wrath and'assuage him with sacrifices and*ritual 

observances. Thus, it was this relationship of maturity and unhindered 

communication and communion that enabled the Christian'to see the essential 

in the law in its full significancep as well as to disregard the non- 

essential. 

Thus, moving from the realm of Old Testament to that of the Newp we can 

see that in Donne's conception the chief difference is that the new relation- 

ship through Christ has already been established. God has already spoken 

"personally and aloud" in his Song and given thus people his complete and 

essential Word. Thereforet one might expeott the vrritten Word in the writ- 

ings of the New Testament should be seen essentially as comnentaries to the 

Word that becane flesh. 'Whether this indeed is the case we see when we re- 

view what Donne has to say of the four evangelists. Donne considers the 

four Gospels to be essentially works of historyv intended to record the 

events of the life, death and resurrection of Christ., Each writer, although 

inspired by the Holy Ghost was prompted to his work for a particular'reason, 

and wrote to fulfill a certain need: 

For IhItthew, after he had preached to the Jewes, and was to be trans- 
planted into another vineyard, the Gentiles, left them written in their 
oim tongueg for permanency, which he had before preached unto them 
transitorily by word. 11'ark, when the Gospell fructified in the West,, 
and the Church enlarged her self, and drew a great body, and therefore 
required more foodv out of Peters 

' 
Dictates, and 

' 
by his approbation, 

published his Evangile. And as YatthewesIreason was to supply a rant 
in the Fastern Church, Yarkes in the W. estern; so on the other side IAIkes 
was to cut off an excesse and superfluitie: for many had undertaken this 
Story, and danE; erously inserted and mingled uncertainties and obnoxious 
improbabilities: and he was more curious and more particular then the. 

rest, both because he was more learned, and because he was so individuall 

a companion of the most learned Saint Paul ... John the Minion of Christ 

upon earth, and survivor of the Apostles ... because of the heresies of 
Ebion and Cerinthus were rooted ... John I say, more diliGently then the 
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rest handleth his Divinityq and his Sermonsq things. specially brought 
into question by them. (S V 240-1) 

In spite of these obvious individual differences, Donne was cautious 

not to grant too much individuality to the evangelistst and to reduce 

tb, --theii%, ý;: ýý to mere chroniclers. Therefore he invokes the traditional 

doctrine of the 
-inspiration by the Holy Ghost in writing the Scriptures. 

Thus, although he wan aware of discrepancies and apparent contradictions 

in the Gospelst he could invoke the common inspiration whicý was. to 

guarantee the unity and concordance of all four Gospels: 

For as an honest man, ever of the same thoughtsp differs not from 
-himself, though he do not ever say the sane things, if he say not 
contraries; so the foure Evangelists observe the uniformity and 
samenesse of their guide, though all did not say all the same thingsp 
since none contradicts., any. And asp when my soulev which enables 
all my limbs to their functions$ disposes my legs to got my whole 
body is truly said to got because none stayes behinde; so when the 
holy Spiritp which had made himself as a common soule to their foure 
soules directed one of them to)say any thine, all are well understood 
to have said it. (S V 239-40 

The important phrase in this passage is. - "had made himself as a 

common soule to their foure soules". The idea that the Holy Ghost was 

directing each evangelist in writing his account was imrortant ýfor Donne 

in that it not only guaranteed the unity and cong-imity of the Ne-r Testament, 

and indeed, the whole Bible, but also the universality of the Scriptures 

and their applications to future situations in the Christian Church. 

From Donne's point of view, vie can follow his reasoning like this: although 

God had given his complete Nord in his Son, this event now lies in distant 

history, and it is difficult to make it a living reality for the present- 

day parishioner. If the Gospels of the New Testament were more chronicles 

I and commentaries of this event and other Apostolic writin, 3s mere con- 

temporary exhortationsl they could be hardly called on to kindle faith and 

to establish a communicative relationship between man and God. if, 

w 
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however, the soul of the Holy Ghost has been standing behind the soul of 

the authors of-the Scriptures, this would guarantee their universality 

and timelessnessl: thus providing them, with a charge of immediate. power 

that can be : Celeased by the preaching of the Church. That the idea of 

the Scripture as an infinite power-charge was familiar to Donne can be 

seen from the following excerpt: 

As much as Paradise exceeded all the places of the earthq doe the 
Scriptures of God exceed Paradise. In the midst of Paradise grew 
the Tree of YjiowledLe, and the tree of life: In this Paradise, the 
Scriptures, every worT is both those Trees; there is Life and ICno,,. v- 
ledge in every Word of God. That German Iehovaeq as the Prophet 
E, sM calls Christp that Off-spring of Jehovaq that Bud, that Blossomep 

"that fruit of God himselfe2 the Son of God, the Yessiah, the Redeemery 
Christ Jesus, growes upon every tree in this Paradiset the Scripture- 
for Christ was the occasion before, and the consummation aftert of all 
Scripture. This have I written (sayes S. John) and so say all the 

ýPen-men of the holy Ghostp. in all that they have written, This have 
we Y., ritten, that ye may know that ye have eternall life: Knowledge 
and life Crowes upon every tree in this Paradise2 upon every word in 
this Bookel because upon every Tree herep upon every zord, grows 
Christ himselfeg in some relation. (S VIII 131-2) 

Here vie can see that the power with which the Holy Ghost has charged 

-the Scriptures has one sharp focal point, the person of Christ. ý Every 

word has been so inspired that it points to him. Also, the Christ to 

whom the Scriptures point is not the figure of history who lived 1600 

years before Donne's time, but the living Lord of the Churchl through 

whom the relationship with God is to be made. In the same mannerg this, 

power-charge is meant to be released in a contemporary, current situation, 

where it can affect the individual souls who'come into contact with it. 

The instrunent of this discharGe is the Church, nainly in its ordinance 

of preaching. But preaching on the Scriptures requires an interpretation, 

ando therefore, before proceeding to deal with the preached Word, we must 

make a survey on Donne's ideas on the interpretation of the Bible. 

The first principle in Donne's interpretation of the Bible is the 

unity of the Scriptures. This also means that there is no fundanental 
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discrepancy between the Old Testament and the New. 1.7here these seem to 

clash, the Old is subordinate to the New, according to the idea of a gradual 

revelation. Together they form a harmonious entityl where the Ne-7. is 

anti6ipated by the Old and the'Old is explained by the New: 

Irevissina differentia Testuientorumq Tinor & Amor; This distinguishes 
the two Testaments, The Old is a Testament of fear, the New of love; 
yet in this they grow all one, That vie determine the Old Testamentq in 

for, but by thd 0'ldq the New, and that we prove the New Testament by the Old, & 
we should not 

' 
know that there was to bee a New, nor, but for the New, 

that there was an Old; so the two Testaments grow one Bible; so in these 
two ISfectionsp if there were not a jealousie, a fear of losing Godq we. 
could not love him; nor can we fear to lose him, except we doe love him. 
(S VI 112) 

The important thing here is that Donne does not so much prove the essential 

unity of the two Testaments by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, but by 

interlinking of complementary affections. "This, in turn, almost certainly 

derives from the fact thats as haz been stated earliGrf Donne does not approach 

the Bible as a historical document, but as a power-pack that in a contemporary 

situation will give the necessary spark to establish an interactive, communic- 

ative relationship between God and man. This relationship, again, is based 

on livingt real affections which can be incited by the raspective contents of 

the Bible. 
4 This becomes even clearerp when Donne continues to end his 

sermon: 

Place the affectiong kby what name soever) upon the ri6ht object, God, 

and I have, in some measureý done that which this Text directed, (T22LU 

you the fear of the I, 6rd) if I send you away in either disposition, ' 
Timorousy or amorous; possessed with either, the fear, or the love of God; 
for this fear is inchoative in loveý and this love is consummative fear; 
The. love of God begins in fear, and the fear of God ends in love; and that 
love can never end, for God is love. (S VI 113)- 

Ilhus, both Testaments2 being based on their contrasting but complementary 

affections, toGether point the way to the establishing of a cormunicative bond, 

4- It would seem to fit nicely in our pattern to equatinE Donne's religious 
experience to his previous experience with womeng that he conceives the 
relationsnip betteen man and God consisting of contrasting elements, bearing 
an innate ambi&aity: love - fear; love - hate. To go deeper into this in 

this thesis would be, hoteverv unnecessary psychologizing. 

f 
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where both fear and love can be experiencedg but where, ultimately, ' love 

will prevail. In this manner the inner tension within the Bible is recon- 

ciled to serve the function of the written Ifford of God. 

Having established the case for the essential unity of the Bible, we will 

now move to the problems of detailed interpretation. Donne was firmly 

convinced that each word of the Scriptures was inspired by the Holy Ghost 

and needed to be taken with utmost seriousness, So strong was the imprint 

of divine inspiration that it extended not only to the contents, but even to 

the literary style: 

... the Holy Ghost in penning the Scriptures delights himself, not only 
with a proprietyq but with a delicacy, and harmony,, and melody of 
language; with height of Metaphors, and other figl=es, which may work 
greater impressions upon the Readers, and not with barbarous, or triviall, 
or marketq or homely language. (S VI 55) 

When God speaks to mankind through the Holy Ghost in his written'Word, 

each'word is to carry the maximum weight, in order to have the desired effect. 

Therefore the aesthetic side of the message is not ignored either. 
5 In his 

word God was calling his people to himself; thus the invitation was to be 

presented in as attractive a package as possible. But what should happen, 

if the message were not always intelligible, or should leave the hearer in 

doubt as to the proper meaning. Donne openly acknowledged certain 

difficulties of interpretation: 

In the first book of the Scriptures, that of Genesis, there Is danger in 
departing from the letter; In this last book, this of the Revelation, 
there is as much danger in adhering too close to the letter. The literall 
sense is alwayes to be preserved; but-the literall sense is not alwayes to 
be discerned: for the literall sense is not alwayes that, which the very 
Letter and Grammer of the place presents, as where it is literally, said, 
That Christ is a Vine, and literally, That his flesh is bread, and literally 
That thenew Jerusalem is thus situated, thus built, thus furnished: But 
the literall sense of every placev is the principall intention of the Holy 
Ghost, in that place: And his principall intention in many places, is to 
expres-se things by allegoriesq by figures; so that'in many places of the 
Scripturest a figurative sense is the literall sense, and more in this 
book, then in any other. (S VI 62) 

1 
One may well presume that this was one reason why Donne also took great pains 

to preserve the high aesthetic quality of his own sermons. Of course, the 
great poet that he was, he would be naturally delighted in skilful use of 
language: both of the Holy Ghost and of his own. 
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We can see tnat as Donne conceived the Able to oe God's direct 

communicatioi, to mankindf he also expects that, according to the general 

rules of all communicationt the most immediate meaningg "the, literall sense" 

is that according to which it is to be interpreted. However, he acknovi- 

ledges, following the "straight, letter and grammar- mign-L sometimes lead 

ad absurdum. Therefore, he raises the key concept of. "the principall in- 

tention of the Holy Ghost". At this stage it is almost a traim, to say that 

the intention in Donne's mind is undoubtedly that of establishing the 

communicative relationship. In all Scripturesq Donne maintains, the Holy 

Ghost is directly addressing peoplel trying to cause an effect on them. 

This is his I'literall sense". Therefore, Donne severely attacks the 

allegorical method of Catholic commentators$ especially Bellarmineq who 

hunt after"curiousp forcedg forraine and unnaturall senses". 
6 

The greiat 

sin ()f these commentators and their allegorical method is noto however, the 

flight of fancy and imagination. It is the Indulging in nebulous specula- 

tions to support a point of doctrine in a controversy (such as Purgatory), 

and thus robbing the Word of God of its character of immediate and direct 

address. Donne himself is by no means adverse to an-occasional fli, &ht of 

imagination and this cp-n be seen from his particular fondness for typological 

interpretation. Thust for instancel he explains the sling of David to be 

the type of the crossp. and the stone which slew Goliathl the type of Chris?. 

Likewise, Jacob's blessing from Isaac prefigures the adoration of Christ by 

the Yagiq and Jacob's banishment from his home Christ's flight to Egypt. 
a 

The difference between the allegory and tYPolqZy is, howeverg clear. In 

Donne's mind an allegory pointed to a nebiilousl metaphysical through-structure 

that miGht have considerable interest to an academic theologian, but did not 

6. s viii 191. 
7. S 11 187. 
8. S 11 278-9. 
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bear direct relevance to the state of the individual hearer of the Word, 

and to his salvation. A type, in turn was an example of the potential 

power-charge that Jay hidden in the Scriptures. If the stone with. which 
I 

David blew Golilath was the type of Christ, this was an example of how 
-a 

powerful prophecy and promise was contained hidden in the Old Testament, 

only to come to light and reveal its power after the fulfillment of the 

New Testament. Even more, from the paSes of the Bible the charge of an 

individual power-cellp the type, was waiting its release in the preaching 

situation. To indulge in metaphorical language,, we. -can say týat the stone 

in David's slingt Christ, was waiting to be slung over and over again to- 

wards the hearer of the Word, to hit him, to bring him into remorse of, his 

sins, and to beget faitn in him. - Or, we mignt-say that the power of the 

11oly Gziostv latenT, in the types of the Old Testament and revealed in the 

lighi of the New, was waiting to become active in the situation of the preach- 

ing of the Word in the Church. Thisl evident_1y, was the functional mechan- 

ism that Donne saw in the typological method in the interpretation of the 

Bible, and therefore he made frequent use of it. 

This is how far we will be able to proceed in our attempt to create a 

picture of the Church in her actions through the study of the written Word. 

We have seen the Scriptures as an essential component of the Church,,, which, 

in turng neea tne Church anu ner ordinances to release their full power. 

To proceed any further in our stuuy of Donne's ecclesioloCy, we must now 

turn to the Wora preached and the role it plays in actualizing tne Chuxch 

event. Before doing so, we will, nowever, summarize our finaings in this 

cnapter in tne following manner: 

1. Vjhen speaking of the %Voru of God Donne meaýns essentially the 
-whole 

communicative process that proceeds from God to man. The Word is one of 

God's attributes; more specifically the second person of the Trinity, the 
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Word through which the world was created, and which became flesh in Jesus 

Christ. The "Nord of God in the Bible is part of this whole. process, and 

of the same ontological essence (or function). The written Word needs, 

however, the ordinance of preaching and the Church to complement it and to 

actualize its power., , 

2. The 'Word of God in the Bible follows, a process of a gradual revela- 

tion. The Law of the Old frLestament gave the Jews some kind of assurance and 

the ritual sacrifices furnished an elementary refuge from thejudgement of 

their consciences. The Gospel was already contained in the Law, and became 

visible and discernible in the light of the New Testamentq after the establisb- 

ing of the Church. The books of the New Testament were written by individual 

authors to fulfil certain individual needs. They were, however, as indeed 

all the Books in the 33ible, equally inspired by the Holy Ghost, who had made 
I 

himsýlf "as a common soule" to all the authors. 

The inspiration of the Holy Ghost guaranteed that the books of the 

33ible were not mere contemporary reports or exhortations, but contained a 

power-charge that was timeless and universal, and could be released in the 

arainance of preaching. Each word of the Bible was divinely inspired to 

point to Christ; who therefore could be found in all its passages. Thus 

Donne could say: "There is Life and Knowledge in every r., ord of God. " 

il As regýtrds the interpretation of the Bible, Donne had two main 

giaidelines. - 

(a) The unity of the Scripture. The whole Scripture was aimed at 

establishing a communicative relationship between God and man. Therefore, 

the different aspects of the Bible were simply different approaches in this 

These were task. The Old Testament was based-on fear, the Nlew on love. 

however, merely different aspects of a living and loving relationship. Of 
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these two love would prevail, because God is love. Similarly in the inter- 

pretation of the Bible the Old Testament was in accordance with but sub- 

ordinate to the New. 

Becaus6 the essence of the Bible is communication, its Words were 

to be taken at their most simple and obvious meaning, at their face, 

according to the rules of-all cormunication. - However, Donne. admitted the 

existence and importance, of various types and figures.. These, could be 

accepted because the type in itself depicted a power-cell, where the power 

was latent in-the Old Testamentv revealed in the New and waiting to be 

actualized from the pages of the Scripture in a-preaching situation. 

Donne favoured the immediate relevance of a type, but rejected strongly 

al . legory as idle speculation. , In'a type he could hear the voice of God- 

speaking, in an allegory the voice of speculative man. 
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C. THE SPOKEN WORD 

In the previous chapter we concluded that when Donne is speaking of the 

Word of God he essentially means the whole process of communication that 

proceeds from God towards mankind. In this process the written Word in 

the Scriptures is an essential part, but none the less only a part. To 

make it effectiveg the ordinance of preaching is necessary. In one sermon 

3)onne illustrates the continuous chain of the Word of God in the following 

manner: 
I 

All the word of God then condftcesto the Gospel; the Old Testament is a 
preparation and paedagogie to the New. All the word belongs to the 
Gospellq and all the Gospell. is in the word; nothing is to be obtruded 
to our faith as necessary to salvation, except it be rooted in the Word. 
And as the locutus esto that is, the promises that God hath made to us 
in the Old Testament; and the sicut locutus est, that isq accomplishing 
of those promises to us in the Pew-Testament, are thus applyable to us; 
ao is this especiallyp Quod--adhuc loquitur, that God continues his speech, 
and speaks to us every day; still we must hear Evangelium in sermone, the 
Gospel in the Word, in the Word so as we may hear itv that is, the Word 
preached; for howsoever it be Gospel in it self, it is not Gospel to us 
if it be not preached in the Congregation. (S 1 291) 

In other wordsq God's'Word speaking to man is to be heard in sermon. 

only in sermon do the promises of Gospel become effective, only in sermon is 

the power-charge packed in the types and figures of the Bible released to change 

the lives of men, The sermon to Donne is the'decisive event where the Word 

which proceeds from Godts mouth reaches its proper recipient, man, thus 

establishing the first part of the communicative link. rhat has been spoken 

before is history, the important thing is that which is being spoken here and 

now, to continue Donnets chain, quod-hic et nunc loquitur, In this manner, 

the study of the spoi. en Word, which we are about. to undertake in this 

chapterv will enable us to further clarify our picture of how Donne conceived 
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the Church-in her actions. We will see the Onurch as, the final link in 

the great chain of God's speaking to his creatures, ancL the ordinance of 

preaching as the voice of God directly adaressing man ana reaching him in his 

actual existential eituation. 33Y studying Donne's conception of the spoken 

Word and its effects, we will come further to understandq that although the 

Church mayq by her ontological essence, be conceived as an idea of communica- 

tion and communion between God and man, and, in everyday life, be seen as an 

institutiong consisting of men in a given social environment, she is none the 

less to be seen mainly as an eventq taking place through certain of her 

actions most importantly through the action of preaching. Therefore, I pro- 

pose io-: deal with Donne's concept of the spoken'Word'in the''following manner: 

(a) 'analysing the essence ana content of the preaching event, as far as this 

can'be done, (b) proceeding to demonstrate the interaction'between the' 

preacher and the hearer in forging this link of communication, and (c) showing 

that the sermon is not an isolated event, but is integrally linked with in- 

dividual. human life, both of the preacher and of the hearer. In the con- 

siderations of this chapter, reference will be made to-Thomras F. Merrill's 

article John Donne and thý Word of God, 1 this being the most extensive treatise 

of Donne's thoughts on this subject at present. 

in a previous chapter (The Church as the Ark of Salvation we have already 

established that the chief content of the preaching event was to create a 

confrontation with the living Word of God and the individual parishioner, and 
2 

to establish a communicative link. At this point, it is time to look more 

closely how this happens. In one sermon we find Donne saying: 

Peuphilolop,, ische-? ý! ittelluneen 4 LXIX 1968. Helsinki 1968. The reader 
may note that this is the first time in the course of this thesis that 
we are fortunate enough to have relevant theological material for com- 
parison on the specific topic of our study. 

2. See pp. 118-9 of this thesis. 
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There is no salvation but by-faith, nor faith but by hearing, nor hearing 
but by preaching; and they that thinke the meanliest of the Keyes of the 
Church, and speake faintliest of., the Absolution of the Church, will yet 
allow, That those Keyes lock, and unlock in Preaching; That Absolution is 
conferred, or withheld in Preaching, That the proposing of the. promises 
of the Gospel in preaching, is that binding and loosing on eartht which 

'bindes and, looses in heaven. (S VII 320) 

In shortg, preaching is the, event where the efficacious power of the 

Church is concentrated and culminated. The Church has the power to bind 

or loose man of his sins, she can confer or withhold absolution. Sheý 

carries out these powers in preaching. When the preacher, with the 

Scriptures as his basisp brings the Word of God to cach person who hears 

him, he is creating a confrontation, where the hearer can allow the power 

of the Word of God touch him and bring him into a living communication with 

God. The power-charge of the Scripture is now released, it only remains 

for the hearer to tap the power thus brought within his reach and grasp the 

new -life that is offered to him. Yet the hearer has the choice to remain 

passive and not accept that which is offered to him. In doing so, he will 

notq howeverg avoid the power of the preached Wordl but this power will not 

benefit himg but turns into his ruin: 

He (God) answers us by terrible things, in all those particulars, w hich 
we have presented. unto you; By infusing faith; but with that terrible 
addition, Damnabitur, He that beleeveth not, s3aall be damned .... He 
answers us in Preaching but with that terrible commination, that even 
his word may be the savor of death unto death. (S VII 323-4) 

This is the other and equally important side of the preaching event; 
Ithe 

powers that are unleashed will either cure or damn. From this it follows 

that the sermon should not be approached as an academic exercise or a pious 

exhortationt butt as Merrill puts it, an "apocalyptic event" that "puts the 
3 

doors of heaven and hell in motion". The Word of God offered-in preaching 

would work on its hearer everlasting life or everlasting death, depending 

merrill, p. 608. 
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on his own response. These aret of course, strong assertions, and there- 

fore we must now examine how Donne warranted this exalted view of the sermon. 

An illuminating passage can be found where Donne is dealing with the concept 

of the ' Spirit: 

We are made Ministers of the New Testament, of the si)irit-, that giveth 
life: And if the ministration of death were glorious, how shall not 
the ministration of the spirit, be more plorious? It is not therefore 
the Gospell meerlyq but the preaching of the Gospell, that is this 
spirit. Spiritus sacerdotis vehiculum Spiritus Dei; -The spirit of the 
11, inister, is not so pure, as the spirit of God, but it is the chariot, 
the meanesp by which God will enter into you. The Gospell is the 
Gospellp at home, at your house; and there you doe well to read it, and 
reverence itt as the Gospell: but yet it is not Spiritus, it is not 
this Spiritq this first witnesse upon earth, but onely there, where God 
hath blessed it with with his-institutiong and ordinance, that is, in 
the preaching thereof. (S f 145) 

Here we can see now Donne links together the concepts of the Spirit and 

preaching. To him, the preaching of the Gospel is the Spirit of God that 

give life and bears witness. Through the spirit of the preacher, through 

the words that issue from his mouth, the Holy Spirit descends to touch the 

individual hearer. Thus the warrant that Bonne gives to the exalted posi- 

tion of preaching lies in immediate divine presence. The parishioner, 

hearing the sermon, is supposed to see through the person of the preacher 

and discern that it is not the minister but the Holy Spirit who is addressing 

him directly. As Donne puts it in another Sermon: 

Christ is verbumq The word; not & word, but The word: The minister is 
Xox, voyce; not A voyce, but The voyde, The voyce of that word, and no, 
other. (S 11 172) 

A tempting comparison offers itself here. One might easily say, that 

the Holy Spirit is present in the sermon in a manner similar to that as 

Christ is present in the elements of Communion. This comparison is eagerly 

seized upon by Merrill in his article, and indeed forms the basis of much 

of his thinking. His starting point is the controversy between the high 

Church and Puritan wings of early Anglicanismj where the opponents wished to 
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4 
exalt either the preaching of the Word or the Sacrament. Merrill's chief 

I 
claim is that Donne sided wholeheartedly with the Puritan wing and exalted 

the sermon into a sacramental position by applying to it the ex opere operato - 
w5 

principle first published by lullinger, in hisConfessio ITelvetica Posterior, 

For this he finds support in such sayings of Donne as e. g, "It is impossible 

to receive the Sacrament of Baptisme, except the soule have received 

Sacranentum Fidei, the Sacrament of faith, that is, the Word preached. " 

But while I agree with Merrill in quite a, few points that he makes, I cannot 

accept his basic premise that the key to Donne's conception of the preached 

Word is to be found in the contemporaxy theological controversy and in, an 

attempt to fill a vacuum of direct divine presence, left by the abolition of 

Catholic mass. I have repeatedly stated that to understand Donne's think- 

ing we must not try to fit him in frames of reference derived from the. history 

of dogma Or contemporary ecclesiastical situation. Insteadq we must approach 

him from his own premises, taking into. acc'ount his ihole personality and mode 

of experiencing reality. The key concept which I have used consistently 

ha3sbeen the idea of communication and the establishing of communion, and 

even here it offers us a simple and logical explanation of the exalted 

position that Donne gave to preached Word: 

Yothing can speakq but man: No voice is understood by man, but the 
voice of man; -It is not Vox dicens, That voice sayes nothing to met, 
that speaks not; And therefore howsoever ýhe voice in the Text were 
miraculously formed by God, to give this-glory, and dignity to this 

'- first manifestation of the Trinity in the person of Christ, yet because 
-he hath left it for a permanent Doctrine necessary to Salvation, he hath 

left ordinary means for the conveying of it; that is, The same voice from 
heaven I the same word of God, but speaking in the ministery of man. 
(S VI 145) 

As this passage clearly inaicatest the exalted position of the sermon 

follows logically from Imnne's basic concept of communication. In speaking 

4. Merrillq PP-598-601. 
5. Merrill, pp. 602-5. 

6. SV 261-2. 
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to man through his Word God wishes to convey a message; - ýherefore his Word 

needs a voicep a medium that is easily applied and readily understood. 

Therefore God makes use of the voice of man, that of a minister preaching. 

in th .e preachfng of the minister the message from God is delivered in a 

fo= that is immediately intelligible to anyone'that hears it, because I the 

network of verbal communication is part of man's natural I make-up. Thus it 

can have the desired effectq provoke a real confrontation in the hearer's 

life and lead to a response on his part to God. Indeed, as we have intimated 

in an earlier chapter, the whole Church event culminated in the event of 

preaching, the direct speaking of God to mang through the voice of the 

7 
minister. So if the preaching activity should slacken in a Church, this 

Church would then be in danger of losing Christ and her own identity: 

Ilow, this callin implies a voice, as well as a Word; it is by the 
Wordq but not by the Word read at home, though that be a, pious exercise; 
nor by the word submitted to private interpretation; but by the Word 
preachedt according to his Ordinance, and under the Great Seal, of his 
blessing upon his Ordinance. So that preaching is this calling; and 
thereforeq as if Christ do appear to any man, in, the power of a miraclet 
or in a private inspirationt yet he appears but in weakness, as in an 
infancy, till he speak, till he bring a man to the hearing of his voice, 
in a settled Church, and in the Ordinance of preaching: so how long 
soever Christ have dwelt in any State, or any Church, if he grow speech- 
lesst he is departing; if there be a discontinuing, or slackning of 
preaching, there is a danger of loosing Christ. (S VIIý157) 

The fact that even the appearance of Christ in a miracle or in a private 

inspiration must bow before his direct speaking in the preached Word, goes 

well to demonstrate the central position that preaching held in the con- 

stitution of the Church. The Church was the event where confrontation be- 

tween God and man could take place for the establishing of the communicative 

bond. This would happen when the judgements and mercies of. God would be 

presented to a sinner in his natural state in the. sermon. As for the rest 

of the institutions and ordinances of the Church, they were centered to 

The Church as the Ark of Salvation, esp. pp. 118-9. 

i 
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prepare, support and consolidate this central culmination point. The 

Sacrament of Baptism would - prepare the ground by washing away the original 

sin. The ceremonies and rituals of, the Church would help to put the 

indiýidual in a receptive frame of, mind. Studying the Scripture at home 

would support the message. he had received in preaching, his actual day-to- 

day sins wOuld receive their absolution in the Sacrament of Eucharist, but 

the decisive confrontationg the hearing of the audible voice of God could 

take place only in sermon. - Therefore it is easy to see that for Donne a 

Church without preaching simply could not exist. Without preaching, the 

voice of God could. not be-heard, the confrontation could not be established, 

nor communication between God and man. Therefore: no preaching, no Christ, 

no Church. 

lip to this point we have been mainly concerned about what happens in-the 

preaching of the-Word of God. Now it is convenient to shift our focus and 

ask how it happens. 'When Donnels preaching with the intent of creating a 

decisive confrontation with the Word of God and his parishioners, strong 

enough to change their entire lives, how does he go on about it? Here most 

earlier critics have already brought to our attention the intensively sub- 

jective personal element in Donne's preaching. In this context one may 

remember the well-known and often quoted remark by T, S. Eliot in his essay 

on Lancelot Andrewes: 

About Donne there hangs the shadow. of the impure motive; and impure 
motives lend their aid to a facile success. He is a little of the 
religious spellbinder the Reverend Billy Sunday of his time, the flesh-, 
creeperv the sorcerer of emotional orgy. We emphasize this aspect to 
the point of the grotesque. Donne had a trained mind; but without, be- 
littling the intensity or the profundity of his experience, we can 
suggest that this experience was not perfectly controlled and that he 
lacked spiritual discipline. 8 

An accusation like this seems to centre around two prominent features in 

Eliot: For Lancelot Andrewes, London, 1928, p. 20. 
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Donne's preaching: (a) he was not afraid of using first person singular 

pronoun, nor of referring to his own experiencds and feelings (b) he, did 

not hesitate to follow the. cue of his own emotions when preaching, and 

sometilnes he d±gressed seemingly far from the original- topic of his text. 

is now for us to see whether these traits are merely quirks (or weak- , 

nesses) of Donne's own personality, or whether they have their logical place 

in his total theological scheme., 

We shall deal-first with the question of Donne's seemingly unwarranted 

digressions in the course of his preaching. , Here we must take into account 

that to Donne the preacher was the, immediate mouth-piece of Christ, "the 

voice of, that wordq and no other". When the parishioner was hearing the 

sermong he was supposed to perceive that he was not listening to the Dean of 

St. paultsp although the voice and the words might be his, but he was hearing 

God ýimself speaking. Thereforev reasons Donne, it is appropriate to 

suppose that God, speaking throu, -h his human mouthpiece will also direct his 

tongue on the topics that axe relevant: 

God directs the tongue of his Ministers, as he doth his showres of rain: 
They fall upon the face of a large compasse of earthl when as all that 
earth did not need that rain. The whole Congregation is, oftentimes, 
in common entendment comfortable, and well setled in all matters of 
Doctrineq and all matters of discipline. And yet God directs us some- 
times to extend our discourse (perchance with a zeale and a vehemence, 
which may seem unnecessaryt and impertinent, because all in the Church 
are presumed to be of one minde) in the proofe of our doctrine against 
papists, or of our discipline against Non-conformitans. For, Gods eye 
sees, in what seat there sits, or in what corner there stands some one 
man that wavers in matters of Doctrine, and enclines to hearken after 
a Seducert a Jesuitp or a Semi-Jesuit, a-practising Papist, or a 
Sesqui-Jesuitq a Jesuited Lady; And Gods eye sees, in what seat there sits, 
or in what corner there stands some weak soul that is scandalizedt with 
some Ceremonyq or part of our Discipline, and in danger, of fallingg from 
the unity of the Church: And for the refreshing of that one span of.. 
groundq God lets fall a whole showre of rain; for the rectifying of that 
one soul, God poures out the IYeditations of the Preacher, into such a 
subjectq as perchance doth little concern the reA of the Congregation. 

.. 
-(S VII 328) 
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The viewpoint that Donne expounds here, that God directs the thoughts. 

and words of the preaching minister to suit the needs of a single individual 

parishioner even though this might mean neglecting the rest of the congrega- 

tion f6r the tilne being, reveals an important aspect of Donne's concept of 

preaching. , 
We have repeatedly stated that the purpose of preaching was to 

cause a confrontation between God and the individual m=. Here we can see 

that this confrontation could not be caused by preaching in general, by 

proclaiming "general Gospel", a universally applicable doctrinal structure of 

God's judgements and mercies. To produce desired results, the proclaimed 

Word of God had to hit its hearer at the very point where his individual 

problem or sin lay. The hearer could not be expected to be moved by lofty 

generalitiesq he must hear God speak to him in his actual existential situa-, 

tiong before he could be expected to answer. For this reason the preacher 

must deal with concrete situations# preach explicitly against oppression, 

extortion and usury to wound the consciences of those guilty of these 

particular sins. 
9 The preacher wasl howeverv merely human, and could not 

be expected to know the particular situation of each member of his parish, 

or their secret sins. But thes 
.e 

would be open to God's sight, and the 

preacher could rely on God to direct his thoughts on the particular topic 

that a certain member of his congregation would profit by them. Admittedly 

this would mean sometimes preaching on topics that would not concern the 

majority of the congregation. This, however, was something that the 

members would just have to put up with, each waiting for his own turn to 

come. - Thus, we can see that these seemingly unwarranted digressions were 

an integral part of Donne's total theological structure, withouthaving to 

9. S VII 327-8. 
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attribute themt like Eliot, to lack of spiritual discipline. 10 

A slightly more complex question is that of Donne's intense intrusion 

of the personal element in his sermons. He often "preaches himself", as 

he remarks in Qne sermon: 

When the Preacher preaches himselfe, his. owne sins, and his owne sense 
of Gods Mercies, or Judgements upon him, as that is intended Most for 
the glory of God so it should be applied most by the hearer, for his 
own edification. (S VII 280) 

Thus it is not surprising that Donne not only frequently uses the first 

person singular pronoun, but that he also'often makes reference to his 

personal experiencep even to the vagaries of his youth. Here he follows 

the example of King Davidq who 

* labors not to show his reading, but his feeling; not his learning, ; 
u*t his compunction; his Conscience is nis Library, and his Example is 

himselfe, and he does not unclaspe great Volumes, but unbutton his owne 
breastq and from thence he takes it. (S VII 278) 

- As another example of "preaching himselfe,, Donne quotes King Solomon 

who, in the book of Ecclesiastes, 

i,.. hides none of his owne sins; none of those practicesq which he had 
formerly used to hide his sins: He confesses things there, which none 
knew but himselfe ... letting them know, how long the Lord let him run 
on in vanities, and vexation of spiritq and how powerfully and effectually 
he reclaimed him at last. (S VII 279) 

The question the. now confronts us is: Was this "preaching himselfell 

that Donne both applauded and practiced mere spiritual exhibitionism or did 

10. Dealing on this question Merrill makes the following remaxk: "The 
danger inherent in such confidence in subjective feelings is, of 
course, that it incurs the problem of ascertaining which impulses are 
divine and which are human. Certainly a preacher could test his 
feelings against the written Scriptures and Church Dogma, but a total 
reliance on this recourse would represent a betrayal of the Ox oDere 
doctrine and the dynamic comprehension of the preached Word . 11 (p. 612) 
Merrill's mistake lies in introducing a foreign element borrowed from 
IBullinger to explain Donne's thought, without sufficiently digging into 
Donne's own way of thinking. Had Merrill done this, he would have 

, 
seen 

that the principle of communication simply presiipposes that the commun- 
icated message is relevant to the recipient, thus guaranteeing the 
authenticity of the subjective impulse. 
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it have a logical raison dletre. ' In what way did it assist in cI onveying 

the message from God through the preacher to the individual soul? I In 

approaching this questiont we have to'bear in mind that the reason for the 
i 

exalted'position' of thesermon is the'distinctive role which it plays in 

the 'communicative structure which is Donnets key eccles I iol - ogical concept. 

Howeverg this communicative structure is esse'ntially'more than and other than 

the natural pattern of human intercourse and discourse. It 'is a work and'an 

act of God himself. But yet this does not mean that the communication 

would take place and have its being apart from the normal structures of human 

intercourse and discour se. When speaking to his creatures God makes use of 

the already mentioned network of human communication and'interaction. There- 

forev man with his innate capacity of speaking and understanding speech is 

essential for God's reaching towards his creatures. 'But this does not mean 

that man, in conveying God's message works as an impersonal automatic mouth- 

piece. Insteadp the communicative act of God takes place through the Whole- 

hearted and'active participation of man, with all his personality. It is 

the whole of the preacher's self that participates in conveying the divine 

message. We can also assume that the sensitive man that Donne was, he did 

not conceive'communication as mere verbal"conveying of ideas. In one 

sermon he exclaims: 

It is not the depth, nor the'wit, nor the*eloquence of the Preacher that 
pierces 

' 
us, but his nearenesse; that hee speaks to my conscience, as 

though he had been behinde the hangings when I sinned, and as though he 
had read the book of the day of Judgement already. (S 111 142) 

Here 
I 
the key word is "nearenesse". We see that the ideas conveyed 

verbally stand in a subordinate position to a total encounter between two 

personst where the whole positiong the whole person. of theyreacher, and not 

just his words produce the confrontation 
. 
between God and man. In shortq 
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divine, confrontation is contained in the human interaction of two total 

personalities. ' This is also undoubtedly the key to Donne's "preaching 

himselfe". He wants to present himself not as a mere mouthpiece, or a 

conveyor of a message, but as another human beingg a fellow-man, who is 
I 

confronting the member of congregation in his pew. He brings out himself, 

his feelings, his own experiences and even shortcomings, in order that the 

heaxer might see him as he is, and meet him on a relevant basis. The preacher 

does not merely proclaim abstract aoom on abstract sins, but confronts the 

sinner as if het personallyg had been an eye-witness. Here his whole person 

as well as his words spell out -the accusation. In a similar manner Donne, 

"preaching himselfel, makes his whole body and soul a living example of the 

merciful forgiveness that God has shown to him. The hearer is not confronted 

with mere ideas but with a living person that has experienced an existential 

reality and is conveying it by proclaiming this experience. In this manner 

God makes use of the total scope of human interaction when establishing the 

communicative confrontation in the sermon event. 

Thus we can conclude that the encounter between the word of God and the 

individual man in the sermon is essentially contained in the total interaction 

of the two human personalities, the preacher who proclaimst not. only the Word 

as suchq but also its effects, as embodied in his own person, now confronting 

the hearert and the hearer who receives not onlythe preacher's-words, but 

the total impact of his personal approach and appeaIto him in the sermon. 

As Donne conceived the divine encounter to take place, within the framework 

of a human encounterv it is not surprising to see that he is unwilling to 

limit the possibility'of this encounter strictly to the preaching event: 

But it is not onely the Preacher, that hath the use-of the tongue, for 
the edification of Gods people, but in all our discourses, and confer- 
ences with one another, we should preach his glory, his goodnesse, his 
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_power, 
that every man might speake one anothers language, and preach 

to one anothers conscience; that when I accuse myselfe, and confesse 
mine infirmities to another man, that man may understand, that there 
is, in that confession of mine, a Sermon, and a rebuke, and a repre- 
hension to him, 'if he be guilty of the same sin; Nay, if he be guilty 
of a sin contrary to mine. (S V 50-1) 

Here we can see that basically the possibility of a divine' encounter lay 

in all human interaction. The preacher was not the 'only person, whose words 

or personality could find their tarGet in another man's conscience, this 

was a latent capability'open to all believers. Donne's I wide scope of 

interaction"can be sec-n in that even if a man confesses a certain sin, of 

which the other is not guilty, the impact of this confession may move him 

enough to recognize a contrary or totally unrelated shortcoming in his own 

demeanoUr. 14"his illustrates Donne's basic conviction that when two person- 

alities encounter each other, the effects are felt in all'areas. An en- 

counter like this'need not necessarily even be of'a verbal nature: 

Twenty of our Sermons edifie not so much, as if the Congregation might, see 
one man converted by us. )my one of you might out-preach us. That one 
man that would leave his beloved sinne, that one man that would restore 
his ill-gotten goods, had made a better Sermon then ever I shall, and 
should gaine more soules, then all our words (as they are ours) tan 
doe. (S 11 275-6) 

Thus the mere example of a man abandoning his sin-and making good for 

his wrone-doinas would be sufficient to produce an impact among those who came 

in contact with him, equivalent to several sermons. " Again Donne bases his 

concept on the idea of mankind as an intricate network of interactive relation- 

ship. A noticeable change for the better at one point could not but produce 

similar effects-in all related points. We may, however, ask whether such 

examples as are quoted here do not in fact constitute a degradation of the 

utterly exalted position of the preaching of the Word of God, as we have 

outlined it earlier in this chapter. To this the answer is definitely no. 

The sermon is always the prime foca. 1 point where the spirit of God descends 
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through the spirit of the preacher to address each individual member of 

the congregation personally. Even such "lay-preachine" to which Donne 

refers in the two passages we have quoted, is essentially a produci of the 

preaching of a duly ordained minister. Instead, the significance of these 

passages lies in pointing out how Donne consistently avoids introducing the 

gap between sacred and profane, and bridges the gap between divine and human. 

God works within the framework that he has already established in creation. 

Men were created in relationship to each other; thus even the minister's 

proclamation of the Word is part of this network of interactive relationships. 

3)onne does not introduce Dei ex nachina, as Merrill implies with his heavy 

reliance on the sacramental ex opere operato principle, The minister's and, 

consequently, the Holy Ghost'sq impact is not separated by any gulf from the 

day to day impacts of human life. Everything that man needs for his salva- 

tion was provided for by God in creationt starting from the earliest revela- 

tion, that of creating light, to the latest and greatest revelation, the 

Church and her proclamation of God's Word in sermon. 

We can now conclude our considerations of this chapter with the following 

summaxy: 

1. When-speaking of the Word of God, essentially Donne means the whole 

process of communication that proceeds from God to man. The written Word 

in the Bible forms a part of this process, whicht although it forms the 

basis of all preaching, is subordinate'to the preached Word. The written 

word is history and latentq whereas in the preached Word the power packed 

in the Scriptures is released and brought to benefit members of the con- 

gregation. 

2. The preaching event contains in itself an immediate divine presence. 

Through the spirit of the minister and his words, the Spirit of God descends 
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to address each member of the congregation individually. This address 

cannot be escaped; one either receives it and responds to it, in which case 

the Word has established a life-givingo communicative bond, *or ono, rejects 

itt , in which case-the Word becomes one's condemnation. Thus the sermon is 

an "apocalyptic event that sets the doors of heaven and hell in motion". 

This immediate divine presence should not be taken as an indication 

of a sacramentalist principleg or be compared with the'Sacrament of 

Eurachist. its proper connexion lies in the communicative structure of 

Donnets thinking. -To convey his message to mankind, God makes use of the 

ready-made communicative networks that have been in existence ever since 

creation. Since no one can speak but man, and no one's voice is understood 

'but mants, God speaks through his voice. 

This communication between God and man through the minister is not 

restricted to a'strictly verbal level. It is not merely the words of the 

preacher that confront the hearer; God speaks to him through the minister's 

entire personality. ' Although the preaching event is essentially a, corporate 

act concerning the entire'congregation and, taking place within the total 

communicative pattern of the Church, it is also an encounter between two 

Individual personalitiest making use of all levels of communication. In 

the great interactive network of the preaching event that comprises the whole 

congregation# we can isolate an individual "sub-event" between the preacher 

and the individual parishionerv whom the preacher's words hit-strongly enough 

to cause an effect in him, perhaps even a decisive crisis in his life. 

From this it follows that the personal encounter in preaching does not have 

the sole monopoly for God's workt although it certainly is the undisputed 

basis and corner stone. Divine presence, the speaking of the Word of God can 

occur in all human interaction where a change towards the ways of God takes 

place. The Word of God is the whole of God's speaking, whereever and when- 

ever this may take place. 
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When dealing with the written and spoken word of, God in the two previous 

chapters, it is noticeable that our considerations tend, to focus. on one 

particular point, hamely the actual establishing of a communicative relation- 

ship between God and man. Thist as we have noted, has been the chief aim 

and purpose of the Word of Godq. and hence our vista has tended to be a narrow 

fieldq where tremendous powers are at work in a limited area. When shifting 

our glance from the Word to the Sacramentsq the-other component of the pair 

on which Protestant Churches base their existence, we can see that the field 

of. ourlyision widens considerably and, on the other hand, the activity of 

powers at work assumes a less hectic character. The following remark by 

Donne is characteristic in its change of tone:, 

This guiding then with the eye, we consider to be his particular care, 
and his personall providence upon us, in his Church; For, a man may be 
in the Kings presencet and yet not in his eye; and so he may in Gods. 
Gods whole Ordinance in his Church, is Gods face; For, that is'the face' 
of Godq by which God is manifested to us; But then, that eye in that face, 
by which he promises to guide us, in this Text, is that blessed Spirit 
of hist by whose operations he makes that grace, which does evermore 
accompany his Ordinancesq effectuall upon us; The whole Congregation sees 
God face to face# in the Service, in the Sermon, in the Sacrament; but 
there is an eye in that face, an eye in that Service, an eye in that 
Sermong an eye in that Sacrament# a piercing and operating Spirit, that 
lookes upon that soule, and foments and cherishes that soule, who by a 

, good use of Gods former gracev is become fitter for his present. 
(S IX 367) 

liere the change of emphasis is obvious. Gone now is the. tumult of the 

leapocalyptic event that sets the doors of heaven and hell in motion"* 

Insteadq Donne presents a picture, where all the Ordinances of the Church of 

Goa bring their contribution to the "cherishing and fomenting" of an individual 
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soul, like a gardener who alternatively sowst plantso weeds, waters and 

manures his plants. This is invariably the atmosphere inzwhich Donne 

presents his ideas on the : sacraments. He always connects them to the total 

of God's face In his Church, presenting them as a part of a grand scheme 

for re-establishing the broken union between man and his maker. The 

establishing of the communicative bridgehead in preaching was an abrupt, al- 

most violent affairt the Saraments belong to a structure that requires time 

and careful nurture. Thus, these two facets of God's work on man, differ- 

ing as they do in their character, none the less complement each other, and 

grow together in the total ordinance of the Church. 

This is the basis from which we will proceed in this chapter to make our 

study of Donne's concept of the Sacraments. We will first take a look on the 

general character of Sacrament, such as Donne conceived itt paying special 

attefition to the relationship between the Sacrament and the preached Word. 

Thereaftert we will proceed to exAmine in detail both individual Sacraments, 

33aptism, and the Eucharist. In this manner we will have concluded our study 

of Donne's doctrine of the actions of the Church, thus pre-3enting the 

necessary component to the considerations of the earlier paxt of this thesis, 

and making our picture of his ecclesiology complete, 

Looking first at the general character of the Sacrament, our best starting 

point is the already intimated idea that they are primarily concerned with 

the total restoration of the whole man. 
. 

Here the relevant background is 

man's, continuous falling away from Godq which started already in the sin of 

Adamo and continues from day to day in each individual's life: 

cecidimus in-lutum & super acervuM lapiclum, says Saint Bernard.: we fell 
by Adams fallp into the durt; but from that we axe washed in baDtisme, 
but we fell upon a heape of sharpe stones too; and we feel those wounds, 
and those bruisesq all our lives after; Inpingimus meridie, we stumble 
at noone day; In the brightest lighi of the Gospell, in the brightest 
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light, of grace in the best strength of Repentance, and our resolutions 
to the contrary, yet we stumble, and fall againe. (S v 173) 

Therefore, God works continuously through the Sacraments to restore man 

from, his continuous lapses. Through the fall of Adam the whole of mankind 

was defiled in original sin, and turned, away from God. To wash this defile- 

ment, the Sacrament of Baptism was instituted. In this Sacrament man is also 

incorporated to the body of the Churchq and brought in to contact with the 

continuous nurture that God practises through all the ordinances of the 

Church. But even then man remains in a weakened state. He is not able 

to keep to God's waysg although his original sin has been washed away". In- 

stead, he stumbles and falls again and againg and therefore needs a healing 

and restoring Sacrament that can be repeated over and over again, as heed 

bes 

lJow, as God provided a liquor in his Church, for Originall sinne 9 the 
-water of Baptismep so hath he provided another for those actuall sinnes; 

that isp the bloud of his owne body, in the other Sacramý_nt. In which, 
sacramentv besides the naturall ' 

uniong (that Christ hath taken our 
Nature. ) and the Rysticall union, (that Christ hath taken us into the 
body of his Church by a spirituall union, when we apply faithfully 
his Merits 

' 
to our soules, and by a Sacramentall union, when we receive 

the visible seales thereof, worthily, we are so washed in his bloud, as 
that we stand in the sight of his Father, as, cleane, and innocent, as 
himselfet both because he and we are thereby become one body, and 
because the garment of his righteousnesse covers us all. (S V 173) 

This passage is importanto because we notice that when Donne is speaking 

of the restoration of man from the falls and bruises of his actual sins, he is 

speaking primarily of a union. In a previous chapter (The Church as the Ark 

of galvation) we have stated that for Donne salvation primarily meant a 

union with Godq and atonement was to be seen as the abolishing of barriers 

on the way to this union. 
1 No wwe can see that in a sir4ilar manner the 

Sacrament of Bucharistq in restoring man from his actual sins, is also first 

and foremost a conveyor of this union with Goa. To emphasize this aspect, 

3)onne lists no less than four kinds of union, or rather aspects of this 

1. See pp. 115-6 of this thesis. 
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union, natural, mystical,, spiritual and sacramental. Through the nurture 

of the Sacramentsq the simer is not only washed clean from his sins (both 

original and actual), but he is also united with his redeemerg having part 

taken-of his body, having received an application of his merits to his own 

soul, and sharing his righteousness. Thus, the mutual sharing of both 

nature and merit that happens between man and Christq enables Donne to say 

that, they are of one body. Being such$ man is now ready to enter into 

union with God the Father himself as readily, 'as the Father and Son, who 

are already one. 

Thus, if the'Sacraments are instruments-instituted by Godfor'ýhe gradual 

establishingg nurturing and deepening-of the union between man and himself in 

his Churchq it is now time to ask, what was the relationsýhip'between these 

instruments of gradual assistance and the ordinance of preaching, which tended 

to s: n abrupt and decisive confrontation. The first answer that meets us is. 

that they go inseparably together: 

Upon him that will come to hear, 'ana will not come to see; will come to 
the Sermon, but not to the Sacrament: or that will come to see, but will 
not come hear; will keep his solemn, and festival, and Anniversary times 
of receiving the Sacrament, but never care for being instructed in the 
duties appertaining to that high Mystery, God hath not shin'd., They 
are a powerful thunaerg and lightning, that go together: Preaching is 
the thunder that clears the air, disperses all clouds of ignorance; and 
then the Sacrament is the lightning, the glorious light, and presence 
of Christ Jesus himself. (S IV 105) 

From this we can gather that although the Word and the Sacraments belong 

together like thunder and lightning, 
l 

both have their distinct and separate 

duties. Preachingg the thunderg clears the air, and prepares ground for 

the Sacramental encounter, We must, however, be careful to note that even 

so the main emphasis lies in preaching. We have already notea -that the 

encounter of human and divine in the Sacrament is always part of a gradual 

nurturing schemet to be repeated over and over again as need be. It does 
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not constitute a decisive, abrupt change in man towards God, but instead 

presupposes that this change has already been accomplished through the 

preaching of the Word. In clearing the air like thunder preaching. 

the bridgehead-of a communicative relationshipq from which the work towards 

accomplishing the union between man and God can proceedo-by encountering the 

direct corporeal presence of Christ in the Sacrament. Metaphorically one 

might say that the confrontation established through preaching is the planting 

of a seed which only need happen once, whereas the encounter of Christ in his 

corporeal presence in the Sacrament is the watering of the plant, which needs 

to be repeated until the plant has attained its full growth. Yet this 

metaphor is only valid to an extent, because Donne held that although the 

communicative relationship-might be already established the encounter in 

preaching must also be continuously repeated. Even then preaching held its 

plact, to prepare-man with. the direct address from the Holy Spirit to encounter 

his saviour in the Sacrament. In another sermon Donne illustrates the 

interdependence of the Word and Sacraments in the following manner: 

But these'witnesses he will always heare, if they testifie for us, that 
Jesus is come unto us; for the, Gospell, and the preaching thereof, is as 
the deed that conveys Jesus unto us; the water, the baptisme, is a's the 
Seale, that assurgs it; and the bloud. the Sacrament, is the d6livery of 
Christ into us; and this is Integritas Jesu, the entire, and full 
possession of him. (S V 149) 

Here again Dome points out how the preaching of the Gospel, and the two. 

Sacraments are all equally necessary if one is to reach the full possession 

of Christ. Yet one can see that the first place is held by preaching, as 

"the deed that conveys Jesus unto us". Without this deed both the seal for 

its ratification and the subsequent delivery of Christ in the Eucharaist would 

be useless. Thusq preaching is the prime requisite for possession of Christ, 

the Sacraments merely confirm and complete the work initially begun in preach- 

ing. The trend of subordinating the Sacranents to preaching of the Word is 

consistent throughout Donne's theology, and we may look for reasons for it 
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in the following excerpt: 

... when Christ had undertaken that great work of the Conversion of 
the world, by the Word, and Sacraments, to shew that the word was at that 
time the more powerfull meanes of those two, (for Sacraments were in- 
stituted by Christ, as subsidiary things, in a great part, for our 
infirmityj who stand in need of such visible and sensible assistances) 
Christ preached the Christian Doctrine, long before he instituted the 
Sacraments; But yett though these two permanent Sacraments, Baptisme, 
and the Supper were not so soon instituted, Christ alwayes descended 
so much to mans infirmityg as to accompany the preaching of the Word, 
with certain transitoryt and occasionall Sacraments; for, miracles are 
transitory and occasionall Sacraments, as they are visible meanes of 
invisible gTaceq though not seales thereof; Christs purpose in every 
miracle was, that by that work, they should see Grace to be offered unto 
them. (S X 69) 

The first of the relevant points in this passaZe is that the Sacraments 

t were instituted by Christ, because man was in need of visible and tangible 

assistance if he were to receive the grace offered by Christ (and later by 

the Church) in. preaching. In other wordog Donne conceived that mere verbal 

message might not be sufficient in communication, and therefore this must be 

strengthened by actions that speak for themselves and support the conveying of 

the messagee At first Christ used miracles in order. to give an irrefutable 

argument on the validity of his words and. of the grace they conthined. Later 

ong he instituted the Sacraments which not only confirmed the message of 

gracep but also infused it and sealed its possession. Thus, preaching of 

the Word can be regarded as a spearhead that pierces man's defences and brings 

him to conversiont whereas the Sacraments are auxiliaries that both support 

the message delivered in preaching and consolidate the effects achieved by 

preaching. There isq however, still another aspect to this discussion. 

In the chapter dealing on Preached Word, we have stated that it was not only 

the wordi of-the preacher that were used to achieve the desired resultsl but 

his whole personalityp tge preaching event being the encounter of two human 

personalities, Wherb God works through the person of-the preacher. 
2 Prom 

2. See pp. 169-70 of this thesis. 
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this we drew the conclusion that Donne perceived communication to take place 

on all levels of human interaction, and not merely on the verbal level. To 

understand the relevant position of -the Sacraments in Donnets theology we must 

recognibe the tcrtal ordinance of the Church as a great process of communication 

and interactiong and see'her in a similar role to that of a human communication 

partner. As in, communication between two human beings the words may carry 

the quintessence of the message, and yet the interaction takes place on all 

levels between two total personalities, when Donne speaks of'the interaction 

between the Church and the individual he is preaching a similar situation. 

The words delivered in preaching may be the chief means of carrying the message 

from God to man, but yet it is the whole Church with her Sacraments, ceremonies 

and all ordinances that confronts the individual. The non-verbal'communication 

delivered in Sacraments is an equally essential part of the total message, and 

deliv; rs the same words in non-verbal, corporeal form. Therefore when we 

speak. of the relationship between the Word and Sacraments in Donnets theology, 

and assert the supremacy of the Word, this assertion must always be qualified 

by the inseparableness and necessity of the Sacraments. This is, a qualifica- 

tion that Donne himself was always ready to assertq stressing the perils of 

neglecting Sacraments: 

I should thinke I had no bowelso if they had not eani'd and melted, when I 
heard a Ladyq whose child of five or six daies, being ready to die every 
minute, she being movId that the child be christened, answered,, That, if it 

were Gods willp that the child should live to the Sabbath, that it might be 
baptized in the Congregationg she should be content, otherwise, Gods will be 
done upon ito for God needs no sacrament. With what sorrow, with what holy 
indignation did I heare the Sonne of my friend, who brought me to that place, 
to minister the Sacrament to him, then, upon his death-bed and almost at his 

last gaspeg-when my services were offered him in that kinde, answer his 
fathert Father, I thanke God, I have not lived so in the sight of my God, as 
that I need a Sacrament. (S X 161-2) 

Having thus taken a'look at Donne's conception 'of the general character 

of the Sacranents and their relationship to the Word preached, it is now 

convenient to look at some specific details of Donnets ideas on the 
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Sacrament of Baptism. The two prominent themes that emerge here are union 

with God and restoration from one's sins. Preaching on the text "For, all 

yee tl4lat are baptized into Christo have put on Christ", Donne starts his 

sermon on the-theme of union: 

All proofes must either arrest, and determine in some things confessed, 
and agreed upon, or else they proceed in infinitum, That which the 
Apostle takes to be that which is granted oil a, 11 sides, and which none 
can deny, is this, that to be baptized is to put on Christ: And this 
putting on of Christ, doth so far carry us to that Infinitissimum, to 
God himselfev that we are made thereby Semen Dei, the seed of God; The 
field is the world, and the good seed are the Children of the kingdome; 
And we are translated even into the nature of God, Eý_his pretious 
promises we are made partakers of the Divine nature; yea, we are dis- 
charged of all bodily, and eaxthly incumbrances, and we are made all 
spirit, yeaq the spirit of God himselfe, He that is_joyned to thý Lora, 
is one spirit with him. All this we have, if we doe put on Christ: 
and we doe put on Christq if we are baptized into him. 

_(S 
V 153) 

Here Donne takes the concept of being baptized in Christ and putting on 

Christ as a basicq generally accepted doctrinal consensus, from which to 

develop his train of thought. He sees the putting on of, Christ as forming 

a deep union with him, that leads man-to God. Man is then made partaker of 

divine natureq freed 6k all incumbrances. Thus he becomes one spirit with 

God. We may now ask, whether this strong assertion of the union with God 

starting already at the baptism does not in part contradict what We have 

earlier stated on Donne's view of the sermon as the ihitiator of the coim. nunic- 

ative relationship. In other tords, how is this union to be seen? The 

answer to this lies basically in the character of Donne's ontology, which is 

consistently more interested in relationships than essences. Consequently, 

the union with God of which he speaks should not be seen as a union of 

essencesq but as a union in interaction. The interaction between God and 

man starts it baptism. Here God reaches his hand to man (usually a child) 

and gives a visible sign and meaium of his grace. - This means that God and 

man have now started a process of common action and interaction, albeit in 
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an elementary and germinal stage. This is the common denominator they 

share, although their essential natures do not intermingle and God remains 

God and man"remains man, 7his relationship is the union they form, in 

which, as Gocr was its initiator, the spirit of God prevails, dominating 

their interaction and characterizing its development. 'Thus, we have a 

basis for the later reception of the preached Word, just as land is ploughed 

before the actual sowing of the seed. 

In this union of shared interaction, Dome sees the washing away of the 

original sin as the most important part. He uses the metaphor of clothing 

man with Christ's righteousness: 

'When the prodigall child returned to his father, his father clothed him 
intirely, and all at once; he put a robe upon him, to cover all his 
defects: which Robe, when God puts upon us, in clothing us with Christ, 
that robe is not onely Dignitas quam perdidit Adam, as Aumqtine says, 
but it is 

' 
Amictus sapientiaeg as Ambrose enlarges it, It does not onely 

make us wello as we were in Adam, but it enables us better, to preserve 
that state; It does not onely cover us, that is, make us excusable, for 
our pastv and present sinnesq but it indues us with grace, and wisdomet 
to keep that robe stillo and never to returne to our former foulnessesq 
and deformities. (S V 154) 

Thus baptism does not merely wash away the original sin, but it also 

enables man to remain in the state of grace which is given to him. Again 
I 

this is not to be conceived as an infused mystical virtue, but as the result 

of the newly begun relationship with God. It is by virtue of God's action 

in this relationship that man does not lapse into, his original fallen state. 

In this manner baptism preserves man for the further development of his 

relationship with God which is'to come, later. For this reason Donne 

stressed the absolute necessity of baptism. Unless man were restored from 

his original sing and preserved in that state, no relationship could be, 

conceived between him and God. - Therefore: 

13ptptisme is so necessary,, as that, God hath placed no other ordinary 
seale, nor conveyance of his graces in his Church, tothem that have 
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not received that, then baptisme. And they, who doe not provide 
duly, for the Baptisme of their children, if their children die, have 
a heavier accompt to make -to God'for that child, then if they had not 
provided a Nurse, and suffered the child to starve. God can preserve 
the child without Milke; and he can save the child without a sacrament; 
but as that mother that throwes out, and forsakes her child in the field, 
'or woodp -is guilty before God for the Temporall murder of that child, 
though the child die not, so are those parents of a spirituall murder, 

. 
if their childrent by their fault die unbaptizdd, though God preserve 
that child out of his abundant, and miraculous mercy,, from spirituall 
destruction. (S V 162) 

Thus baptism is the only door through which one can enter into a re- 

lationship with God. If this door remains closed, there is a grave danger 

of a spiritual death. Although Donne would not state categorically that 

children who die unbaptized, would be damned, he none the less stressed the 

guilt of those by whose omission such a thing can occur. He would not lay 

limits to God's mercyp and yet he-would not alleviate the gravity of the 

situation. He could, howeverg be explicit in his message to those who al- 

ready could have a say in the matter of their own baptism: 

So what assurance soeverp what privy marke soevert those men, which 
pretend to be so well acquainted, and so familiax with the decrees of 
God, to give thee to know, that thou are elect to eternall salvation, 
yeat if an Angel from heaven come down and tell thee, that he sar thy,. - 
name in the booke of life, if thou beest'not baDtized, never delude thy 
selfe with those imaginary assurances. (S V 161) 

, 
Having thus established the position that baptism held in Donne's 

theologyt it is now time to turn to the Sacrament of Pucharist. this , we 

will seeg is in Donne's conception largely a consolidating Sacrament that 

follows the act of preachingt delivering to the hearer who has received the 

wordt Christ himself in a 
ýorporeal form. We have already stated that the 

great significance of Eucharist is that it wipes'away the actual sins that 

accumulate from day to day to buraen, the individual's life. 
_ 

How this happens, 

Dome explains in the following way: 

we have only the sacrifices of prayer, and of praise, and of Christ 
jWthe 

sacrament; for so it is the ordinary phrase and manner of speech 
in the Fathers to call that a sacrifice; not only as it is a commemorative 
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sacrifice, (for that is amongst our selves, and-so every person in the 
congregation may sacrificeg that is, do that in remembrance of Christ), 
but as it is a real sacrificeg in which the Priest doth that, which 
none but he does; that is, really to offer up Christ Jesus crucified 
to Almighty God for the sins of the peoplepso, as-that very. body of 
Christ, which offered himself for a propitiatory sacrifice upon the 
cross, oxice for all, that body, and all that body suffered, is offered 
again, and presented to the Father, and the Father is intreated, that 
for the merits of that person, so presented and offered unto him, and 
in the contemplation thereof, he will be merciful to that congregation 
and applie those merits of his, to their particular souls. (S 11 256) 

At first sight this statement affirming so strongly the sacrificial 

character of Eucharist seems to bear vestiges of Donne's earlier attachment 

to Romanism. It would, however, be erroneous to look for an explanation 

to Donne's conception of Eucharist in that direction. Par more important 

is that Donne affirms the character of Eucharist as a dynamic event. In 

other wordst he does not see the Sacrament as a, "medicine of immortality"t 

where'the communicant is the passive recipient of the, elements that in some 

manner contain a mysterious virtue and power. We get a much truer picture 

of Dome's view of the Ruchaxisit, if we compare it with his view of sermon. 

We have stated in the previous chapter that for Donne the sermon was an 

"apocalyptic event that set the doors of heaven and hell in motion". 

This was because through the voice of the preachert the voice of the Holy 

Ghost directly ascenjed to address the congregation and its indiiridual_ 

members. Each word uttered in the sermon carried a, power-charge that could 

give ever-lasting life or cause ever-lasting death onAhe hearer. Thiso 

then, is the background, against which we-can understand better the sacri- 

ficial character of Eucha=ist, which Donne expounds.. We see that like the 

sermong the Euchari6t-is an equally apocalyptic event, In the Eucharist,. the 

body of Christ which once hung on, the cross is, offered once again, being 

brought to God as a propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of the congregation. 

The actual suffering of Ohrist on the Calvary might have been a matter of 

historyt like the pages of the written Word in the Scriptures, but when 
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this body was sacrificed againg in a given congregation, it became a 

particular event that could -apply the "general salvation" on each particular 

soul. Thus Donnets view of the Eucharist was dominated by his character- 

istic structure of the Church being the instrument for applying general 

salvation in particulax cases. To him there could be no case of general 

structures, each soul was-a separate individual, who needed God's saving 

grace for his own concrete existential situation. This could be provided 

if at each time of celebration the Communion was an equally real and 

efficacious renewal of the-sacrifice of Christ. From this assertion follows 

naturally the tremendous gravity of each situation where Communion was 

celebrated. As-in the sermon. -potent powers were released, and these could 

either make or break the individual who came in contact with them: ', 

This Sacrament of the Body and Blood of our Saviourp Luther calls 
safely, Venerabile & adorabile; for certainly, whatsoever that is 
which we see, that which we receive, is to be adored; for, we receive 
Christ. He is Res Sacramentit The forme, the Essence, the substance, 
the soule of the Sacrament; And Sacramentum sine re Sacramenti, mors 
est. To take the body, and not the soule, the bread, and not Christ, 
is death. (S VII520) II 

Thusq the recipient of the Eucharist finds himself In the following 

situation: He is present at an event, where the priest offers the-body of 

Christ to God for the sins of each partaker of the Communion. 

pates in this event by witnessing it and receiving the elements of Communiong 

in which he receives Christ. corporeally. If he receives communion worthily 

God Will accept the offer of Christ to wash-away his own individual sins, and 

his receiving the body and blood of Christ will'strengthen the union between 

God, and him. If, howevert he receives the elements unworthily, not accept- 

ing Christ with the bread-and wineq the powers at work will turn into his 

spiritual death. 

Donne did not wish to-be explicit on the, manner, in which the body and 
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blood of Christ were received in the elements. He did, however, strongly 

refute the doctrine of transsubstantiation, thus stressing the difference 

between his views and Romanism: 

Beloved, In the blessed, and glorious, and mysterious Sacrament of the 
Body and Blood of Christ Jesus, thou seest C'nristum Domini, the Lords 
Salvation, and thy Salvation, and thatq thus far with bodily eyes; 
That Bread which thou seest after the Consecration, is not the same 
bread, which was presented before not that it is Transsubstantiated to 
another substancep for it is bread stillq (which is the hereticall 
Riddle of the Roman Church, and Satans sophistry, to dishonour miracles, 
by the assiduity and frequency, and multiplicity of them) but that it is 
severed, and appropriated by God in that Ordinance to another use; It is 
other Breadq so, as the Judge is another man, upon the bench, then he is 
homet in his own house. (S VII 294) 

The decisive difference lay in the use, and not the substance of the 

breadq as the whole Sacrament itself was primarily a dynamic, sacrificial 

Ovent, and not a static consuming'of a "medicine of immortality". There- 

foreg if a parishioner was perplexed at the manner in which he received Christ, 

3)onýe would'only advise him not to worry, and not to enquire too closely into 

divine mysteries: 

When thou'commest to this seale of thy peace, the Sacrament, pray that 
God will give thee light, that may direct and establish thee, in necess- 
ary and fundamentall things; that is, the light of faith to see, that 
the Body and Bloud of Christ, is applied to thee, in that action, But 
for the manner, how the Body and Bloud of Christ is there, wait his 
leisurer if he have not yet manifested that to thee: Grieve not at that, 
wonder not at that, presse not for that; for hee hath not manifested 
that, not the way, not the manner of his presence in the Sacrament to 
the Church. (S VII 290) 

in other wordsq Donne urged the CO=Unicant to perceive the content of 

the action that was to take place, not its outward form or mechanics. - This 

is an attitude consistent to Donne. He did not wish to enter into sophis- 

ticated and ýIstract theological speculations when preaching to his congre- 

gation. His main concern was the saving action of God and the interaction 

between God and man that took place through the ordinances of the Church. 

33oth the 'Sermon and the Sacraments were to him a hand of God reached out 
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to man, waiting for man to grasp it, Thereforeq, if this account has failed 

to answer certain questions pertinent to the curiosity of a theologically 

trained mind, it cannot be helped. To Donne questions concerning theological 

detail were often irrelevant# and he refused to deal with them. His only 

concern was, how to find rest in union with Godp and how to assist his fellowý- 

men on this trail. Therefore his way of thinking was moulded accordingly, 

and I have tried to present it az such in this thesis. 

We will finally swmarize the contents of this last chapter in the 

following manner: 

1. For Donne the Sacranents were essentially a part of the continuous 

process of God's nurturing care in the Church. Where the sermon was an 

abrupt establishing of confrontation, the Sacraments belonged to a realm 

of gradual-care. Both the sermon and the Sacraments belonged, however, 

insleparably togetherg "like thunderand lightning'19 complementing each other 

and both working together to bring man in union with his Maker. 

2. The chief work of the Sacraments was to prepare ground for the 

establishing of this union by, washing away the original sin in Baptism,, and 

by. consolidating the union by atoning for the day-to-day actual sins in 

Eucharist. It is to be noted, that Donne always considerdd sin as something 

that stood in the way of the processýof conversiont hindering the interaction 

between God and man. Thus, while the Sacraments offered atonement and 

washing away of sins, they are to be seen essentially as instruments of union. 

The Sacraments were to be seen also as the non-verbal part in the 

process of communication between God and man through the Church. As in 

communication between two personsq words may essentially carry the chief 

messageg and yet the interaction happens on all levels of personalityq like- 

wise in the commun ication of the Church the sermon formed the verbal part, 

I- 
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which was supported and complemented by the non-verbal message of the 

Sacraments in affirming the message of grace, and giving visible and tangible 

seals of it. 

The S. 6crament of Baptism, apart from washing away the original sin, 

also restored man to a state, where he could continue his newly established 

relationship with Godt without relapsing into his formerg natural state. 

Thus it marked the beginning of a long and gradual process that was eventually 

to lead man into a harmonious union with God. ý Because this process of 

interaction was initiated at Baptism, it followed that Baptism was absolutely 

necessary to one's salvation. Although Donne-was not willing to condemn 

children dying unbaptized, - he-was prompt to point out that no one could hope 

to travel the path to the Kingdom of God without having entered through the 

gate of Baptism. - 

The Sacrament of Eucharist was to Donne essentially a sacrificial 

event. , Here the priest re-offered the crucified body of Chript to God as a 

propitiatory offering for the congregation's sins., To be fully understood, 

this event is to be compared to the sermon., In sermon the preacher-brings 

forth the power of the Scriptures. - to present-day reality. In a similar 

manner the historical event of Christ's death on the cross was brought into 

the present dayq'to the here and now in the Sacrament of the Eucharist. 

Thus the general salvation achieved by Christ could-become particular 

salvation to the individual parishioner in his very own existential 

situation. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

0 

In starting to summarize the different threads of this thesis and to 

draw conclusions from them, it is first necessary to go back to, the very 

beginning and consider the method'and approach, which we had set for Our- 

selves in taking the task of rendering an accountof Donne's ecclesiology. 

The first task I set myself was to meet Donne strictly on hiw own terms. 

Already at, the earliest phase of*this research it became evident that 

previous scholars studying Donne's theology had made the grave mistake of 

seAng him in the-light, of the theological heritage of previous ages, or 

within the strictly contemporary framework of his own era and its theo- 

logical and ecclesiastical'climate. In'doing so these scholars had failed 

to detect Donne's great originality and to discern the paths along which 

his thoughts ran. They had discovered striking similarities between Donne 

and the Neoplatonic school of thought or between Donne and high-Church 

Anglicanism.,, Even though these discoveries were correct in themselves, the 

conclusion drawn by Ramsay and Husain, i. e. 9 that Donne could be classified 

as a Neoplatonist or a high Church Anglican was 'totally erroneous. There- 

fore I'set myself to attempt to listen only to what Donne himself has to 

say, to detect the twists and turns in his train of thought, land to render 

as faithful as possible an account of that which could be heard in this 

manner. It'has to be admitted that this &-pproach, in spite of its obvious 

justificationt has caused a somewhat curious situation, not often 
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encountered in theological research. My actual topict Donne's doctrine 
I 

of the Church, deals with a- question that was acute in Donne's own con- 

temporary situation. In his own lifetime men had been jailed and suffered 

martyrdon fo: r differences of opinion concerning the doctrine of the Church. 

The question of the nature of the Church had a long and tortuous'history 

even in the centuries that preceded Donne, and to an extent an understanding 

of both previous and contemporary argument could thus be deemed necessary 

for the proper grasping of a certain mants thoughts on the Church in a given 

era and environment. Yet, in order to make only Donne's-voice properly 

heardp I have endeavoured to keep these factors in the background, and 

consciously avoided references, to past and contemporary thinkers. This 

has been because of my basic conviction that even in approaching a, question 

that is of critical relevance to'a given time-and environment, a certain 

maýfs thoughts and. doctrinal standpoints stem first and foremost from the 

man himselfq and only in the second place from his past and present age and 

envirorment. As a justification, of this conviction we may remark that, 

as the reader has already seeng following this'path'in xasearch has pro- 

duced results that do not follow the generally accepted pattern, but none 

the less form a coherent and logical picture. In other words, my chief 

argument for the validity of my approach and of the results I have produced 

rests on their credibility. Ultimately the reader must judge the validity 

of this claim. 

Thust in endeavouring to present a picture of Donne's doctrine'of the 

Churchq I have been compelled to devote-considerable thought and space to 

the man Donneg his way of experiencing the-reality that he lived in, and 

to the way this reality experience formed his way of, thought. In other 

wordsq in order to present a small sector of Donne's-thinking, I have 
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tried to understand him as a total personality, and see not only his thoughts 

on the Church, but also on the -whole scope of life and existence. Following 

this path has necessitated trying to bridge a gulf of more than three 

cen tiiries, asfar as this can be done, and trying to form an intimate re- 

lationship with the man Donne. It has demanded a considerable effort of 

empathyq and has produced a situation, where the person making the study 

finds himself not only as a detached scrutinizer, but also himself personally 

responding to the long dead and yet living personality of Donne. Although 

an argument might be raised against the validity of such personal response 

on the researcher's partt I none the less consider it essential. Two 

examples may be cited here, as to where this responding has noticeably 

affected my work: (a) The reader may have been at times surprised at the 

astonishing '*modernity" of some of Donne's ideas and of the way in which they 

have been expressed. Here my response to Donne has been that I have not 

always felt myself bound to the vocabulary and thought concepts that Donne 

used. I felt that I may present a more accurate picture of his experience 

and thoughts by using language and concepts. which, although no doubt un- 

familiar to him, still best express the message he wanted to convey. Had 

I confined myself in such instances to the exact words and concepts Donne 

himself used, his message might have remained obscure to the modern reader, 

and the originality of his thought totally unnoticed. (b) At times the 

reader may have been disappointed because certain questions which seem 

pertinent to a theologically trained mind have been left conspicuously 

unanswered. Here I have deemed it inappropriate to dwell on topics which 

held scant relevance to Donneg even though some other theologian might have 

had entirely different thoughts. Thus even though enough material may have 

existed to answer these questionsg I`hbýve felt at liberty not to dwell on 

topics which Donne had accepted only because they were part and parcel of 
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the generally accepted body of Anglican dogma, but which. did -not hold any 

I 
significance for his own thought. We may now go' back-to the definition of 

the task of this thesis, as it was formulated in the Introduction; i. e. to 

render as thorough an account, as possible of Donne's ecclesiologye' ' From 

the considerations that have emerged the reader may see that this task has 

been executed not by analysing a set of detachedq abstract ideas, but 

primarily by making an analysis of Donne's experience of reality and of the 

role that the Church played in it. It is my contention that we are able 

I- to get a truer picture of what the Church meant to Donne, by linking it to 

his overall existenceg than if we had approached Donne's ecclesiology as a 

set of abstrPctions holding mainly academic interest to him. 

Thust starting from these premisesq I have decided to divide'this 

chapter of conclusions in the following manner: A. Donne the man and his 

experience of reality. Here I will concentrate on drawing the lines which 

show how his experience of reality affected his theological thinking in 

general and his ecclesiology in particular. B. Donne's doctrine of the 

Church. This section will give a summary of the most important results 

of my research, paying most attention, as has been my consistent cipproacho 

to that which best displays Donne's originality. t 

A. DONNE THE MAN AND HIS EXPERIENCE OF REALITY 

Starting to collect the different threads which we have already 

presented on Donne the man in the first main chapter of this thesis, the 

prominent theme that emerges on all planes of his personality is the conflict 

between an aspiring ego and the. reality which surrounds it. In all fields 

of life the story of Donne is the story of this ego in conflict with its 

surroundingsl and, later, adjusting to itt finding reconciliation in a 
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working synthesis of reality. We can see that the young Donne is a 

person who intensely stresses his own individualityg an ego separate and 

autonomous in the reality which surrounds it. To this emphasis is coupled 

the ekaltatiort of the body and its corporeality, as well as that of sensual 

delights. This emphasis on, personal separateness from his surroundings, 

however, soon leads him into a serious conflict. What I propose to do in 

this passage, is to follow the course of this conflict and its eventual 

solution on three distinct fields, his relationship with women, with his 

career and with religion. On the basis of our findings in the first main 

chapter I wish to. summarize here the parallel course of this basic conflict 

and, its solution as it emerged on these three fields, thus forming a picture 

0f 3)onne's experience of the reality that surrounded him, -and the ways in 

which this affected his theological thinking. 

1. Donne and his women - 

Following the course of development of Donne's experience of his women, 

as we can see it portrayed in his poetry, we see what tremendous emphasis the 

young Donne laid on the sepaxateness of his personal ego. As can be clearly 

seen from his earliest poetryt the Eleries, to him love was a, strictly one 

way affair. It had its origins in his ovm burning desire, which could be 

kindled by almost any woman in sight. Indeedq it is obvious that to Donne 

love and the chase and capture that it involved was an end in itself. The 

object of this chase was clearly of a secondary importancel and it c. an be 

safely argued that young Donne rarely if ever encountered his women as 

equals. The self-sufficiency of his own ego as well as a fear of being hurt, 

apparently forbade him a closer personal relationship. To this self- 

sufficiency must be added, both as its contrast and complement, a germinal 

feeling of the insufficiency of such total separateness of his person. 
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Donne staunchly denied this feeling as long as he could, ýut it could not 

be suppressed in the long term. In some of his Songs and Sonnets we can 

already see an impending crisis brewing, In such poems Donne bitterly 

expresises his bwn folly in falling a prey to lovev and rebukes himself. He 

is clearly afraid to step outside the confines of his personal ego, and thus 

rendering himself vulnerable to the possibility of being hurt. Yet the 

demands of spUtting his narrow confines are growing stronger all the time, 

waiting only the final burst of the dam. This burst came, when Donne met 

Anne More and fell in love with her. Of this process we can see traces re- 

corded in The Extasie and some other Songs and Sonnets. Thus-we can attempt 

to reconstruct a picture of what happened. It-is apparent that Donne's 

sense of dissatisfaction with the total separateness of his self had finally 

grown strong enough to force him to risk venturing earnestly to reach out to 

another person. He was now willing to submit his total independence and to 

share his formerly self-contained world with somebody else. We know that 

when he finally risked this with Anne More, the attempt was successful, and 

produced some totally new results. The most important of these was, no 

doubtt an entirely new kind of experienceg which he records in The I]xtasie. 

Heret it can be seen, both participants have temporarily abandoned themselves, 

sharing an experience that is greaterthan its two participantst transcending 

them both. One can reasonably surmise that now for the first time in his 

life Donne felt not being a strictly separate, individual personality, but 

shared his reality with someone elseý and this experience of a shared reality 

brought with itself a concept of reality where the total is based on the 

interaction of its parts, the parts themselves being in a subordinate position. 

in other wordsq it is my contention, that in Donne's experience with Anne 

, %lore Jay the beginnings of his ontological conception, which was later to 
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become so decisive for his theology. He had successfully experienced the 

bursting of an ý ego from its limited confinements into a shared reality of 

interporsonal interaction. To Donne, this experience was so significant, 

that although i-t would be a gross overstatement to claim that'it immediately 

changed his whole outlook of life and reality, it none the less marked' the 

beginning of a process that was to lead to this total change of outlook. As 

3)onne's marriage seems to have been essentially a happy one, we may claim that 

the pattern of a shared experience of realityms strengthened in the years of 

life that he had together with Anne, thus preparing him for a ýimilar change 

in his ontological reality in other f ields of lif e and finally in his total 

outlook. Therefore in the case-history of Donne, his relationship with 

women was the first area where the. impending conflict of his starting point was 

brought to a crisis ana to a successful solution. At the same time his ex- 

perience of reality was given the first decisive shaping. 

2. Donne and his career 

Looking at Donne's experience, in his struggle to make a careerg the'first 

point that catches the eye is the strong element of aspiration'in his, starting 

point. We have already noted that he traced his family to the Dwns of Kidwelly 

in Carmarthenshirev an ancient and distinguished-family that had'often played 

a role in the making of the emerging nation. It isýobvious that he considered 

himself to be no commoner, and aimed high at making his career. Already at 

an early age he set forth to make his way to the Court, by making useful con- 

tacts and friendships, and finally finding employment with Egerton. Vie 

picture-that emerges of the young Donne aspiring to a career, - is that of a 

strong and a6piring egov that perceived the social machinery as'a ladder to be 

climbedg a system to be utilisedg where great opportunities were offered to an. 

enterprising young man who was ready to seize them. This view was dealt a 
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shattering blowl when his hopes vanished as a consequence of his politically 

unwise marriage. Now the establishment which to him had seemed a useful 

ladder to climb turned against him, and seemed to grind him into poverty 

and o. blivion. This total reversal which so thoroughly changed his earlier 

view explains to us Donne's severe depression and crisis of identity during 

his years at Mitcham. His failure-to utilise the social establishment to 

fulfill the aspirations of his ego had left him a strong, sensp of being, apart, 

of being cut out of the world. Hence he could write: "Such as I am, rather 

a sicknesse and disease of the world then any part of it, " From this desola- 

tion and feeling of being cut off emerged, however, the seeds of a new solution. 

The key concept to this was being part of something. The blow that had been 

dealt to him in crushing his ambitions had demolished his view of the world as 

something to be utilised. Vow. he merely wanted to be-.. pa# of the social system, 

to belong to it, and, not to be cast away. He had already experienced with 

his wife reality as something that is based on the shaxed action and experience 

of its participants. The crisis with his career ambitions helped him gradually 

to expand this view to the total functionings of the social structure. Al- 

-though he by no means abandoned his hopes of a career as. a courtier, he was 

able to submit his ego to be part of the machinery of the world and society, 

not a detached observer and utiliser. More important still, he was now able 

to conceive the social structure as a unified system, where all parts were 

interlinked. Thus he was eventually able to accept his place in the Orders, 

albeit still much against his will. The inscription on his grave monument 

: rnstinctu et imPulsu SP- sancti, monitu'et hortatu Regis Jacobi is character- 

istic to his attitude at this time. Both the secular society and the Church 

belonged together in his conceptiong thus if King James seemed to force him 

to take Orderst he could consider this as an impulse by the Holy Spirit, 
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because his structure of reality in this respect was unified, In accepting 

-the pressure of circumstances and the admonitions of the King he was again 

making himself a useful part in the unif ied order of creation. 'Yet it must 

be admitted that he never totally abandoned his court manners and attitudes. 

The question has been raised, whether he had paid Buckingham for his appointment 

to the Deanery of St. Paulls, and we know that the opinion 0, f the high and the 

mighty was always a grave concern to him. However, especially after he hid 

found wholehearted acceptance of the Christian doctrineg not only on an 

intellectual, but also on an existential level, we see Dome as a "preacher 

in earnest'll expounding and extolling the message of his Church, and in the 

same time knowing that in so doing he was performing his part in God's scheme 

of creation. Thus, even concerning his career his ego had found reconciliation 

and a working synthesis with its environment to which it had earlier tried to 

adjust as an outsider with little success. This reconciliation'between self 

and environment, we have already seeng came to play a decisive part in the 

formation on in Donne's theological thinking and his concepts of the Church. 

3- Donne and religion 

in considering the question of the relationship between'Donne and religion, 

we soon find ourselves on the most delicate ground yet covered, We know that 

his family Were ardent Catholics with a long tradition 'Of' pe'r'secution and 

martyrdom. Young Dom e himself was soon facing the difficult dilemma of the 

choice of loyalties offered to him by his family tradition and his high 

career ambitions, It is not surprising to see thai he soon'decided in favour 

of the latter; indeed the sanctions that followed from adhering to Catholicism 

and the rewards that came with the acceptance of Anglicanism must have been 

very eloquent arguments to a man as ambitious as Donne. Yet we may safely 

assume that the question had even deeper dimensions still. Catholicism, 
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especially in Elizabethan Baglandl demanded unconditional submission to the 

authority to the Church, both in intellectual matters of doctrine, and, to 

quite a large extent, in matters of political and social allegiance. It if) 

most'lýkely that it was this submission of his selfq body and soul, to the 

authority of the Church that Donne found most difficult to accept, and there- 

fore drifted from the Catholic Church into a "Marriage of convenience" with 

the Anglican Church., The scant documents that have been preserved about 

young Donne's religious attitude, bear witness of the extremely detached and 

impersonal character of this new alliance. Donne may or may not have. 

intellectually accepted the bulk of the Anglican doctrine, but he certainly 

was not going to submit his ego to the authority of the Anglican Church, nor 

-to give one inch on his individual autonomy. His III Satire shows us, how 

Donne made a sharp distinction between "true religion" and the claims of the 

individual Churches. His answer was to "doubt wisely" but not to give up 

'ýhe 
search for the truth. We can see here a clear analogy between Donne's 

earlier relationship with women and his earlier relationship with religion. 

33oth are marked by a detachment that stems from a desire to preserve the 

autonomy and self-sufficiency of his ego, as well as by a fear of being, hurt, 

if he ventures into a closer relationship and lowers his barriers. Yet there 

is in both cases a clear indication of a wish for such a closer relationship, 

an indication that being totally self-contained is not quite as satisfactory 

as Donne would have it. 

This attitude of detachment finally collapsed and developed into an open 

conflict during Donne's years at Mitchamp as the result of the severe frustra- 

tion and crisis of identity that followed the crushing of his career ambitions. 

Now the sense of isolation and separation from the world prompted him into 

religious meditationsg as a possible way of finding a solution. Yet his poems 
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like La Corona and The Litanie, together with some earlier Holy Sonnets, show 

clearly how abortive his attempts were. We can see in them his ego, full of 

Sturm und Drang as aspiring as ever, reaching towards Goa,, voicing'desperate 

criesq and yet riot really knowing to who or what it is reaching. He is still 

a prisoner -of himself . and although he borrows heavily from the influences of 

his early Catholic training and the language and imagery of contemporary 

religious ýwritings, he is unable to break the self-imposed limits that isolate 
I 

him and his crisis as a small islet in an archipelago of reality. However 

this religious crisis temporarily subsided when Donne found reconciliation with 

his social environment and was able to accept Orders. Although he may not 

have found the meaning of Christian doctrine on an existential level, he was 

none the less able to accept it asan intellectual truth and find his place In 

the social establishment by serving the Church. This relief wasq however, 

only tepporAryq and the religious crisis iri Donne's existence became more acute 

than everg after his wife diedl two years after his accepting the Orders. 

rr eviouslyq his wife haA given him the sense of security and acceptance that 

had enabled him to venture outside the limits of his ego, and to share his 

experience of reality with another person. Now this support was denied to 

him# and hence he either had to seek some other partnerg or revert to the self- 

contained state of his earlier age. From his sonnet Since she whom I lovId 

hath paid her last debt it is clear that the course of seeking God to fill 

the place of his deceased wifeg was Donne's choice very soon after the tragedy 

had struck him. Yet there were several obstacles on this course. To Donne 

God may have been an intellectually acceptable truth, but his earlier attempts 

to find contact with him by the aspirations of his ego and wit- had remained 

fruitless. He had tried to use his wit as a battering-ram to conquer the 

gates of heaven, but the gates had held. Thus, the only thing that remained 

dr 
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. 
to him was to be still and wait. Donne's A Hymne to Christ, composed on his 

going to Germany in 1619 gives us a picture of a soul that is prepared to 

disclaim the ties that had bound him to his pastq including the Sturm und 

I)rans Of his asýirin, -,, ego, but is none the less uncertain as to whether God is 

going to receive him. Resigned expectation is perhaps the best expression to 

describe the state of Donne's soul during the years that passed between his 

wife's death and the decisive crisis. 

The decisive crisis came in 1623, during Donne's serious illness. Now 

he was. brought face to face with imminent death. In this situation he could 

find no escape from his sense of guilt and worthlessness, and fears of being 

abandoned into utter annihilation*. Yet it was not until Donne was thus 

forcedq on his sick-bedg to face his deepest fears without any remaining 

support that he was able to forge a lasting solution to the problem that had 

plagued him for years. 'What he found was a new sense of his belonging to 

God's peoplet a communion that was greater than himselfq and from which he would 

not be eradicated by sickness and death. This discovery also brought with 

itself a sense of acceptance and reconciliation of his past shortcomings and 

failures. He found that despite his worthlessness, God was willing to accept 

him and support himo when all his own supports had failed. This experience, 

in turnt marked the beginning of a totally new relationship. He could now 

accept God as his partner without a fear of being suddenly abandoned or getting 

hurt in the process. He had now gained the same sense of basic security and 

acceptancet which he had first experienced with Anne More. Thus heýcould 

contemplate God without fear, jealousy or false pretences. He had, no'longer 

a need to make the distinction between subject and object, his own self 

aspiring and God as the target of his aspirations. In communion with God 

he now had the we-experience of a shared reality in a harmonious interaction 

with all of God's creation, 

- 
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4. The significance of these developments to Donne's theology. 

These then, were the developments that decisively shaped Donne's theo- 

logical thinking. Although admittedly he did receive a numter of -influences 

from both meditval Scholasticism and contemporary Anglican theology, these 

influences must be regarded as amorphous material to which he gave the form 

and shape of his own personal struggles, his own questions and solutions. 

Indeed, we may go one step further, and claim that Donne was not strictly speak- 

ing a theologian. By this I mean that he never really assimilated the doctrin- 

al structure of Christian faith as something valuable or autonomous in itself. 

Rathert it always remained to him as something foreign to Which he had any 

use only In so far as it could be used to demonstrate the contents of his own 

inner strugglest and their outcome. This will become evident, when we collect 

the following dominating trends which stem directly from Donne's own struggles 

and give his theology its characteristic shape: 

Donne's personal development was strongly marked by the initial struggle 

of an aspiring ego to encounter Jýs environment as a distinctly separate thingg 

an objeett the tension and clash that followed from this manner of encounter 

and the eventual reconciliation in an experience of shared reality. From this 

follows that in his theology Donne always retained an emphasis on the importande 

of a personal selfq and insisted that even before God created him, he elected 

him, thereforep says Donne, even then "I was Ill. This insistence lent Donne's 

theology the characteristic tension between individual and collective, a struc- 

ture which perhaps can be best described in the dialectical structure of thesis, 

antithesis and synthesis. For instanceg we can perceive Donne's starting 

pointq the creationg which was a unified and harmonious order under God as 

the thesisq which received its antithesis in the fall of man and in manis 

individuation and differentiation from the rest of creation as well as from 
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his fellow-men. This development in turn reached the stage of synthesis 

when man turned back to his maker in a process of conversion, being.. - restored 

in a state better than his original -righteousness, and in his interaction with 

God sharing a cQmmon reality with himt thus becoming "of one Spirit", 

This dialectical tension also found its outlet in Donne's ontologyt which', 

as haB already been pointed out, was formed at least partially as a result of 

his early experiences. Here the synthesis between the aspiring ego and its 

environment led Donne to an ontology that decisively placed the essences in 
I 

a subordinate position to relationships and in*teraction. Donne's own life 

had been a struggle for communication and communion; the fulfillment which he 

eventually found was so overwhelmingly important that it surpassed in meaning 

its components. 'Thus to Donne experience of reality was a shared event, and 

invariably greater than the sum of its participants. The synthetic unit of 

we took precedence over the tentative stage of I- it and even the more 

personal I- thou. Donne perceived the whole creation as a vast network of 

shared interaction and common experience. of communication and communion, where 

the individual components were reduced to poles between which the network of, 

interaction could be weaved and a myriad of communicative connections could 
j 

be linked. From this follows that to Donne all the universe was essentially 

an event, the sum total of the shared interaction between all its components. 

From this view of reality Donne also shaped his view of the Church. 

Because the whole created universe was a unified network of interaction, Donne 

would-not concede any dichotomy between sacred and secular. Therefore the 

Church was to him a specialized branch of the whole creation, with a taskýto 

concentrate on initiating and furthering the process of conversion of men to 

their maker and to the restored harmonious communication between man and God 

and man and man. In effectqýaccording to Donne's view, the Church should not 
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be seen as an institution doing something, but as an event taking place. 

This view stressed further the unity of the Church with the rest of created 

universe. The Church was in itself an event, part of the great event of 

realityp that TLaxt which lea-to the synthesis of harmonious interaction, 

communion and communication. - Here the institution merely provides the 

necessary outer framework to this event and the means by which it could take 

place. 

B. ýDONNEIS DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH ' 

Having thus summarized the main lines of Donne's development and his 

experience of reality, we have also. given an answer to our question: Why and 

how did Donne's theology and ecclesiology develop the way it did? Thus J'V is 

now time to collect the main points of our findings of the actual structure of 

Donne's doctrine of the'Church and present our final answer to this question. 

-- We started our analysis with a view of the position and role df the 

Church in the created'universe. Here our following of'Donne's thought lead 

us first to the act of creation, which to Donne was the logical starting point$ 

and where he followed the general tradition of Christian theology by inter- 

preting the past from the situation of present-day reality-and existence. 

Thusq' according to Donneq the ultimate 
_primus_motor 

that prompted God to under- 

take the work of creation was his own "sociableness and communicableness. " 

in accordance with his ontology that stressed relationships and interaction 

at-the expense, of essences, Donne perceived the pre-existent Holy Trinity not 

as a static entity, but a dynamic tripole, with a constant exercise of mutual 

affection and*emotional interaction taking place between the three persons. 

God would notp however, be-content merely with himself and the limited 

communication and communion'within the Trinity. He desired more communication 
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partners to expand his affection, more company to communicate with. There- 

fore he created heaven and earth, populating all the creat; d realms with di- 

verse creatures, from the highest aneels to the lowest worms,, In this host 

of creatures ma-a came to hold a special placev because he combined in himself 

the nature of angels as well as that of earthly creatures. Also, because 

man multiplies in infinite numbers, this guaranteed the scope for the ex- 

pansion of the exercise of divine affection. ad infinitum. Having thus the 

multitude of companions axound him, it now remained for God to establish the 

mode and instrument of --ommunication. This he did by creating the Church. 

The Church was placed in the world to be the "holy meeting" between God and 

his faithfuli a joyous occasion and a cheerful event. At the same time the 

Church summoned more and more people to come and join this communion. Thus, 

although the Church has the characteristics of an established institution it 

should be seen primarily as an event, taking place in given time and space, 

where communication and communion between God and man is established and 

maintained. We can say that the Church event is the constant actualization 

in created world of the very idea that initiated the creation, the manifesta- 

tion and exercise of divineg communicative love. 

The question that immediately presented itself from Donne's own historical 

situation was, whether the working of this instrument of communication had not 

bee 
In 

seriously impeded by the great split of Churches that had happened shortly 

beforeq as, a consequence of the Reformation. This question was especially 

acute to Donne, because he had been born and bred a Catholic, and had changed 

his allegiances to the Church of England only in later life. The, question' 

that he faced together with many of his contemporaries was: When all the 

Churches lay claims of being the rightful spouse of Christ, which is the right 

one that will surest lead man into union with his maker and to his salvation. 
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Here, again, Dome drew the solution from his ontologicalstructuree The 

Church, as has been already stated should not be seen primariiy as an 

institutionp but as an event, the actualization of an idea. This idea was 

pre-existent with God from all eternityq and as Bitch essentially indivisible. 

Although the different Churches offered different environments and frameworks 

to'its actualizationt this could not destroy the basic unity that was founded.. 

on the idea being one and the same. Indeed the outwar4 split of the Churches, 

which in Donne's mind was caused by human disagreements on unessential 

adiaphorag served a positive purpose, because when disruptive and quarrelsome 

ele I ments went their own way and formed their own Churches, this preserved 

the necessary peace at all quarters for the actualization and maintaining the 

communication and communion between God and man. In any case, Donne held, 

all Churches that he saw had maintained the rightful basis for their existence, 

which was redemption in Christ. In all of them the Word of God was being 

preached and the Sacraments administeredg according to Christ's institution; 

thus they were all parts of the universal Church. Moreover, all of them 

were striving together to reach the New Jerusalem, and Donne's own acute 

observation told him that this goal might be reached in any one of them. 

Thus he coupled his personal experience with his ontological view in forming 

a solution to this question. However, although Donne maintained that the 

Churches of Rome, Canterbury and Geneva were essentially one in both their 

basis and their goal, he still expressed a wish that these Churches might also 

reach visible unity under the faith and order of any of these Churches. Yet. 

he remarked that the Anglican version would be preferable, as he held it to 

be the closest approximation to the ideal. If this visible unity were to be 

reachedt this would'liberate the energies otherwise wasted in unnecessary 

bickering and "defensive warr" and the whole Church of Christ might contemplate 
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her Lord "clearly and uniformely". 

Closely allied to the question of the division of the Churches in Donnels 

own time was the question of tile relationship between the Church and, society, 

especially the relationship to secular authority. But in contrast to the 

question of the division of Churchesp the relationship between Church and 

society seems to have been one that scarcely troubled Donne. Here he based 

his views firmly on the concept of a unified order of creation. This unity 

was ensured, because God had created men in interactive relationships that 

were derived from God himself. Thus all members of the society* were dependent 

on one another. Indeed, all members of the society were members of one another, 

by virtue of these relationships in which they had been placed, and by the 

common experience which they shared. in their communion and communication. 

One might say that for Donne the shared experience of Christian reality was 

the society. Thus the society was safeguarded against possible abuses, a 

view which enabled Donne to advocate absolute monarchy, deriving this from the 

nature of God himself as King of the creation. Similarlyq because of this 

united view of creation and the society, Donne would not acknowledge any 

dichotomy between its sacred and secular branches. The Church was a special- 

ized branch of the societyg but none the less an integral part of it, and 

under the jurisdiction of the head of the society. Converselyq Donne also 

held, from his unified point of view, that not only the Church, but all branches 

of the society and all its secular ventures held to a degree a share of the 

responsibility of the task of bringing God's creatures back into communion 

with him. 
. 

In the great process of interaction that constituted the world, 

sacred and se6ular were merely different facets of the same unified concept. 

Having thus defined Donne's concept of the position and of the Church in 

the created universe and secular society, we can now collect our findings on 
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the contents of its function. We have already stated that God created the 

Church to be his instrument in drawing his creatures in communion and communic- 

gtion with himself. In other words, the Church was primarily a specialized 

instruffient of'Eralvation. Following Donne's own definition we can say that 

the task of the Church was to apply and convey the general salvationt 

I achieved by Christ on the crossq to every particular soult to each individual 

member of the congregation, in his particular existential situation. it 

must be pointed out here that for Donne the concept of salvation was not 

primarily concentrated on the forensic, judicial, concepts of justification 

and rightýOusness. '. Admittedly Donne conceived salvation to contain a re- 

mission from'one's sins, but this was not in the sense of a Judge proclaiming 

a verdict'of not guilty, but in the sense of abolishing the obstacles that 

stood in the way of the communicative union, Thus the Church event that 

achieved all this and conveyed the general salvation to every particular soul 

can be analyzed as follows: (a) It established a confrontation between the 

individual man and God, in which man became aware of his own sinfulness and 

his shortcomings before God. However, it-was against the background of this 

experience that man was also able to perceive the scope and meaning of the 

grace offered to him. It must be kept in mind that sin and grace were never 

impersonal abstractions in Donne's theology. They were always linked with a 

concrete experience that occurred in connection with certain actual circum- 

stances, varying from each individual man to another. Unless a man could 

experience his sin as a tangible entity, and the wrath of God descending on 

him for a particularg clearly understood reason, grace would have been mean- 

ingless. ' For salvation to be effective, the individual man mus .t be confronted 

in his actual situation with the judgements of God that hit him in the particu- 

lar weaknesses of his own life. In this confrontation his defences would 

be. ýbroken, his self-assertions shattered, and he would be forced with his 
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back against the wall with nothing standing between himself and the Judgements 

of Goa. (b) The road having thus been cleared of barriers and false pre- 

tences. the sinner would, however, encounter not only the wrath of God, but 

. also his mercy.. From a situation of utter abandonment and loneliness would 

spring a new communicative relationship, and interaction in harmonious 

communication. Thus man would be led into his salvation, a new state of 

union that would carry him even across the straits of death. 

This salvation was achieved by the Church through its two main instruments, 

the preaching_of the Word and the Sacraments. The p-reaching was especially 

used for proclaiming the judgements of God, but it could also apply his 

mercies. The newly established relationship was nurtured by the application 

of the Sacrament of. Eucharist. Yet it must be remarked, that as God acted 

in this process through the medium of the Church, forming a union with him 

meant-also being integrally grafted to the fellowship of the Church and its 

faithful-. i. The Church was to be seen as a collective, where all the people 

were members of one another, and where the successes and failures. on the road 

to the Kingdom of God were equally shared, each affecting the total. When 

a child was baptizedo each member of the Church was a little richer, when some 

one died and was buried.. each member of the communicative fellowship had lost 

something.. In the interactive network of the Church there was a union of 

divine and human, but also unity between all human elements. Thus we can 

conclude by saying that the salvation achieved by the Church and through the 

Church meant essentially the final and perfect actualization of the communica- 

tive interaction that had been the original reason of the work of creation. 

This, theng was in Donne's thought the essential role and function of the 

Church. Yet to say this, and leave blank the actual mechanisms of how it 

worked, as seen from the viewpoint of the individual, would be to give but 

p 
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half of Donne's doctrine of the Church, because, as has been repeatedly 

stated, 'Dome had no use for generalizations# but only for real actualizations 

of the idea in human existence. Directing our glance to this aspect in the 

i 
third'main chapter of this thesis, we found that the basic human starting 

point could, be summarized as follows: 

Because God had created man with the purpose of gaining partners for 

communication in his mind, man was already innately equipped with a yearning 

to find Godq and to rest in'the union with him. Thus there was in him from- 

theývery-beginning a spark which could be kindled to respond to the call which 

was to come from God. Also man had as a part of his natural equipment a 

capacity 6f-forming a notion of God's existence, through the observation of 

his own senses. This capacity was, however, limited only to the forming of 

an intellectual'notion. ' By observing the creation around him, 'man could 

perceive-that God existedg* but he could not enter into communication with him. 

He was, in other words', doomed to remain strictly within the limits of his own 

self, "and alone#, before God took the decisive step to -establish the communica- 

tive-'relationship. Only then could man graduate from seeing God to knowing 

God*' ' The term that Donne consistently employs, to know God, giveslan 

implication of an intimate relationship. This implication is further 

strengthened,, when Donne stresses that God wishes to make himself known through 

Christ. - The Christ-figure here that Donne speaks of is not primarily Christ 

the Judge or Christ the Redeemerg but Christ the man, the God incarnate in 

the person of Jesus of Nazareth. Thus learning to know God through his 

human-aspect, the person'of Jesus of Nazareth, the gap between divine and 

human could be bridged, and the union is thus made possible. Yet no man 

could learn to know God through Christ, but through his Churchq in which 

Christ could be met both-by sharing his Word and meeting him corporeally in the 
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Sacranents. 
9 

Yet even before God proceeded to establish his Church where men could - 

be led to their salvation, by learning to know him, this step was preceded 
W 

by a-long histbry of God's. speaking to men in diverse-situations. God's 

, revelation, of himself was a continuous and growing process, where the Church 

was the culmination. Thus he had given the people of Israel his lawo and 
I 

made his will known through the prophets. In this manner the Jews had a 

refuge fromAhe condemnation of their consciences and could attain an 

elementary degree of justification. Yet the Scriptures'of the Old Testament 

could be but-imperfectly understood, before the coming of Christ and the 

establishing of the Church. They contained all the power of the Holy Spirit, 

but this power remained latent, until it was released in the light of the 

Gospel. Even the Scriptures of New Testament, being directly inspired by the 

Holi Spirit, and giving an account of God's speaking "personally and aloud", 

through his Son, could yield only part of their power, before they were sub- 

mitted to the catalyst of the preaching of the Church. In the ordinance 

of preaching the power of the Scriptures was brought forward in such a form 

that it could cause a confrontation and crisis in the life of men, together 

with a lasting change. Thus, when Donne mentions the concept of the Word 

of God he always means the whole process of communication that proceeds from 

God to man. TheWord is one of God's attributes, that side of him which 

is turned towards men, calling them. -Of this Word the written Word in the 

Scriptures forms a part, a recorded history of Godis speaking, as well as a 

message that can be delivered in the preaching of the Church. The Church 

itself, with all her ordinances, is, however, the complete and ultimate 

revelationt and the final Word of God in the comple te sense of the Word, 

encompassing within herself all God's *speaking, past and present, and 
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continuing this activity until the end of the world. 

ýhis speaking of'God in his Church is, as has been rep'eatedly stated, 

concentrated on the sermon. This, to Donne, was nothing less than-an 

apocalyptic event. The preaching event contained an immediate divine 

presence, where the spirit of God descended through the minister and his 

wordst to address each member of the congregation individually. In preach- 

ing tremendous powers were unleashed, and they could not be escaped. 

F, . ither the hearer received the message that the Holy Spirit delivered to him 

through the preacher, or he rejected it. In the former case his false pre- 

sumptions were shattered and a new relationship between God and him could be 

established, which would lead him to his salvation. But in the latter case, 

if he rejected the power which could have saved him, it turned against him, 

to bring about eternal damnation. Thus the ordinance of preaching formed a 

pivotal centre, around which God's saving action turned. Yet, in spite of 

the exalted positiong to which Donne placed preaching, it should not be 

thought that it was a supernatural eventv where God acted as a Deus ex 

machina. Rather, it should be seen as integrally linked i7ith Donne's total 

view of creation. Here both divine and human were interlinked in a network 

of shared interaction. To convey his message to mankind God merely made 

use of the'existing communicative structure, where the communication between, 

God and man and man and man were all united in a grand total structure, 

This view is further emphasized by the fact that Donne did not conceive'the 

interaction in preaching to take place on a merely verbal level. In6tead, 

'the whole person of the preacher was the vehicle, through which God addressed 

the congregation. The preacher made his impact with the force of his whole 

personality, as well as by his woras. 
The other central pole of God's saving action in his Church, the 
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Sacraments, differed sharply in their character from the sermon. 'Where 

the sermon was a powerful battering7ran, that-shattered the presumptuous 

sinner, before a communicative relationship could be established between him 

and God, the Sacraments belonged to an order of gradual, careful, nurturing 

care, that prepared ground for the confrontation in sermon, and consolidated the 

newly begotten relationship. In this manner they'were none the less insepar- 

able, in spite of their differences in character. The Sacraments were in 

Donnels thought chiefly concerned with cleansing a man from his sins. The 

original sin wasýwashed away in the Sacrament of Baptisrog. lin which man was also 

restored into a state of grace, in which he could continue his striving to- 

wards God, without relapsing into his former fallen state. The Sacrament of 

Eucharist, in turn, washed away man's actual sins that accumulated in his 

daily life to impede his process towards a. union with God. It should be 

noted'that sin in Donne's theology was always something that hindered man's 

conversion to God, and should be regarded as an obstacle, rather than, forensic 
I 

guilt. Thus, when the Sacraments conveyed absolution of these sins, they 

were essentially instrwents, for, furthering union, rather than of forensic 

paxdon. In conveying union with Christ in the corporeal elements of the 

water of Baptism or the bread and wine of Eucharist, they can be called the 

non-verbal side of God's communication, the silent sound of the Word of God. 

Thus the verbal and non-verbal parts, the loud and silent qpeaking of God, in 

the preaching of, the Word, in the Sacraments and all ordinances of the Church 

together formed God's -, face that was turned to man, and man, approaching this 

facet staying before it and contemplating it could, as a result of a total 

ordinance on ill levels, reach the union which was offered to him, peace with 

his maker in harmonious interaction and his salvation. , 
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ENVOI 

Or: some final considerations on the method used and results obtained 

in this thesis lw' 

Having'thus, completea our task of rendering an account of Donne's doctrine 

of the Church andq in so doing, having also sketched the outlines of his 

theologiCal'thinking and its correlation to his'experience of reality, there 

still remains one question which may require a short explanatory note. The 

reader may have noticed that in the course of our scrutiny of Donne's ecclesio- 

logy an opportunity has seldom presented itself to draw parallels to research 

by eailier students of Donne and to find support in their findings. 

References to past research have been mainly critical in their nature, or 

stressing the irrelevance of earlier research to the approach adopted in this 

thesis. The reader may, have thought to have detected a hint of arrogance on 

the author's partj and may have questioned what is my right to dismiss the 

results of scholars such as Ramsay, Husain or Merrill as fundamentally mistaken 

or irrelevant in their basic premises. 

It is true that the picture of Donne and his theological thinking, as it 

is presented in this thesis, differs sharply from his earlier theological 

portraits. Furthermore it is true that a result like this was inevitable 

after adopting a strongly subjectiveg almost impressionistic method of 

research that did not shirk from attempting a direct dialogue with Donne and 

tried to put the scholar in rapport with himq responding personally to this 

enigmatic and fascinating figure. However, it is not true that arriving at 
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wildly divergent. results from earlier research was something new and unique 

in the course of scholarship on Donne's theology. To aemonstrate this point, 

let us take a cursory look at some opinions expressed in the course-of the 

last decades. 

The first major workon Donne's thinking# Miss Ramsay's Les doctrines 

. 0-F .4 
medievales chez Donne, found him essentially a medieval soul9deeply impregnated 

by Neoplatonism, faithfully repeating the views of early Christian Fathers, 

especially of St. Augustine. With a result like this, it can hardly be a 

coincidence that Ramsay had defined her task to study the-medieval elements 

in Donne's thinking. In other words, it may be suspected with reason that 

the task and. method she had adopted influenced the conclusions which she 

eventually. reached. A sir4ilar phenomenon occurred in Itrat-Husain's work 

The I)ogmatic and Mystical TheoloEZ of John Donne. Here Husain had set him-- 

self the task of comparing. Donne's theology with early 17th century Anglicanism, 

notably with Hooker and Laud, It is hardly surprising that starting from 

these premises, Husain arrives at a conclusion that Donne was a faithful_- son 

of his Churchp with no major differences to the generally accepted body of W 

Anglican theology. The two above mentioned works can be seen as fairly 

dtraightforward cases, where the pre-conceived frame of reference has contributed 

to the tag affixed to Donne by the scholar. However, it was discovered early 

in this century that Donne was by no means a straightforward case ready for 

classification. This discovery can be peen in T. S. -Eliot's"appraisal of 

Donnel in his essay on Lancelot Andrewes. The subjective elements in Donne 

which-eluded definition apparently irritqted Eliot, and hence he accused him 

A 
for the lack of the 11Fout pour la vie spirituelle". Thus, the final evaluation 

Was determined by the irritation caused by the lack of a suitable frame of 

reference! An attempt to solve the problem which so-irritated Eliot was made 
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later by Theodore Gill, when he tentatively dubbed the same elements as "akin 

to existentialist". This path was later adopted by Merrill, who in his thesis 

The Christian Anthropology of John Donne draws parallels between Domie and 

Kierkegaard and b6tween Donne and 23uber. Thus, we can see that the deyelopment 

of new theological trends and the scholars' acquaintance with them have radi. cally 

altered the appreciation of Donne and his theological thinking. in other 

wordsq whatever the approach of the scholar seems to be, Donne himself appears 

to fit neatly into itv producing new and unfathomable depths from the richness 

of his sermons. Consequently, when studying Donne there seems to be as many 

different conclusions as there are scholars. 

We must now ask the question, what is the justification of the author's 

offering yet another, different view of Donne and his theological thinking. 

Is the picture presented'in this thesis yet another subjective interpretation, 

based on the author's oym bias and prejudice? To answer these questions, we 

may begin by pointing out that the thoughts and ideas presented in this thesis 

should be sufficiently documentated by quotations from Donne's sermons, to 

convince the reader that they are indeed Donne's own. It has been pointed 

out already in the introductory chapter, that although every effort has been 

made to avoid. placing Donne in any procrustean bed of pre-established doctrinal 

frameworks, the author has reserved the right of a personal and subjective 

response to Donne, thus forfeiting any claim to detached objectivity. Even 

omitting the fact that-such claims are more often than not illusory, surely 

this approach requires more justification to merit itself. To give this 

justification we must see what we are left with, after executing a research 

project in such a manner. 

Perhaps the chief merit that can be attributed to the approach adopted in 

this -thesisq is that it does not deal with Donne's theological thinking as 
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a set of detached ideasp forcibly separated from their rýghtful context of 

life'and experience. It has been the author's consistent aim to establish 

an encounter with the man Donne and his existential situation, thus giving 

his týieologicall thought the necessary background for its'proper understandinf;. 

The authorýhas tried to listen to his voice, as a parishioner of St. Paulls, 

trying to adapt himself to the situation, where these words of exhortation 

and edification were first uttered. Thus, in trying to appreciate the man 

Donne, the Dean of St. Paulls, and listening to him from the-viewpoint of 

not a-s6holar but of that of an'involved liste"t,; -. the author has gained 

the advantage of hearing in his words not a doctrinal structure but a 

communication of living faith. 

The importance of this approach will become clearer, if we keep in mind 

that, for Donne, ' his'faith was not'so much based on the teachings he had 

recýived in his youth from his Catholic tutors, or in his later age, when 

preparing to accept Anglicanism, but a personal accomplishment that followed 

from his decades-long struggle and was finally completed in the context of' 

his serious illness in 1623. His faith was based essentially on the ex- 

perience of finding acceptance and security, communion and communication, in 

a'situation where he wasýconfronted with imminent death and annihilation, 

and all his carefully built defenses had crumbled. He had had a thorough 

knowledge of Christian doctrine before, and had accepted it as intellectual 

truth, but now his new experience of faith became the breath of life into 

dry dogmatic bones, the, co-ordinating and guiding force-in the maze of 

doctrinal intricacies. Thus, when he preached, it was not so mucli the 

Anglican or even Christian doctrine as such that he expounded', but his own 

personal experienceg clad in the garment of Christ ian doctrinal tradition. 

Therefore, when we study his sermons, it should be evident that we only gain 
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half of his message, if we concentrate single-mindedly on the doctrinal 

statements without trying to perceive the underlying message of experience 

and faith. 

tdiat has 'been said above of his theological thinking in general, is also 'I 

applicable, when we come to his ecclesiology in particular, the specific topic 

of this thesis. As far as is known to the author, no earlier scholar has 

attempted to r6der a specific account of Donne's thoughts on the Church. 

One might offer as an educated guess, that this is so because no scholar 

before has found this topic sufficiently interesting or important in the' 

total field of Donne's thinking. Indeed, ^ it is not until one sees Donne's 

thought against the background of his experience of faith and*reality that 

we can see the tremendous importance of the Church in hjs theological think- 

ing, and appreciate the novel aspects that he attributed to the Church. 

We have seen how his experience of faith was based on the concepts of 

communion and communication and how he perceived reality not as a collection 

of separate individual entities, but as a constantly changing and fluctuating 

network of'interactive relationships. It is againstAhis background that 

the Church assumes its-importance. We see the Church emerge from-Donne's 

thinking, hot as a static institution offering salvation, but as the very 

idea of communication and communion between God and man and between all 

God's creatures; we see the Church as the all-important event where this 

idea of communication is constantly actualized again and again. 16 Donne's 

thinking the Church is not so much an article of the Creed, a concept to be 

believed, as the very basis of faith, the event that makes faith itself 

possible. In this manner the Church event transcends the temporal and 

spatial limitations, which, in a given time and environment give it the 

necessary external framework, but do not essentially affect its contents. 
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Thuso the Church in Donne's thinking grows truly Catholic ana universalt- 

transcending human bickering. 

yet, having said all this, it is perfectly possible for a critical reader 

to point out that, although the presented views may be sufficiently document- 

ated, it would, also have been possible to present a picture of Donne's 

ecclesiology in a totally different mannerg giving the reader a quite 

different impression. Is there anything else apart from the author's 

subjective preference to merit the presentation of Donne's thinking and 

ecolesiology in such a manner as has been done in this thesis'? To answer 

this question, we must now introduce the concept of relevance. To present 

Donne's doctrine of the Church without the context of his experience of faith 

and reality-would have been like-an archeologist piecing together the ex- 

cavated bones of a long-dead mammoth, tying them together with pieces of wire 

and'setting them in a museum as a historical curiosity. In this thesis our 

attempt has been to present Donne, his theological thinking and his 

ecclesiology not as a collection of mammoth's bones, but as something living 

and relevant to contemporax-j theological discussion. 

This goal has been achieved in this thesis by following Donne's. own 

tendency of ignoring the externals and concentrating on the immediate ex- 

perience. Donne himself was perfectly aware that ecclesio-political 

situations are strictly tied to temporal and spatial limitations,,. and subject 

to change. He also perceived the same to apply to current interpretations 

of Christian doctrine and its contents. Thus, although he. always made 

allowances for the current situation and the conditions it imposed,, he strove 

to reach the core of immediate human experience, the response echoing from 

the naked heart that had been struck by the Word of God. By following this 

approach it has been possible for us to present Donne as an exponent of the 
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unchanging core of human existence, interpreting the raw, basic feelings 

that remain the sane amidst changing times and environments. As a, 

Shakespearean drama can still be considered to-: day a relevant treatise on 

love, hate, jealouzy and lust for power, although Elizabethan England has 

long passed by, in a similar manner we can find in Donne's sermons a valid 

descriptionýof the human conditiont instantly applicable in our own day and 

environment. What makes him. relevant from not only a humanistic, -but also 

from the theological point of view, is that his theological concepts are not 

based on dogmata, but on the human condition that he interprets so accurately. 

This claim can be directly substantiated by the major study of our work 

Donne's doctrine of the Church. Although he makes good use of what the 

Fathers had thought on the Church before him, his basic viewpoint is still 

different. He bases the concept of the Church on the struature of existence 

and reality, -as he perceived it. In a world that consisted of interactive 

relationships, the Church, in spite of its all institutional characteristics, 

was primarily the basic idea of communication and communion 'between the 

separate components, and the event where this interaction took place. In 

this manner-its nature and existence, was not based on an institutibn by 

Christ or a gathering of "faithful men", but on the roots of all life and 

existence. Seen in this manner Donne's doctrine of the Church becomes 

truly universal, to quote the words of Ben Johnson on Shakespeare, "not of 

an age, but for all time". 

The applications of such a view of the Church in current theological 

discussion are not hard to come by. In. an age when theology is seeking to 

liberate itself from normative doctrinal statements of times gone by, and 

seeking a more accurate interpretation of human existence and the effects 

of the Word of God upon it, we can see in Donne an accurate sounding-board 
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for the vibrations of human life and in his doctrine of the Church a possible 

instrument for the re-evaluation of the significance of an institution current- 

ly under the fire of criticism. In the Church's current struggle for the 
e 

re-appraisal of its identity, in its search for a new and better self- 

understanding, the thoughts of Donne 'Offer one possibility of bringing the life 

of the Church into a closer synchronisation with humanexistenýe and of re- 

interpreting its tasks, not from a starting-point of age-old ordinances, but 

from that of the basic communication and communion between each member in 

the family of man and the Father of this family. It is not, however, the 

task of this particular thesis to dwell on the possibilities that are opened 

in this mannerg it may be claimed merely as a justification of the method 

and approach that have been used, The results obtained in this manner, 

raise a possibility that a line can be drawn from Donne's thinking that 

offers practical applications in current theological search for new solutions. 

With these final and concluding considerations it is my humble pleasure 

to submit this interpretation of Donne's doctrine of the Church to the reader, 

in the modest hope that the reader might at least share a part of the en- 

joyment and excitement I have had during these years of my interaction with 

John Donne. 
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SUIZZARY 

In this thesis my aim has been to present a complete picture of John 

Donnets doctrine of the Church. Preliminary studies soon showed that Donne 

based his theological thinking largely on his own personal experience, so 

the first part of this thesis is devoted to describing Donne's experience of 

the reality-in which he lived. By following the line of his development in 

his amorous liaisons and in his search for God, az deulonstrated in his literary 

production, it can be seen that Donne conceived reality as a fluctuating event' 

of shared experience, as an interaction between persons, where participants 

vere of less importance than the action itself. 

From this basic ontological premise we continue to analyse the position 

of the Church in the world. Here we see that God was prompted to undert, *e 

the work of creation because of his desire for communication and communion. 

Thus the world and all its creatures should be seen essentially as couLmunica- 

tion partners for God. In the order of creation, the Church was Godts 

instrument to actualize this communication. For Donne, the Church was not 

a static institution but an event taking place again and again in given time 

and space. This character as an event made the Church independent of local 

conditions and of the external forms and limitations imposed by man. For 

instance the split of the Churches that occurred after the Reformation could 

not destroy the underlying unity of the Church. Also, because of Donne's 

concept of a unified order of creation, the realms of sacred and secular aid 

not collide in any manner; a shared experience of Christian reality WA, 9 the 

society, with the Church event taking place wherever and whenever com-, aunicatjc, ý 

and communion between man aad God was established and maintained. 



Fulfilling its task in practice, Donne perceived the Church to be 

integrally linked to God's continuous chain of revelation. This had already, 

begun in the creation, when God had given man an innate capacity of forming 

a notion of Godli3 existence and a wish to find God and rest in him. It was 

the duty of the Church to exploit these capacities and transform man's notion 

of the existence of God into a-relationship of knowing him through Christ. 

Here the Church was linked into a continuous chain of God's speaking. This 

had already begun in the giving of the Law and through the prophets. Even- 

tually, God had spoken "personally and aloud" in his Son, but the nearest and 

clearest voice of God was to be heard in the Churchq through her ordinances. 

The most important of these was the ordinance of preaching. Here an immeaiato 

confrontation was established between God and man through the words and the 

whole person of the preacher. In this confrontation a dialogue was establish- 

ed, and thus a communicative relationship could begin. However, this relaý- 

tionship needed, the Sacraments both to prepare the ground for it, by washing 

away the original sin, and to strengthen and nurture it, by the constant re- 

stitution of man from his actual sinsq through the Sacrament of Eucharist. 

Togetherg the 'Word and Sacraments formed God's face in the Church, that siae 

of God which was turned towards men, and through which men could find their 

way back to their maker in a harmonious communication. 


